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Stunning colour. Exhilarating
action. Unbelievable realism and
nerve shattering excitement.
Qualities of entertainment most
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normally associated with the arcade
halls, but no longer the sole reserve

of the coin-op machine. The
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masters of entertainment software
have directed their talents towards

the outstanding qualities of the

Atari ST to present a series of
sensational hits that bring the
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INTO YOUR HOME

ysteria of classic arcade
space "shoot-em-up"
spectaculars as a dc
threatened earth se

for a superhero to defend
rrior searches for the key to his
:stiny but finds his way barred by
obstacles and ancient creatures that

will test his powers to the limit.
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The filmwas a smash hit. The coin-op
was a classic. The computer game is
a heroic tale packed with the drama
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and action that made its forerunners
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NEWS
Atari

Desktop Show

plays a
winning
tune
ATARI is riding high in the booming com
puter music market on both sides of the
Atlantic thanks to the

built-in Midi

interface on the ST range.
Professional musicians, amateurs and

students have welcomed the facility
which enables STs, synthesisers and
other electronic musical instruments to
communicate with each other.

Before Midi became a standard, com

puters, microprocessor-enhanced syn
thesisers and other electronic musical

instruments made by different manufac
turers couldn't share resources.

But now Atari has been able to capture
a large part of the growing music market
because its Midi port is a standard fea
ture of the ST range - the only micros
with such a built-in facility.
Musicians find the ST can capture all
the nuances of their keystrokes, including
pressure and speed, and translate them
into digital information.

of the Year
A PRESTIGE showcase is to be unveiled

calendar for this remarkable new indus

to reflect the growing importance of the

try, which has projected sales in Britain of
£300 million during 1988,
The show will convey the message that
personal computers are transforming the
way people communicate in print -

desktop"publishing revolution now taking
place in the UK, and the part the ST is
playing in it.
Database Exhibitions has announced it

is to hold The Desktop Publishing Show

whether linked to a low-cost laser or to

1987 from October IS to 17 in London's

sophisticated typesetting equipment.

Business Design Centre.
The show is being sponsored by Pira,

the UK technology centre for the printing
and publishing industries,
Pira will also be organising a full semi
nar programme during the show. The
expertise of Pira will be available to visit

ors m a User Clinic designed to answer
questions and solve problems.
The choice of the Business Design
Centre is part of the overall plan to
ensure that The Desktop Publishing Show
becomes the most significant event on the

A

UK business software house has

package carried off the same award in

carried off a major award at the

This can then be edited on the ST or

Summer Consumer Electronics Show

in Chicago.
Superbase Personal on the ST from
Precision Software has won the blue
ribbon of the event - the Software

an acoustical or electronic musician in

Showcase Productivity Award.

more than 20 per cent of UK households.

It is extremely rare for a British

And it sees no reason why it shouldn't
capture the vast bulk of this potential
market with the 1040ST costing less than
a third of competitors like the Macintosh

company to be singled out for an
honour at this prestigious event, but
this is in fact the second time Surreybased Precision has caught the
judges' eye.
The first was when its Superbase 64

The market for Midi, which includes

bitions.

The show champs...

played back by a Midi synthesiser which
responds
by generating 'sounds
according to the way it is programmed.
Atari estimates there is already either

Plus with add-on Midi board.

Visitors will include those involved in

the production of reports, brochures,
newsletters, newspapers and magazines
- either in house or as service companies.
Managers will have the chance to
evaluate desktop publishing in the con
text of their own companies.
"The Desktop Publishing Show 1987
will not only mirror the revolution that has
been taking place in the world of print, it
will also help shape its future", says
Derek Meakin, head of Database Exhi

The CES judges praised Superbase
Personal for being a very visual data
base management system offering a
unique facility for coordinating pic
tures and text.

John Tranmer Precision's managing
director was in Chicago to receive the
CES award.

"What is particularly pleasing - apart
from the award -is that Superbase Per
sonal is the only database product
working under Gem shipping to the US
at the moment", he said.

electronic music-making in homes,
schools, clubs and sound studios, has
tripled each year in America since 1983.

Now the boom is beginning to show in
the UK. Syndromic Music has exhibited

Nightmares on tap

for the first time ever at the British Music

Fan - showing a range of ST Midi soft

WHAT is claimed to be Infocom's first

ware and hardware from Hybrid Arts,

interactive horror story has been
produced for the ST in the US.
The Lurking Horror is supposed to be
the user's chance to experience their most
terrifying nightmares.
The player takes the main character
who is compelled to explore the base
ments of the George Underwood
Edwards Institute of Technology.

Sound Bits Software and the new Midi

Performace System from Zyclus.
"The ever increasing range of software
and hardware dedicated to the Atari ST is

proving that the machine is ideally suited
to the Midi musician", said a spokesman
for Syndromic (01-444 9126). "Inclusion of
Midi ports on the ST elminates the costly
interfaces required for other computers"

There are tunnels and ancient rooms

packed with nasties and slime.
Infocom has also announced a follow up
to Planetfall.

Stationfall takes the player and the
wacky hero Floyd to a strange space sta

tion. The place is deserted, save for an
ostrich and Arctunan balloon creature and

a brainy robot named Plato. The captain's
log describes a sudden breakdown of
machinery, and Floyd begins to act
strangely ...
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NEWS
ATARI UK looks set to end the year
on its highest note ever.

Atari
banks on
a boom
With 100,000 other trade visitors,

Turnover for 1987 is expected to
be quadruple that of 1986, thanks
mainly to booming ST sales.
"We're looking for a bumper last
quarter", said spokesman Peter
Walker. "Forward orders indicate

we are going to enjoy a bonanza. On
the retail side, everyone is stocking

McCormick

Exhibition

Centre,

PHILIP MORRIS of English Software

summer home of the CES Show. He

escaped the 90 deg heat of downtown
Chicago for the cool and cavernous

sent this special report to Atari ST
User.

the ST these days".
To ensure the momentum doesn't

flag, the company is spending well
in excess of £3 million on adver

tising

during

the

run-up

to

Christmas.

It is Atari UK's first major adver
tising campaign under its new man
agement and will take in TV and
national newspapers.

Your luck in
the stars
LOOKING slightly into the future with the

It's take-off
for the ST
driving the success of the ST in America,

the sophisticated games market is not
being neglected.
The most impressive products at CES
were the range of Cmemaware products
from Mindscape which are gradually
being converted for the ST.
Best-selling Defender of the Crown will
be released this autumn, licensed by Mirrorsoft in the UK, together with The King
of Chicago and SDL By November,

The new Atari PC - the first with built-

in EGA - was launched at a starting price
of $499 including disc drive, and though
Atari took pains to point out its technical
inferiority to the ST, hopes are high for its

Sinbad and the Throne of the Falcon will
also be released for the ST.

British. software for the ST included

What really matters to the success of

products from Tynesoft, Mastertronic,
Gremlin, English, Pandora and Firebird.
It was evident that many US software

the ST is growing software availability.

houses have been slow to realise the

And although sales of games, for example,
are currently higher for the Commodore
Amiga, the ST's success particularly in

tainment software.

the productivity and education fields is

bound to influence the flow of American

not in doubt.
The Midi music market in the US is

titles over the next six to twelve months.

commercial success.

booming and the built-in Midi interface of

the ST has enabled Atari to capture this
burgeoning sector.
A plethora of music based software
products was evident at CES - CZ Droid
and DX Droid from Hybrid Arts,
Digisound ST from Alpha Systems, the

growing potential in Europe for ST enter
But Atari's progress in this market is

Epyx, which has not exactly been
famous for a flood of ST software, was
busy promoting Championship Wres
tling, Super Cycle, Summer Games,
Winter Games, the Temple of Apshai
Trilogy, Sub Battle Simulator, Spy v Spy
III, Arctic Antics and the new Boulder
Dash Construction Kit based on Chris

Hippo ST Sound Synthesiser from Hip

Gray's well known original. A wealth of

popotamus Software, Midi Magix from
Micro-W, Midi Play 1 from EMPH.
Of special note was Oasis for the
Ensoniq Mirage Synthesiser, again from
Hybrid Arts, a new title offering the
budding professional a full-function
graphic wave tablet, looping editor and
librarian - all running on the standard

good titles here.

520ST

While serious applications are really

is currently transporting its astrological
program for use on the ST.

The news should please Raymond
Tauecchio of Holland who wrote to us in

June and said; "I am searching for an
astrology program but have so far been

unsuccessful. Could you ask your readers
if they know of an astrology program for
the ST?"

As luck - or rather the stars - would

ATARI'S stand was remarkable for a

Cessna
light
airplane
perched
precariously on top, alerting' everyone
that arguably the best version of Flight
Simulator II was running below on the ST.
It was displayed on a large projection
TV screen in front of a mock-up of a
Cessna cockpit. Simulated trips around
Chicago's Hancock Tower were the
order of the day.

help of a crystal ball, Electric Ephemeris

have it there is, in the form of ST-AR (ST
Astrological Record)
Some of the features available with the

program include natal chart, progress
ions, solar returns and transits.

Fast Basic

bargain
A DISC version of Fast Basic has been

released by Computer Concepts (0442
63933) at half the price of the original
interpreter on cartridge.
Priced at £39, the only limitations of the

cheaper version are that it will use up
ram and lose speed at start-up.
The Japan-US trade war is given as the

reason for Computer Concepts switching
from cartridge to disc.

"It has meant that the price of eproms
has become unstable", said the com

pany's Charles Moir, "and that creates dif
ficulties for continuing with Fast Basic on
cartridge".

Keeping the
staff busy

My prize games tip? Watch out for Midi
Maze - if you liked Way Out you'll love

GRAFOX (01-922 8807) has produced
Logistix, a device for staff admin which

this.

features a database for information about

All in all CES was an excellent show for

Atari. The market for personal computers
and software support - with the new
emphasis on ST desktop publishing from
companies like Mirrorsoft - seems
destined to grow and grow.

people or machines, timesheet and
spreadsheet with sophisticated graphics.
The planning and decision aid is
designed to operate like a computerised
wall planner which helps allocate resour
ces to different tasks over periods of time.
August 1987 Atari ST User 7
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Shining at the Show

Kermit

gobbles

IT looks as though Atari will have the

liveliest and most comprehensive display
of all when the PCW Show opens at

errors
MICROLINK, the rapidly expanding UK
and international electronic messaging
service, has been invaded by a small
green frog.

Far from causing a system failure
though, this little chap will help users to
successfully download the hundreds of

programs available in the telesoftware

Olympia in September.
Its 'Village style" section will feature a
recording studio and satellite dishes
alongside the games, graphics and busi
ness packages.

Haba is demonstrating the Meteostat
weather receiving system - capable of
animating satellite pictures - as well as a
scientific word processor and an A4
digitising tablet for Cad.
Midi applications specialist Syndromic

Music is setting up a complete sound
studio, catering for professional musicians
as well as amateurs and entertainment
software enthusiasts.
Visitors will be able to see Midi

synthesisers and keyboards in action,
plus professional recording equipment.

Another highlight of the Atari Village
will be the Atari ST User stand where

latest and back issues of the magazine
will be on sale, as will the much
acclaimed Mini Office II software suite for
the 8-bit Ataris. The MicroLink electronic

mail system will also be demonstrated.

section.

Kermit - a new error checking tele
communications protocol - has been

MORE PC

installed to assist MicroLink subscribers
obtain error-free telesoftware.

Until now noise on a telephone line
could corrupt data being transmitted
from MicroLink's Prime computer in
London. This would make programs
received unusable and the whole listing
would have to be sent again - incurring
extra time charges.
Under the new protocol, data is trans
mitted in small blocks. After each block, a
checksum is sent from the MicroLink
computer to the user's micro. If the

remote

terminal

agrees

with

this

checksum the next block is sent.

If there is a discrepancy the user's
computer will send a message back
down the telephone line to the effect:
"Excuse me but I seem to have missed

some of the data in that last block, could
you send it again please?".
MicroLink will then reply with equal
politeness and the block of data will be
retransmitted.

When the checksums

LINKS
THE growing importance of the ST is
marked by the number of people trying
to link it to the PC world.

The latest product, at present
winning much acclaim in the US, is PC
Ditto from Avante-Garde Systems in
Florida.
It is claimed that Ditto allows even

the 520ST to run PC software, including
Lotus 1-2-3.

On the 1040ST the package functions
in

both

monochrome

and

colour

graphics emulation modes.
In the US it costs $89.95. UK
availability is not yet known.
Atari itself is looking at two systems
aimed at making the ST IBM com
patible.
UK technical manager Les Player

Memory
conserver
A 64k buffer which can be plugged in to
any computer using a Centronics printer
"and forgotten" is being sold in Britain by
Frontier Software.

Manufactured by the Supra Corpor
ation in the US, the MicroStuffer operates
very much as a normal printer buffer, but
it is a separate hardware device which
leaves all the micro's memory free.
Connected between the computer and
printer, it automatically buffers data sent
to the printer, which frees the computer
for other work.

Frontier (0423 67140) says MicroStuffer
includes a self test which checks the 64k
ram on switch-on.

It also has a repeat button which allows

agree, the next block will be sent. This
procedure is mostly invisible to the user,
who may be told that an error has oc

said a hardware ST-PC unit and a soft

the contents of the buffer to be printed

ware package were being considered.
Either would enable MSDos programs

shots.

curred but is not required to take any

to run on the machine.

action.

An added advantage of Kermit is that
the. MicroLink software section is no

longer restricted to Ascu files such as
Basic program listings. Binary program
files can now be downloaded and it is

But with the impending arrival of the
Atari PC in Britain, the company is as
yet unsure whether there is a market
for these ST additions.

Player said Atari were waiting to see
how things go

more than once for such things as mail
Sales manager Dave Fields said: "For

the same price as most printer buffer pro
grams, MicroStuffer will work with just
about any computer, can be left under
your desk and forgotten about. It will also
greatly increase your productivity".
Price £49.95.

intended that some of the best programs
from the public domain will be made
available.

There is already some top flight enter
tainment software for Atari ST users on

MicroLink - including Golf, Othello,
Automation and Oxo.
Head of MicroLink Derek Meakin said:

"Once again MicroLink has led the way
by making innovative technology avail
able to computer enthusiasts.
"This sophisticated error checking
protocol is a first for a commercial elec
tronic mail system in Europe and puts
MicroLink in the front rank of tele

software providers".
8 Atari ST User August 1987

New adventures out
TWO new adventure games for the Atari
ST have been launched by Activision
following a distribution agreement with
US software house Sierra On Line.

The First, Kings Quest III, features 3D
animated graphics which were included
in Quest's I and II.

of merry sailors they come face to face
with Medusa
Snowman.

and

the

Abominable

The second game from Activision
(01-431 1101), is Space Quest, an adven
ture set in the far reaches of the universe

The adventure takes place in the king
dom of Daventry with the player assisting

and features Roger Wilco, a sanitation
engineer turned space age hero.
Roger's mission is to seek out and de

the slave of an evil wizard to free himself.

stroy a super-secret star generator.

After sailing the seven seas with a band

Price £24.99
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The authoritative insider's guide

TRICKS & TIPS

BASIC TrainingGuide

Introduction to MIDI Programming

Valuable collection ofsoftware toots
andprogramming hints\.h/^

Everyone's Introduction to ST BA3C

Explore the infinite electronic
musical capabilities of the ST
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PWMlll|
ST Internals

GEM

(Formerly Anatomyof the Atari ST)

Programmer's Reference

An essential guide to the insider's infor
mation on the ST. Written for the pro
grammer wanting a thorough, complete
description of the inner workings of Atari's

An indispensable guide for the serious ST
programmer needing detailed information
on GEM.Written especially for the AtariST,

outstanding ST computers Detailed des
criptions of graphics and sound chips,

choosing the right programming language,
introduction to Cand assembly languages; a
study of the Editor, C-compiler, Assembler
& Linker; programming the Virtual Device
Interface (VDI); Application Environment
Services (AES); Graphics Device Operating
System (GDOS), and interlacing to TOS.
Manyexample programs, Cross-referenced

hardware,

the

Centronics and

RS-232

ports, GEM, important system addresses
and much more. Included is a commented

BIOSassembly listing. This reference work
is a required addition to your ST library.
Third printing.

AB450

446pages

£14.95

it has an easy-to-follow format. Covers

VDI/AES calls.

AB470

hiddenwithinyourAtari AST

Tricks & Tips
Fantastic collection of ST program tools and
techniques for the ST, Programs include
a super-fast RAM disk; time-saving print
spooler; colour print hardcopy; plotter
output hardcopy; accessories construction
- all of these programs and more are in
cluded in the price of the book! Learn how to
create brilliant graphics, use the VDISYS
commands, and master the powerfulGEM
applications. Refineyour BASIC, assembler
and C programs with advanced pro
gramming techniques.

AB455

260pages

£14.95

£14.95

MACHINE LANGUAGE

GRAPHICS &SOUND

Compete rtnxljttontomatfmeeswrtty Lsrrjujqc ontieAtari St

Masfcf thegrapta andsoundcapablrtics or" theManST

is

ST Machine

Peeks & Pokes
POKEs and their uses. At the same time,

you'll get a good look al the architecture of
the AtariST. Topics include: the ST's con
figuration and interfaces, its "intelligent"
keyboard; the mouse, pointer and stack,
diskettes; TOS,GEM, interpreter/compiler,
choice of programming languages, input
and output; much more.

AB480

175pages

£12.95

Introduction to

MIDI Programming

An educational, well-written introduction to

Your ST's built-in Musical Instrument Digi
tal Interface (MIDI) lets you control any
MIDI-equippeddigital synthesizer - and the
results can be phenomenal! This book
covers the fundamentals of MIDI operation
on the ST - how a synthesizer is actually
interfaced with the ST's MIDI ports. In
cludes C sourcecode listings for compre

Atari ST BASIC. You'll learn to program

your ST quickly withthe BASIC commands,
problemanalysis, and algorithmspresented
in the first few chapters. Quizzesthroughout
the book help you learn to "think in BASIC"
while you get a practical grounding in the
languageat the same time. Topics include
data-flowand program flowcharts, menus,
multi-dimensional arrays, sort routines, file
management, BASIC under GEM,advanced
programming techniques, and much more.

STMusic Box™ package.

AB485

AB520

312pages

£12.95

Language
Learn 68000 machine and assembly
language to make the fullest use of your ST.
Takes a systematic approach in presenting
number systems, logicaloperations and bit
manipulation; use of registers, structure
and details of the 68000 instruction set

and the ST system routines; explains the

Graphics & Sound

ST Disk Drives:

An in-depth look at creating sophisticated
graphics and surprising music and sounds
on the ST. Detailed guide features stepby-step introduction to graphics in all
resolutions: 2-D and 3-D function plotters,
Moire patterns, graphic memory, various

Inside and Out

resolutions,

fractals,

recursion,

sound

waveform generation, MIDI. Example
programs written in C. LOGO, BASIC and

functions of the editor, assembler, linker,

Modula-2 ST. See and hear the audio-visual

possibilities built into this remarkable

280pages

£14.95

250pages

£14.95

ST BASIC to C
Move quickly beyond the BASICS
with the powerful C language

AbacusCliiiiiSoftware

Abacus Eiiiffljj Software

etc. Contains many sample programs.

AB465

ST Disk Drives

hensive MIDI editor, driver and animated

player lor any of the Casio CZ series, etc.
Written by the authors of XLENT Software's

Inside
and Out

Abacus LuiiES Software

ABaciis ::;«=•:

Enhanceyour programs with the PEEK and
POKE examples in this book. Clearly ex
plains a number of the most important

ST BASIC

Training Guide

A0L?

CS & POKES
Keys to revealing the secrets

412pages

Abacus^

Abacus EH Software

AbacusEli Software

AbacusESS Software

AbacusEB Software

computer.

AB460

255pages

£14.95

The definitive guide to the ST disk drives,
including the Atari ST Hard disk. This ex
haustive volume not only covers files, file
structures and data management, but
details both the programmingand technical
aspects of the floppy drives, hard drive and
RAM disk. Includes program listings for
several full-length utilities and program
ming tools that allowyou to further explore
the capabilities of these drives. Available
first quarter '87.

AB445

375pages

Abacus^

ST BASIC to C
Move up from BASIC to C - in a hurry! If
you're already a BASIC programmer, you
can learn the fundamentals of C language
programming all that much taster, usually
in less than one day. Parallel examples
demonstrate the programming techniques
and constructs in both languages. Topics
include variables, pointers, arrays, data
structures, more.

£16.95

A.S.T.8.

A
ATARI

33 Ormskirk Road

ADBROKE
OMPUTING

The leading North West

Specialist ATARI Dealer

INTERNATIONA L

Tel (0772) 21474

A

Mall Order 27236 or

ATARI

Preston, Lanes.

Bui/Board 6pm to 9am

This Company has given years of fullsupport to ATARI users Countrywide from their retail shop premises at Ormskirk
Road, Preston. Now from their NEW Mail Order Depot they can offer the same Excellent service to all Mail Order
Customers.

All Software and Hardware is fullytested prior to selling. This ensures Customers receive working items so that
returned goods, and all the attendant frustration are a thing of the past. All Hardware is supported by our own 'ON
SITE' engineers, therefore quick turn round on all repairs is Guaranteed. All prices quoted are fullyVAT inc. and there
are no 'hidden extras', what you see is what you get. Prices include next day delivery on items over £150.
yTHHIHMHf *v

520STM+Software
520STM+Mouse+Softwr
520STM+Mouse+Softwr
+Hi-ResMon
520STM+Mouse+Softwr
+Colour Mon

£249.00
£269.00

Per Disk

£369.00

10 Disks
10Disks+Plastic

library case
£568.00

1 Meg Upgrades are available for the
520STM. These are our own design and
are very simple to fit, needing no
soldering.
Using the same board, all ST's can be
Upgraded to 2mg or 4mg. So no need to
sell your 520 just Upgrade to a Mega ST
using our board.
1 Meg Upgrade (STM) with board £130.00
1 Meg Upgrade (STFM)
£70.00
2.5 Meg Upgrade with board
Phone
4 Meg Upgrade with board
Phone

If any of the above Upgrades are
purchased with Hardware then deduct
£10 from total.

100 Disks
500 Disks

3.5 D/S
D/D
£1.99

5.25 D/S
D/D46TPI
£0.80

£16.00

£6.50

£17.50

£7.50

£150.00
£650.00

£60.00

£280.00

All Disks are covered by an unconditional
lifetime guarantee.

.

520STFM+Mouse
+Softwr
520STFM+Mouse

£375.00

+High-Res Mon
+Softwr
520STFM+Mouse
+CoburMon
+Softwr

£475.00

£675.00

1040STF+Mouse
+Softwr
1040STF+Mouse
+Hi-ResMon
+Softwr
1040STF+Mouse
+Colour Mon
+Softwr

5T

ATARI
•F1EL»

Our ATARItrained engineers will repair
all Hardware in minimum time at

competitive rates. Please ring for a
quotation. All repairs carry a 90 day

£560.00

£660.00

£860.00

All Hardware is covered for 12 months by
our service dept. and is tested prior to
delivery to assure satisfaction.

warranty.
NEWLY IMPORTED

Imager. Easily fixed to your printer itwill
digitise anything placed in the printer
and save to Disk to be used with Degas,
Elite etc. RRP £99.99

>

uuu

We have a complete range of Software in
stock and fully tested.

We also stock a full range of quality P/D

ST Software at £3.99 per Disk Send
SAE for catalogue.

All Printers, Disk Drives etc supplied with
cables etc. NO HIDDEN EXTRAS

IF IT'S AVAILABLE we have it!

Send SAEforfull catalogue.

All Dedicated books and mags instock
TO ORDER Simply send, or phone your order, stating Full Name, Address, Visa or
Access Nos, Cheque or Money order. Make payable to Ladbroke Computing

Any Software problems? Queries?
give us a ring we usually have the answer

International, 33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lanes. PR1 2QP.
PRINTERS
Dot Matrix
EPSON LX86
LX86 Tractor Feed
LX86 Sheetfeeder

LQ800 24 pin D/M
StarNLIO
NL10 Sheetfeeder

National Panasonic
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DUST COVERS
£240.00
£19.00
£49.00
£499.00
£250.00
£55.00
£199.00

PERIPHERALS

Computers

£3.99

Monitors
Disk Drives
Printers

£4.99
£2.99
£7.99

FOR MORE INFO CALL ON THE ABC
STATE FULL REQUIREMENTS

Triangle 1mg D/Drive
Triangle 2x1 mg D/Drive
Traingle 20mg Hard Disk
Pro Draw Graphics Tab'

£139.00
£229.00
£669.00
£310.00
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The million
micros man
PAUL WELCH is not just another
salesman. The national sales manager for
Atari UK has elevated his vocation into an
art form.

That's why this year he will sell
upwards of 1,000,000 units, a record for
the company.
But whether he's marketing micros, or
baked beans - the latter incidentally is
one of the few lines he hasn't sold during

Mike Cowley meets
Paul Welch, Atari's
super salesman

Paul on his team was to help launch the
Vic 20 into major multiples.
And that was just the background he

had even though he knew nothing about
computers.
"As it turned out, this didn't matter at

all," says Paul Welch.Tor I was coming in
at a time when the industry was being

"The bad ones would only call at 1lam

transformed.

his career - he is the consummate profes

- just time to do their pitch before the
pubs opened - or after 3pm when the

sional.
He's the sort of salesman that the cus

pubs closed.
"The good ones arrived whenever you

people were talking to technical people.

tomer ends up thanking after handing
over his or her hard earned money.
Charming without being ingratiating,
persuasive without being pushy, Paul
Welch is everything that the wonderfully
pretentious Arthur Daley would like to
be. And he's got integrity.

needed them - be it 8.30am or 5.30pm.

cessful at Commodore is that we put the

They were the ones who succeeded.
"Anyway selling seemed a nice life
style to me - far more interesting than
accountancy that I was in at the time".

a way that the consumer liked,
emphasising that it was fun and not too

However it wasn't just a question of
Paul Welch changing jobs. It seemed that
there weren't that many people looking
for 20-year-old trainee salesmen.

"There was no point in technical
people going into multiple retailers and
talking computerese. All they want to
know is the price, discount and

But after weeks of writing three and

availability. Plus what it does, not how it

That's why he still regrets the day he
pulled off one of his biggest coups for it
would not have seemed out of place in a
Minder script.
It was back more years than he cares

four letters a day, he finally found an
opening.

to remember when he was making a

It wasn't one of the most glamorous

name for himself as an up-and-comer
with an internationally known wax

fields, but Paul Welch grasped the
opportunity to sell spirit duplicators with

polish company.

all the eagerness of a young buck out on

Young enough to think that only the
sale mattered, he had been whisked off

by his regional manager to Scarborough.
Put up in "a Ritzy hotel" for the first time

his first date.

Like most ambitious salesmen, he

rarely stayed in one job for long, seizing
being actively poached by those he had

ready to take on the world.

impressed.
At one time or another he found himself

loose on the unsuspecting grocers in the
area, he approached his task with all the
exuberance and style of a Millwall
supporter at West Ham.
"There was this little shop of no more
than 600 square feet", recalls Paul Welch.
"Well, with all the arrogance of youth, I
sold them upwards of 400 cases of polish.
"Now, with hindsight, I realise it was
the wrong thing to do. For when I left the

selling soft drinks, garden furniture and

company three years later, that shop still

on the computer scene.

had more than half the cases left".
Paul Welch decided to carve out a

benefits".

does it.

"By not being a computer person it

helped me to understand how to
approach other people who didn't know
anything about them.
Paul Welch was at Commodore UK for

five years. By that time he had grown
disenchanted with the company because

like many others, he felt that after t>

Near miss

^ through histTers"6318^
^7mrZTsmostlnw]^
chain.
kS &fencer retail

It was back in 1980, having just sold
more than £100,000 worth of ladies aprons

in a year, that Paul Welch finally arrived
The man who introduced him to it was

the leadinZore^eC/ *Persuads

own computer

P ° market lts

Bob Gleadow, Atari UK's current general

school.

At that time he held a similar position
with arch rivals Commodore, and Paul

At that time, he was, in his own words
"on the other side of the fence" - working

Welch was to become the national

in a job where company reps had to call

accounts manager for that firm.

remembers.

technical.

"There is very little difference in

selling", he insists, "whether it be
cleaning fluids or computers. The same
skills apply and it is all about product

manager.

"I soon began to spot the differences
between good and bad reps", he

Vic 20 in a pretty box and advertised it in

even oven gloves.

career as a salesman shortly after leaving

on him.

"But one of the reasons we were suc

fresh opportunities as they came up or

in his life, the kid from the North East was
No wonder then that when he was let

"In the early days of computers it had to
be a technical sell because technical

It turns out that both Bob Gleadow and
Paul Welch had been in the same class at

he thought like, 'J ^ rellshlnS

Now that would have'been asale,

school.

Friendship apart, the reason he wanted
August 1987 Atari ST User
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< chairman Jack Tramiel left Commodore

Links that hold ••••II
firm

had lost its way.

After resigning once and being per

that the boss ten^.,....

suaded to stay with the promise that
things would get better, he cut his ties for

that strong tSse^ hl SCh°°l and

the second time, moved out, and by this

families doesn t anfo^ ?etTfeen bofh

time he had set up his own business
called Software World, In his own words
it was a "disaster".

But Bob's attitude was that it

wouldn't worry him if it didn't worry
me, so why not give it a try"
Y
harmLrs^^^^been

Within nine months he was to pull out.
Yet he still believes that the concept a mass market mail order operation would have been viable with the proper
financial backing.

aSiffC* a9°od hum-

"I still believe there is room in the

industry for this sort of company", he

sSsSEfcws
"When he S ^ good fnends.

insists. "But we could not afford to do the

things we had planned. So in deference
to everybody involved at that time, I had
to call it a day".
At this stage the computer industry
almost lost Paul Welch. He had accepted

n he flrst HMted me to join

an offer from a print company but then
the call came from Atari. Or rather from

Bob Gleadow, who was then running

time being in the UK because currently
Amstrad is all powerful", he admits.

But it was the call from his old friend

the computer industry," he says. "A lot of
people slag it off but despite the fact it is
damned hard work and can be bloody
frustrating, it still remains an exciting
industry".
Now that he is an established player in

that turned out to be the offer that Paul

the Atari UK team, how does he see the

months.

Welch couldn't refuse.

future for the company9
"We visualise being number two for the

that..."

Atari UK.
It wasn't the first offer that Paul Welch

had received from Atari. Jack Tramiel
had approached him some time
previously but he'd turned him down.

"Anyway, I knew I would have missed

4&

"The fact is we won't hit Sugar this year.

Next year we will start to make major
inroads, however, even though Amstrad
may still be on top at the end of those 12
"But you just watch out for the year after
•

MILES BETTER SOFTWARE
221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor, Cannock,
Staffs WSl 1 2DD. Tel: (05435) 79099
Psion Chess 3D

19.95

Shard of Spring"

19.95

ACCESSORIES

Alrball

19.95

Shuttle II

19.95

Wizards Crown *

19.95

ST2 Modem Lead

12.50

Hardbal

19.95

Star Raiders

12.95

Bureaucracy (Douglas Adams)

29.99

ST to Scart Lead from

11.99

Balance of Power

24.95

Crystal Castle

12.95

SOI

22.95

Gauntlet

19.95

GRAPHICS

GAMES

ST to Midi from

3.99

Mouse Trap

11.95

Tenth Frame

19.95

32.95

Turbo GT

16.99

Arkanoid

12.95

Degas
Degas Elite

STto Centronics printer from
Mono/Colour Monitor Switch

60.95

Mouse Mat

Right Simulator II (Colour)
Typhoon

39.95

Nlnja Mission

8.95

Art Director

39.95

HARDWARE

Road Runner

19.95

Film Director

49.95

19.95

Prohibition

17.95

Pro Sprite Designer

Arena + Brataccas
G F L Footbal

29.95

Tal Pan

12.95

Palntworks

32.95
27.95

Epsom LX800 Printer
Cumana 1 Meg 3.5' Drive
Cumana 2x1 Meg 3.5' Drives

249.00

Tralbtazer

19.95

MGT

GFA Draft

89.95

Cumana 1 x 5.25' 8c 1 x 3.5' Drives

310.00

CAD 3D

39.95

520 STFMPhone for latest prices

17.95

SMM 804 Printer

190.00

Epson LX 86 Printer

225.00

17.95

11.99

25.99
5.99

150.00
249.00

Mercenary Compendium

19.95

Macadam Bumper

19.95
19.95

Goldrunner

19.95

Plutos

11.95

Mean 18 Golf
Metro Cross
Xevtous

19.95

Super Tennis

19.95

19.95

ADVENTURES/STRATEGIC

19.95

Sub Battle Simulation

19.95

Lattice C Compiler

75.95

Silent Service

19.95

Macro Assembler

39.95

PSION

19.95

Kings Quest III
Space Quest

22.95

Barbarian'

22.95

Pascal Compiler

75.95

Terrorpods'

19.95

Statlonfall

24.95

Fast Basic (+ stand alone disc)

79.00

Boukterdash Construction

19.95

221B Baker St

19.95

dBase II

99.00

DeepSpace
Sky Fox

29.95

Roadwar 2000

19.95

Accountant

19.95

Colonial Quest

26.00

Accountant +

135.95

GATO

27.00

Breaker

19.99

GFA Compiler

52.95

Organiser II XP
Organiser II CM
16K Datapack
32K Datapack
64K Datapack
* Phone for Availability

Harrier Strike Mission

38.95

Brknstone

19.99

GFA Basic

52.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST AND

Stargllder

19.95

Essex

19.99

Pro Sound Designer

49.95

PACKAGING AND VAT AT 15%. ALL PRICES

Hacker II

25.95

Mlndwheel

19.99

1st Word Plus

69.95

ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABIUTY

Two on Two Basketball

19.95

19.95

Fleet St. Publisher

95.00

24.95

Superbase (Personal)

85.00

24.95

Zoomracks 2

55.95

Ferguson TX MC05 T.V ./Colour Monitor
One Scart Lead)

UTILITIES AND BUSINESS
Disc Doctor

139.95

Karate Kid II

19.95

Major Motion

17.95

Guild of Thieves"
Leather Goddesses of Phobos
Hitchhikers Guide

International Karate

17.00

The Pawn

19.95

Publishing Partner

Championship Wreslllng
Super Cycle

19.95

Jewels of Darkness

17.95

Cornerman

19.95

Silicon Dream

17.95

Payroll

159.00
185.00

129.95
22.95

Leader Board
Leader Board Tournament

19.95

Alternate Reality
Kings Quest II

19.95

VIP Professional GEM

27.95

Metacomco Make

39.95

Winter Games

19.95

Black Cauldron

27.95

PrintMaster

27.00

Super Huey

17.95

Phantasie"

19.95

Mlcrotlme (clock card)

29.95

World Games

19.95

Phantasle II

19.95

Back Pack

39.95

8.95

209.00

136.95
95.95

17.95
31.95
75.95

PHONE FOR LATEST RELEASES
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO :

MILES BETTER
SOFTWARE
ACCESS AND VISA ORDERS

PHONE (05435) 79099
TRADE ENQUIRIES PHONE (05435) 74265
FOR DETAILS

>
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From imageProcessing«
compiling
•••"to
crunching BASIC
numbers
desktop publishing. ••
Trom2-D
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PROGRAMMING

Into machine code
THE Atari ST is one of the most power
ful computers available for the price.
This is because it uses the superb 16/32
bit MC68000 microprocessor which
combines
amazing
speed
with
unprecedented ease of use.
The 68000 was originally designed to
make the implementation of high level
languages such as C and Basic as easy as
possible. As a result, the ST programmer
is faced with a bewildering choice of pro
gramming languages, most of which per
form at blinding speed.
So why would anyone want to program
in assembly language when there are so
-many easier alternatives?
'' There are two main reasons. The first is

that, despite the speed of languages such
as Fast Basic and C, programs written in
assembly language typically execute five
to ten times faster. So if your program
needs to run at the fastest possible speed,
assembly language can prove very
useful.

Another important factor is that most
high level languages hide all the
complicated and messy hardware details
of the ST from the programmer. For this
reason you don't need to have a detailed
knowledge of the ST's disc controller in
order to load a

Stephen Hill looks at
the world of 68000

assembly language

keep track of the line it is executing, the
processor uses the PC to find the location
of the next instruction to execute in the

will include an introduction to 68000 pro

gramming, the use of Tos and Gem from,
within machine code programs and a
detailed examination of the Line-A
routines.

The only effective way to learn how to
program in machine code is to take things
slowly. Being given a list of assembly lan
guage instructions and told to get on with
it simply doesn't work.
I'll start with a brief explanation of what
an assembly language is and how it is
used. If you know a little about it already I
hope you will bear with me for a while.
A microproccessor is ultimately only

capable of manipulating a list of numbers
held in its memory. Some of these num
bers will represent commands which tell
the processor what operations should be
performed. These are known as machine
code instructions, For instance:

STs memory. It fetches, decodes then
executes this instruction and increments

the PC to point to the next one. The entire
cycle now repeats as shown in Figure I,

These days very few people write pro-'
grams directly in machine code, This is
because in practice it's very hard to make
sense of any program consisting of just a
list of numbers. It's far easier to give each
instruction a name or mnemonic, such as
RTS for the return from subroutine
instruction we saw before.

A utility can be written to convert all
these mnemonics into the corresponding
numbers. This utility is called an
assembler and the list of mnemonics it

translates is known as assembly lan
guage. Each mnemonic (apart from one
or two special ones) corresponds directly
to one operation in machine code.
We have already encountered an
internal variable known as the program
counter or PC. The 68000 has 16 more

4E75

file from the disc or

understand the sound chip to make a
beep.
But supposing you want to do
something clever such as access the joy
stick port, or get more than 16 colours on
the screen at once. In this case you will
need to access the hardware directly in

program counter (PC) is used by the.
68000 to keep track of where it is up to in
a machine code program.
Just as ST Basic uses line numbers to

instructs the 68000 processor to return

internal variables which can be used by
the assembly language programmer to
store data.

from a subroutine.

Other numbers simply represent data
to be processed by these instructions.
For instance:

These variables are known as registers
and come in two distinct types. Data
registers are used to hold numeric or
character data and are named DO to D7.

48 65 6C 6C 6F

Address registers are normally used to
store the location of this data in memory

guage probably didn't envisage. The only

are the Ascii codes for the message

and are named A0 to A7. Each of these

effective way to do this involves the use of
assembly language.
If you want to get the most out of your
ST you will probably have to program in
assembly language at least some of the
time. The best way to use it is in conjunc
tion with a high level language such as C

'Hello'.

registers is 32 bits long. This means that
any one register can contain a number
from zero to over 4,000,000,000.

ways the author of your programming lan

The best way to describe the action of
any microprocessor is in terms of
something called the fetch-execute
cycle. An internal variable known as the

1

or Fast Basic.

That allows you to combine the sheer
power of machine code with the ease of
use of the high level language and get the

FETCH

INSTRUCTION

FROM A HEHORV
LOCATION POINTED AT
BV PROGRAM COUNTER

This series of articles is intended to

J

L

EXECUTE

INSTRUCTION

1

PUT

r

LOCATION

OF
NEXT INSTRUCTION
IN PROGRAM COUNTER

your own programs. There will be plenty
of practical examples in both Fast Basic
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locations.

default and can handle 16-bit numbers
1'

provide a practical introduction to 68000
assembly language. It is aimed at people

and assembly language. Topics covered.

size. There are three possible sizes, byte,
word and long word. Bytes are 8-bit num
bers ranging from 0 to 255 and can only
be used with data registers or memory
Most instructions take the word size by

best of both worlds.

with little or no previous experience of
68000 assembly language programming,
although a knowledge of Basic and
experience of machine code on the 8-bit
Atans would prove useful.
It won't make you an expert overnight
but it should give you the tools to incor
porate assembly language routines info

Because we often need to manipulate
information in much smaller chunks, most
instructions on the 68000 let you specify a

from 0 to 65535. The largest size of all is
the 32-bit long word which represents the
full register's worth of data.
Most of these registers are general
purpose and can be used to hold any
information you like. However, address
register A7 is special. This is known as
the Stack Pointer or SP and is used to hold

the location of an area of memory called
the stack. It Is used by the 68000 as a
scratch pad where it can jot down data
and addresses.

Figure I: The fetch-execute cycle

There are also two more special regis-

PROGRAMMING

68060

REGISTERS

use of some of these facilities would

induce. So they created a separate,
31

expert's only mode to restrict the really

15
1 _.„^

D8
Dl
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

dangerous stuff to people who knew what

j BY 1t

they were doing.

WORD
LONE

To keep programs written in super
visor mode totally independent of
ordinary programs there is a separate

WORD

Supervisor Stack Pointer (SSP) which is
effectively another version of address
register A7.

In practice most programmers have to
use this mode at one time or another,

largely because all the ST system vari
ables are held in a protected area of
memory only accessable from within
supervisor mode. Providing you take care,
supervisor mode can be used with rel

A8
Ai
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

ative impunity.

The general format of most 68000
assembly language instructions is:
here

A7

USER

A71

SVSTEH

STACK

STACK

move (the # means take the number
literally) and DO is the destination - data
register DO. Tagged on to the end of the

SSP

POINTER

load D0

where here is a label, MOVE is the
instruction and .W the size - word in this
case. The number 12345 is the data to

USP

POINTER

MOVE.W #12345,D0

line is the comment "load DO".
31

PC

23

The label is an optional marker which

15
PROGRAM

ters. The first of these is called the status

register and is only 16 bits wide. This is
logically divided into two distinct sec
tions. The lower byte is known as the
Condition Code Register or CCR. It con
sists of five flags which can be set to
either one or zero depending on the
result of the last arithmetic operation.
Branch instructions used to jump from
one part of the program to another rather like GOTO or IF-THEN GOTO in

Basic - use these flags. For instance BEQ
1000 jumps to location 1000 if the result of
the last instruction was egual to zero.
The system byte in the upper half of the

stores the value that the PC will contain

COUNTER

Figure II:
The 68000 registers

status register is rather more complex. It
can only be directly accessed when the
processor is within a special mode called
supervisor mode. This is an alternate
operating mode of the 68000 which allows
the programmer to use extra privileged

when the instruction is executed. It,
corresponds exactly with the labels used
in ST Basic to represent line numbers.
The instruction can be any one of the
mnemonics shown in Table I. The size

extension enables you to set the size of
the operation performed by the instruc
tion. This can be either B (byte), W

instructions not available in the normal

(word) or L (long).
The first operand after the instruction is

user mode.

the source of the data and the second is

The reason for this supervisor mode is
that the designers of the 68000 wanted to
give the assembly language programmer
total control of the processor.
At the same time they also wanted to

the destination. These specify where the
information to be processed should be
taken

from

before

afterwards.

The instruction MOVE for instance,

horrendous system crashes that improper

moves some data from one place tof>

MOVEQ #data,Dn
MOVEP Dn,d(Am)

RTS

ADDQ
ADDX

BPL label

AND

BVC label

ANDI #data,CCR
ANDI #data,SR

BVS label
BCHG
BCLR
BSET
BTST

JMP label
JSR label

NOT

SUBX

LEA <ea>,An

OR

SWAP

ADD

ASL
ASR

instruction

protect the casual user from the sort of

BMI label
BHI label
BLS label

ABCD

the

executes and where it should be put

DIVU
EOR

RTR

MULS

SBCD Da.Db
Sec <ea>

EXG Rx,Ry

MULU
NBCD

EXTDn

NEG

STOP
SUB

NOP

SUBQ

EORI #data,CCR
EORI #data,SR

LINK An,#off

ORI #data,CCR

BRA label

LSL

ORI #data,SR

TAS
TRAP #vector

BCS label

BSR label

LSR

PEA

TRAPV

BEQ label

CHK

MOVE

RESET

BNE label

CLR

TST
UNLK

BGE label

CMP

BGT label

CMPM (Ay)+,(Ax)4

BLT label

DBcc Dn, Label

MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE

BLE label

DIVS

MOVEM

Bcc label
BCC label

<ea>,CCR
<ea>,SR
USP,<ea>
<ea>,USP

ROL
ROR
ROXL
ROXR
RTE

Table I: 68000 machine code mnemonics
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<
Interrupt
Mode

Condition Flags

Mask

Supervisor ^_

-• Extend

Flag

-• Negative
-• Zero
Trace Flag

-• Overt low

If set to 1
the
TRACE
vector
is
executed
after
each
instruction

-• Carry

SYSTEM SUPERVISOR BYTE

CONDITION CODE REGISTER
Figure III:
The status register

another. So to move a byte from data
register DO to data register D5 we would
write:

HOVE.B D0,D5

Some assemblers are rather finicky
about how you position the various parts
of the instruction m your assembly lan
guage program.

Typically all labels should be placed at
the far left of the screen and the operands
of an instruction should be separated
from the instruction by a space. But
sometimes you have to put all the differ
ent components of the instruction at spe
cific positions.
Most instructions let you process infor
mation using any one of 13 different
addressing modes. These are simply dif

ferent ways of telling the processor
where, to find or store the data.
For instance the data may immediately
follow the instruction, or an address

register may point to it in memory. These
modes let you access data stored
anywhere in the ST's memory.
• In next month's article I'll describe
these modes in detail and will demon

strate their use with a simple program.

^Z much does .* cast

advertisements in th.s .sue), ateiepho

f Why USe TeleX
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Playing the field
LAST month in the first part of this
series on writing databases using ST
Basic we looked at seguential files - one
way of saving data on disc. Although that
method worked adeguately, modifying
data already stored was, at best, trouble
some.

Ken Hughes explores
random access filing in
Part 2 of his guide to
writing databases

of disc space available this may seem like
small change. Don't forget, by the time
you have formatted your disc you are
down to just over 700k and may want to
store other things on the same disc such
as programs, Desktop accessories or
other files.

better

Look at this month's program. Line 40

method of storage which allows us to alter
part of the file without having to read the

will look familiar to those who read last

This month we'll look at a

whole of the data, alter and then rewrite it
all.

In order to access a particular item at
random, we must follow a more strict

protocol. The length of a record must be
defined in advance and we must be able

to refer to its exact location within the file.

In order that the operating system

reads or writes to a specific point in a file,
it must know exactly how far into the file
that point is. So, if a record is 50 bytes
long it knows that the 10th record will be
500 bytes from the start of the file.
To begin writing a name and address
book using this method, we would have to

number should fit into 12 spaces.
This month's program accepts and

month's article except that, instead of
opening the file with an "I" for input or "O"
for output, we have used "R" for random.

stores information entered from the key
board using the field lengths you specify.
Note that if you type in too long an entry, it
will chop it down to the maximum length

It doesn't matter whether we want to
write to the file or read from it, the same

without informing you.
If you live in Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch,or need to store the address of
someone who does, you have a tricky
problem - the easiest solution is to move.
The reason for giving careful thought to
the field lengths is because of storage

when performing disc operations so, as

space. When you tell the database how

letter will serve.

The # 1 identifies the stream to be used

before, we can have more than one file

open at a time and we know that the data
will be read

from or written

to

the

required file.
Lines 80 to 130 are simple INPUT state
ments that gather in whatever is typed at
the keyboard. No check made on the
length of the string entered - the next few

decide how much space we wanted to
give to the individual elements: Name,
address lines, post code and telephone

long each field of the record is going to
be, that amount of space is reserved on

lines take care of that.

the disc irrespective of the actual length

record are set in line 140. What we are

number.

of the data entry.
If you specify 20 characters for the
length of a name and enter "J.Jones" seven characters - the entry will be
padded out with 13 spaces and stored as
a string 20 bytes long.
If you decided to give yourself plenty of
space, say 50 characters per field and
have 10 fields per record, then each
record will occupy 500 bytes of disc

saying to the computer here is, "assign 20
bytes to a string variable which we will

If we use initials for the forenames we

could safely say that a field length of 20
would be sufficient for the name. Using
abbreviations for street, road, avenue and
so on, a length of 25 would be adequate
for address line one.

Towns or cities could be easily repre
sented in 15 characters and counties
could be shortened to five letters. Post

codes normally need a maximum of eight
characters, including the space between
the two elements and a telephone

space irrespective of whether you have
filled each field to capacity.
To the owner of a 1040ST with 1Mbyte

The length of the various fields of our

call, in this instance, a$. Then you will
assign a further 25 bytes to another string
variable which we shall call b$ . . .", and
so on to the end of the statement.
When
the
FIELD
statement

is

executed, space is reserved in a part of
the computer's memory known as a
buffer. Lines 150 to 200 transfer the data
which we have entered into the variables

assigned to the buffer.
LSET means that where the length of
the data entered is less than the amount of

space allocated the data will be placed at
10 REM Random Access
20 CLEARW 2
30 FULLW 2

40 OPEN "R",#1,"dataf ile.daf
50 rec%=1

60
70
80
90

WHILE q$o"e" AND q$o"E"
q$=""
INPUT "Enter Name ";nme$
INPUT "Enter Address Line 1 ";ad

dr1$

100 INPUT "Enter Address Line 2 ";ad
dr2$

110 INPUT "Enter Address Line 3 ";ad
dr3$

120 INPUT "Enter Post Code ";pcode$
130 INPUT "Enter Telephone Number ";
tetno$

Program 1

140 FIELD #1, 20 AS a$,25 AS b$,10 A
S c$,5 AS d$,8 AS e$,12 AS f$
150
160
170
180

LSET
LSET
LSET
LSET

a$=nme$
b$=addr1$
c$=addr2$
d$=addr3$

190 LSET e$=pcode$
200 LSET f$=telno$

the left hand side of the field and spaces

will be placed from the end of the data to
the end of the field.

Had we used RSET, spaces would have
been inserted from the beginning of the
field to the start of the data and the data

would then end at the right most edge of
the field. For example, with:

210 PUT #1,recX
220 PRINT

230 PRINT "Enter E to end or any oth
er key to continue"

240 q$=input$(1)
250
260
270
280

recX=rec7.+ 1
WEND
CLOSE #1
END

FIELD LENGTH=15
DATA=°JIM SMITH"

LSET will give.
JIM SMITH

<===Buffer

whereas RSET would result in:

JIM SMITH

<===Buffer

>
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number - rec% - is incremented by one
and the program loops back to the begin

< PUT in Line 210 instructs the ST to write
the contents of the buffer, NOT the

individual variables, to disc, # 1 identifies

This time, press E to end and then,
after saving your program, leave Basic.

ning of the INPUT statements.

the stream and rec% indicates the record
number.

As this is the first time we have run this

Find the icon for DATAFILE.DAT and

To demonstrate how entered data is

double click on it. When the dialog box

fitted into the space allocated, run the
program and enter the following in

appears on the screen click on 'Show' and

program a new file will have been
opened and the data being PUT will not
overwrite any other data.
Assuming that we write 10 records the
first time the program is run and then we
run the program again but this time we
only enter three records, when the file is
displayed afterwards we will see that the
three records just entered occupy the
first three places in the file.

response to the prompts:

The previous records from numbers 4
to 10 are unchanged and still hold the

At the 'continue or quit' prompt, press any
key except E (End) to continue and then
type in this data:

the contents of the file will be displayed
on screen.

In the first record the first three fields

are stored in full but, because we have
Name

Address Line 1
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
Post Code

Telephone No,

Fred Bloggs
999 Letsby Avenue

only allowed five characters for the third
address line, 'Lancashire' has been trun
cated to 'Lanca1. The effect of truncation is

Cellsvitle
Lancashi re
PC49 10J
061 999 9999

also noticeable in the second record
where the name and the second address
line will be shortened.

original data. This is the mam advantage
of this method of data storage over that
discussed last month. Existing records
can be randomly accessed, amended
and written without corrupting data
already held in other records.
The remainder of the program checks

Load the Basic program once more and
replace LSET with RSET in lines 150 to

200 and then run the program using the
previous examples. Now if you display

the file 'DATAFILE.DAT', you will see that
the data is displayed to the right of the
field where the length of the data is
shorter than the allocated length of the

Ivanhoe Forthe-Gard

Name

ener

Address Line 1
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
Post Code

to see if you have finished entering data.
If you have, the file is closed and the
program ends. If you haven't the record

Telephone No.

333 Buckingham Mews

field.

Little Hamptonwick
Berks

• That's all for now, next month we will
have a detailed look at reading and modi
fying the data entered.

AR3 4AR
0123 456789

SUPERTEC COMPUTER OFFERS
Software for the ATARI ST
Deadline

£22.95 QBall

£19.95

The Pawn

£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95
£19.95
£34.95
£24.95
£19.95

£19.95

Red Alert
Winter Games
Golf

Bridge
Time Bandit

Sundog
Major Motion
Deep Space
Star Glider
ST Karate

Warzone
ST Protector

£19.95

A Mind Forever

Voyaging

£44.95
£89.95

T-R-l-M

ST Accounts
H&D Base
Datacomm

dBman
Music Studio

Temple of Apshai
Trilogy

Degas
Easy Draw
£24.95 Colourspace

Strike Force Harrier
World Games
Karate Kid II

£24.95 Cashlink Accounts
£24.95 KComm
£24.95 V.I.P. Lite

Trivia Challenge

£19.95

Fastcom

£150.00
£99.95
£44.95
£113.85
£29.95
£39.95
£149.95
£19.95
£295.00
£49.95
£99.95
£49.95

ATARI

SPECIAL OFFER

520STFM with Mannesman-Tally Pixy Plotter + Cables + GFA Draft Cad System

£«P

MANY ST SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK-CALL FOR DETAILS

.^
3J?</ QTi

AVAILABLE
SOON

Systems tailored to your needs5
SPECIAL OFFER

ST SOFTWARE

520 STFM MANNESMANN
TALLY PIXY 3 PLOTTER GFA

KUMA - HABA - ATARI - GFA
CASHLINK - SOFTWARE PUNCH

DRAFT SOFTWARE
PACKAGE PRICE £653.95
LIMITED NUMBERS

Including:
CHIPSOFT (STACCOUNTS)
BATTERIES INCLUDED

Call for details and prices

TRIANGLE D/D DRIVES FOR ST

PRINTERS. . .PRINTERS. . .PRINTERS
Including: EPSON • BROTHER • MANNESMANN TALLY

^

1MB (SINGLE)

£148.35 2MB (TWIN)

DISKS

MODEMS

£240.35

by Miracle Technology

£653.95 (VAT incl.)
Limited numbers available

PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME
MON —FRI

9 a.m. — 5 p.m.

BULLETIN BOARD

0268 293639 (24 HOURS)
300 BAUD

51/4"sS/DD(Packof10) £7.50

WS2000

£125.00

31/2"os/dd

£2.50 ea.

31/2"sd/dd

£1.95 ea.

WS4000
Auto-dial/Auto-answer

£195.00

SUPERTEC LTD. CORNWALLIS HOUSE, HOWARDS CHASE, BASILDON, ESSEX SS14 3BBTel (0268)282308
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VIP PROFESSIONAL

THE POWER OF LOTUS 1-2-3 ON THE ATARI ST1-^

ST SOFTWARE I

INTEGRATED

'LOTUS PLUS GEM'

Probably the most impressive program to have been rel
eased so far for the Atari ST range, VIP Professional is an
extremely easy to use, integrated spreadsheet, database
and graphics program which is identical both in features
and commands to Lotus 1-2-3'". To give you the best
program possible on your Atari ST, VIP Professional integ
rates the three essential applications of Lotus 1-2-3™ with
the smart face of GEM. The same spreadsheet analysis,
information management and extraordinary business
graphics are all combined in one easy to learn, affordable
package. What's more, VIP Professional not only has all
the features of 1-2-3™, you can also type the same comm
ands to do the same things. Or, better still, you can use a
mouse to make it even simpler! VIP requires only one disk
drive to operate and also works with a hard disk drive. It is

SPREADSHEET
DATABASE
GRAPHICS
WITH

LOTUS 1-2-3
COMPATIBILITY

£199
(+VAT=£228.85)

compatible with both monochrome and colour systems. Probably the most surprising
feature of VIP Professional is not its total compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3™, nor its ease
of use with the GEM environment, but its price. Lotus 1-2-3™ for the IBM PC AT costs
£395 (+VAT=£454.25), whereas VIP Professional for the Atari ST range of computers is
a mere £199 (+VAT=£228.85). That's nearly HALF PRICE!

1

SPREADSHEET
VIP Professional was modelled after the powerful, best selling
Lotus 1-2-3'" program. It has every feature, every command of
that program. In fact, the experienced 1-2-3™ user will feel
,,
right at home using the same keystrokes. But this version

is made even easier to use by adding the user friendly
face of GEM, so the beginner can use it right away. If you
want to do your home budgets, financial planning, or sophisticated
business inventory control or budget modelling, VIP Professional will fit
the bill. And you can freely use 1-2-3'" or VIP Professional files created on
other computers in VIP Professional on your Atari ST. And Professional is not
only flexible, it's powerful too, with a full 8,192 row by 256 column worksheet to
use with up to a massive 4Mb of memory. (Note: Lotus 1-2-3'" has only 2,048 rows

A
^J^M
™^W
^^p
^^^^

DATABASE
VIP Professional includes a powerful data manager to arrange, store and analyse

your important information, it can be used to store your home or business records
and do extensive searches, sorts and comparisons. It allows up to 8192 records, with
up to 256 fields and queries and 256 search criteria. The database manager can be used

k in conjunction with the spreadsheet commands to add greater power to the database facilities
including sorting specific ranges of the database. You can also specify how you sort files, from the
highest value to the lowest value (or from the lowest to the highest), or alphabetically (forwards or backwards). The
graphics part of VIP Professional can be used to show trends in the database or other information. With its powerful
statistical functions, it has almost limitless power.

3

GRAPHICS
VIP gives shape to your figures by letting you graph your data into six different types of graphs, in startling colour or black

and white. Pie charts, bar graphs, stacked bar graphs, line graphs, scatter graphs and X/Y graphs. You can graph your
spreadsheet or database data to give instant professional presentations. Your graphs will change instantly as you change
the data. When creating a graph you may specify a main heading, a sub heading and a third title at the base of the graph
The necessary scales can be defined either by the user or automatically created. In pie graphs, the most important
section of the pie can be separated from the other sections to draw attention to its importance. You may save graphs

individually on disk for useat a later date. You can alsoprint your graph on anyEpson compatible dot matrix printer.
•
•
•
•
•
©
•
•
•
•

VIP Professional has 'Instant Help' so you can find more information instantly.
VIP calculates to a full 300 digits against Lotus 1-2-3™ which only calculates to 100.
VIP allows for 256 Query Fields against only 32 allowed by Lotus 1-2-3™.
VIP has a complete GEM interface, for ease of use, unlike the text of Lotus 1-2-3™.
VIP allows different fonts and has an on/off cell grid. Not found in Lotus 1-2-3™.
VIP supports greater memory and larger spreadsheets than Lotus 1-2-3™.
VIP graphs and worksheet can be viewed together. Pie charts can be exploded.
VIP can accept any .WKS files from Lotus 1-2-3™without modification.
VIP displays all spreadsheet information in user-sizeable GEM windows.
VIP can be manipulated using either the keyboard or the user friendly mouse.

• VIP is currentlyavailable lor the AMIGA, STand APPLE He, He and IIGS.

.^J*

OFFICIAL UK VERSION
The official UK version of VIP Pro

fessional has a pound (£) sign as a
standard part of its character set.
Other versions have also been imp
orted unofficially from the USA and
have a dollar ($) sign instead of a £
sign. These versions will not be supported
by the UK distributors or their dealers. Ensure
that the VIP you buy is the official UK version, not
an unofficial import with incorrect characters,

nrr^Tjnii'iTjTiTira^

T

li

I To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept ATSTR 0887 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

I Please send me further details of VIP Professional for the ST
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

Postcode:

VIP Professional is available from Atari ST Dealers throughout the UK. If your local dealer
does not have VIP in stock, it can be obtained by mail order (P&P free) from:

SILICA SHOP Ltd, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,

I am interested in the Atari ST

Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

I already own an Atari ST

Allcomparisons made to Lotus 1-2-3™ are to version 1A.

Tel: 01-3091111
E&OE

•
•

Top metrics
for that

Pawn gambit
EVERY thousand years or so, Bril-

which are mainly a goodly bunch of

the Dark Room and wants to pass the

lig's great mind momentarily slips
out of gear and, incredible as it might
seem, he makes a mistake. Such a
mishap has taken place with regard to
my reference in the June issue to Mark
Sarul, of Barwell, in Leicestershire.

clues for The Pawn. Late, I grant you,
but time means nothing to Brillig as it

snowman.

does to you mortals. (Whoops. The old
humility soon wore off.)

of Northampton wants help with
communicating with Jerry Lee Lewis,

I am also indebted to M J Walsh who

sent in a neat and helpful map of The

how to vote for Gringo and where to
find a key. David Gordon of London

Pawn. I think he also sent in a number

wants to know how to deal with the

of hints but it appears that one of my
trainee ravens may have used it to line

adventurer.

Mark sent me a batch of tips con

cerning The Pawn and I, cynical,
world-weary old buffoon that I oc
casionally am, implied that one of the
tips looked as dodgy as one of Arthur
Daley's second-hand cars.

Among other things, Robert Parkin

On another adventure, Karl Westerside of Cheshire is having difficulty

her nest.

I'd appreciate another copy of the
hints, please, Mr Walsh - or, indeed,
complete solutions to this or any other

Mark said that once you had finished
The Pawn, you could type in DEBUG
and continue exploring wherever you
wished without getting killed.
Coming fresh from my April Fool's

there.

Day attempt to hoodwink half of

Pawn, it's clear from my postbag that

adventuring Christendom by stating
that the command "LIRPA LOOF"

there's an even bigger number who
haven't. While I can't help everyone, I

would let you obtain a full listing of any

hope that some will find this month's

Infocom adventure, I naturally suspec
ted that Mark was exacting some
measure of revenge with his debug tip.
But, and I really can't believe this, I
was wrong. Mark was right.

hints useful.

with the atomic chihuahua model in

Hollywood Hijinx. An uncoded but
slightly cryptic solution is given in the
tips section.
Finally, thanks to Stuart Cochran of

adventure from any of you experts out

Birmingham for his interesting letter.
Stuart is patiently waiting for his birth
day when he hopes to get an ST, having
recently sold his Spectrum.
Stuart, you're in for a marvellous
time - adventuring on the ST is adven
turing at its best. The Rainbird and

While there may be a large number
of adventurers who have finished The

Infocom adventures alone will knock

Paul Thacker of Walsall wants to
know how to lift the floorboards and

your socks off, just see if I'm not right.
Meet you in the dungeons again next

how to get past the alchemists. G Monk
of Cheam wishes to throw some light in

month.

To prove that I had unjustly accused
him, Mark sent in The Pawn end-game

HINTS AND TIPS

state on disc.

Having subjected this to all manner
of tests, including casting a Speak spell
on the disc and threatening it with
being re-formatted if it did not speak
the truth, I was finally convinced that
Mark had indeed spoken with a
straight tongue.
With all the penitence and humility

THE PAWN
Vote for Gringo?
SREP APTO LLAB TEGR OSSE CNIF
PEUC SERR EHTI EYEK EULB HTIW

that Brillig can command (such emo
tions are strange and a new experi
ence), I hereby unreservedly apologise
to Mark Sarul, exonerate him from all
charges of Brillig-like duplicity and

Alchemists impassable?

award him the honorary title of True

DAEL DNAE CIRM EHTE VIG

Adventurer a nuisance?

TSEH CEHT GNIW OHSY BMIH LLIK

Adventurer Grade A.

Bringer-Down Of Brillig but blow that

RERU TNEV DAER OFEB LATS ADEP

for a game of candles. If word got out,
I'd be the laughing-stock on the

OTTEG

Wizard's Beano to Bridlington next
week.

So to this month's hints and tips

C

Want a light for the Dark Room?
GNIR AELC NIHC UOPM ORFE ULBD
NANE ERGD ERXI M

Snowman a problem?
ETIH WEHT HTIW MIHT LEM

HOLLYWOOD HIJINX

I was going to award him the title
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Can't lift the floorboards?
SDRA OBTF ILDN AROO DEHT ESOL

Atomic Chihuahua puzzling?
GREEN X

3 BLACK X

Help with Jerry Lee Lewis?

GREEN X

3 BLACK X

REEB MIHE VIG

GREEN X 4 RED X 3

2 WHITE X

2

1 BLUE X

1

ADVENTURES

Program: Guild of Thieves

BE A THIEF
AND LIFT

Price: £24.95

Supplier: Rainbird Software, 74 New
Oxford Street, London WC1A IPS
Tel: 01-240 8838

GATHER round, fellow brigands,
rogues, thieves, vagabonds and assor

YOUR SPIRITS

ted knaves, and hearken to the tale I
have to tell.

Rainbird Software, not content with

bringing out an adventure (The Pawn)
that excited thousands and cleaned up
about every award going, has now
released another in the same mould.

It's all about being a skilled bagsnatcher, pickpocket and rapscallion.
Guild of Thieves, like its illustrious
predecessor The Pawn, is a massive

text and graphics adventure designed
and written by Magnetic Scrolls.

Now I know that graphics in adven
tures are not everyone's chalice of hon
eyed mead but the Magnetic Scrolls'
are special. If you liked the pictures in

that earlier game, you're going to be
delighted by the 29 illustrations in
Guild.

In Guild of Thieves, you take on the

role of a novice thief who has applied
to become a member of the illustrious

Guild of Thieves. Should be a doddle

for any role-playing burglar, pick
pocket or plunderer, you might think.
This game starts gently enough but
before long you're being baffled, bam
boozled and bewildered by all manner
of devious puzzles and predicaments.
Put down your gelly, jemmies and
skeleton keys for a moment and let me

\

recite my first ill-starred efforts.

The Master Thief of the Guild
accompanied me to an island, where he
challenged me to ransack the island of

said WORNIAR, I found my self in a
fiendishly designed room where one
false move meant instant oblivion for
yours truly.

Fortune favours the brave, they say,
but I am a natural coward arid much
prefer discretion to valour. I made a

quick save of the current game state
before stepping out. Several unpleasant
deaths and restores later, I decided
enough was enough and made an
excuse and left.

Staggering up a hill, I found myself in
a dark place. A lamp was obviously
needed. Oh, so that's where it was -

silly me. Then I discovered a circular

chamber inhabited by a skeleton, its
finger resting on a closed chest.

The contents of the chest I will not
reveal - the memory is too painful - but

when I use the word gruesome, be
warned that I'm not talking about those
slavering denizens of the dark that lurk
in Infocom adventures.

As fast as my trembling legs would

I fared little better in a cemetery but
at least had a giggle at what I found.

Not having the means of access, I also
failed to enter the Bank of Kerovnia,
the zoological and botanical gardens
and the undertaker's shop ("Stiffs a
speciality. Discounts for dig-it-yourself
arrangements").

One of Brillig's Laws of Adventures

states that the drawbridge of any
castle will always be raised when you
arrive. And so it proved in Guild of

Thieves. However, once inside, I found
lots to investigate.

What was all this talk by the gate
keeper of a real rat-rabe? What was
odd about the billiards room? What is

the use of the disgusting object in the
tub? (Try eating it).

Why did the toilet roll in the lavatory
keep breaking? (Incidentally, an
unnecessarily strong word pops up in
the description if you try to use the
toilet so parents of younger adven
turers, watch out. Score one black

take me, I blundered into a room filled
with hot coals. At the far side was a

mark to Rainbird).

stone stairway - dare I cross the fiery
embers to reach it? You're right - I

the world of the Guild of Thieves, not

dare not.

So here I am, newly returned from

much

nearer to

being

granted

membership than I was when I started,ol

all its treasure and prove I was worthy
of Guild membership.

Carrying my bag marked swag and
wearing jeans and de rigeur thiefs
striped jersey (well, a tee shirt

IN THE BOAT

actually), I made my clumsy way to the
jetty and began to explore. Woods,
copses, scrub and golden wheatfields

seemed to be in the majority but then I
came upon my first landmark - a
windmill.

Owing to the breeze, the spinning
sails of the mill made it a mite danger
ous to get past but a thiefs cunning
paid off and brought the first smug
smile to my lips. There were not to be

too many complacent grins, I am
ashamed to confess.

Elsewhere, a splendid temple offered
a chance to gaze upon the impressive
statue of Hurligan the Sweet (famed

Kerovnian confectioner) and an
opportunity to inspect an organ that

down witn a
>Nor«ai

loo

contempt.

OK
>

played itself.

Nearby, I encountered a sign that
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But I am a happier if not a wiser man.

Happier because this is a superbly
entertaining adventure, possibly more
so than The Pawn.

The illustrations are exceptional - I

particularly commend the title picture
and those of the cemetery, castle,

skeleton, courtyard and temple if you
want to see graphic illustrations at
their finest. The text is literate and
fulsome, a rich stew of detail, atmos

phere and incident liberally laced with

During the game, you'll be given the

know, is very powerful.
Commands can be as short or as long

as you like and there are some handy
shortcuts. I particularly liked being
able to GO TO any place that I had

already visited and being able to FIND
or SEARCH FOR any object that I had

previously dropped but had forgotten.
It was also a pleasure to be able to
examine all objects with one command
instead of having to look at each item

separately (Infocom, hang your heads
and weep).

humour.

Here's just two examples of the many
instances of fun and surprise in the

On the other hand, the parser didn't
seem to like the use of ALL when the

game. If you hang around in the boat
long enough at the start, the Master

inside another object for instance

Thief will lose patience and hurl you on
to the jetty.

In the billiards room, a blackboard
reveals that the scores are "Tiggins 0

Haylor 148". Beware also of spending
too long in the loo - the Master Thief
may burst in and disdain the usual
modesties.

Puzzles are here in plenty, some rea

sonably easy, many decidedly not, but
all stimulating in their own way. The

parser, as players of The Pawn will

objects, although clearly visible, were

inside an open trunk. A tiny blemish, in
what is otherwise a flawless per
formance

The game is handsomely boxed and
comes complete with an unusual dice,
a short system-command guide, a Kerovnian credit card, a Guild contract of
service and a 40 page copy of What
Burglar. The last-named serves as a

guide to communication with the pro
gram, entertainment and as an aid to

number of a page, column, line and
word in this document and asked to
enter the word referenced there. You

get three attempts before the program
shuts down.

Guild of Thieves is a cracking

adventure, even better in my opinion
than The Pawn. Rainbird and Magnetic
Scrolls are charged with combining

superior illustrations, gripping text,
teasing puzzles and general good
humour to produce an irresistible
adventure.

By the powers that are invested in
me as adventure reviewer in chief, I

find them guilty on all counts and
hereby sentence the public to rush out
and buy this remarkable game. Take
the defendants down to the cells and
make them start work on a follow-up
immediately.
Brillig
Presentation

10

Atmosphere

9

Puzzlement

10

Overall

10

• I

copy protection.

Comtec Systems

ST MEGA MACHINES
NOW IN STOCK

58A Wellingborough Road Northampton NN1 4BR

Telephone 0604 24463/21763
Option A - Pay the recommended price for the computer and we willgive you
software of your choice FREE to the value stated.
Option B- Take advantage of our discounted prices to save money

HARDWARE

0

Value for money

2 Meg RAM/Mouse/Mon

£899.99

4 Meg RAM/Mouse/Mon

£1199.99

Phone for Details

Laser Printer

OPTION A

OPTION B

Software Of
Your Own Choice

SOFTWARE

520STFM

359.99

399.99

£50.00

GAUNTLET

£18.00

520 STFM + COL MON

689.99

799.99

120.00

STAR TREK

£15.00

520STFM + MON MON
Hi RES MON

449.99

499.99

£19.00

149.99

MED RES COL MON

359.99
529.99

399.99
599.99
699.99

70.00
34.00
50.00

SINBAD

129.99

1040STF
1040STF + MONMON

608.99

1040STF + COLMON
1 MEG DRIVE
ST PRINTER 80CPS
DMP 2000 PRINTER

859.99
156.99
184.99
154.99
379.99

DMP 4000 PRINTER

ACCESSORIES
PRINTER LEAD

90.00
100.00
150.00
40.00

999.99
199.99
199.99

40.00
25.00
45.00

169.99
399.99

ASSORTED BOOKS

14.99

DISC STORAGE BOX

8.95

LUX DUST-COVERS

5.95

BRANDED DISCS

15.00

BULK DISC PACK (25)

20.00

PRINTER STAND

12.00

Anatomy of the ST
Atari STprog Guide
Atari Tricks and Tips

12.95
14.95
12.95

STCompanion

Gen on the ST

12.95

Peek & Pokes

Graphics Applications
Graphics and Sound

12.95
12.95

' ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POST & PACKAGING

' Phone now for details of our service contracts and repair costs.
' County Council, Local and Education Authorities. Orders Welcome.
' Corporate and Export Orders Welcome.

ST Basic

Logo on ST

Machine Lang
ST Internals

£18.00

METROCROSS

£18.00

TENTH FRAME

£18.00

WINTER GAMES

£18.00

INTERNATIONAL KARATE

£15.00

CHAMPION WRESTLING

£18.00

ARKNOID

£12.00

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2

£38.00

AIRBALL

£18.00

HARDBALL

£18.00

PAWN

£18.00

STARGLIDER
9.95
7.95
8.95
14.95
12.95
14.95

£18.00

(PHONE FOR DETAILS ON)
SPREADSHEETS

ACCOUNT PACKAGES
WORDPROCESSORS

OVERSEAS ORDERS
Please add the following to your order and make all payments in Sterling
Software, Books, Discs, Leads
Printers, Disc Drives

Computers
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GOLD RUNNER

£2.00
£20.00
£40.00

SOFTWARE
FOR THE ATARI ST
ST Doctor

Back-Pack

The utility disc for the

A cartridge-based pack
of general purpose
utilities for every ST
owner. When plugged into
the cartridge port of any

Atari ST.
ST-Doctor is a Window-

based desk accessory,
available at any time whilst
using other application

FAST ASM
Fast ASM is an ultra fast

assembler, it provides a user
friendly environment for

both writing and assembling
68000 programs.

ST, all Back-Pack facilities

programs.

are available whilst using GEM
compatible applications and,
because it resides in ROM, it
occupies no valuable RAM space

REVIEW
It is an excellent assembler, and at £19.95,

sensational value for money too. I
wouldn VSWAP it for anything!

ST WORLD

Main features include:

• Complete scrolling window-based memory
editor, allowing any area of ST memory to
be examined in ASCII, Hex, Decimal,
Binaryor Disassembly listing. Associated
features include Copy memory block, Print
block, Save block, Fill block, Search, and a
pie chart showing memory usage.
Desk

rile

Via,

Dpll

Sector 1

More comprehensive than most real
calculators, this offers all the usual features

such as Sin, Cos, Tan, Log, n, X*Y, X^Y,
1/X, a memory store, etc. However, it also has
programmer's features such as operation in
Hex, Binary and Octal, plus logical operations.
The result can easily be transferred into the

Main features include:

Assembles up to 50000 lines per minute
Program files are compatible with Fast
Basic

current application.

Disc Editor
BB1

Scientific calculator

Able to run assembled programs without

Drive

HmfOEClpJIHlluPCDDE |

leaving assembler

[H1¥TT^

GB1R BOBO E710 SBBB
BBBB BBB8 (44E BBSB
BBBB BBBB I]GUI) BBBB
BBBB 8BBB 4DF'J BBBB

B8D4 204E 2HR <1F1
BBBB E2E.E 2BBE 4FEE
4286 6000 B48C 2C1F

Provides fully relocatable PRG files

Price: £49.00
incl.

Allows up to 10source files in memory at

. ,-H).ft.
...n

one time

,fl.

B.\..,,

3FBS 3FB1 &B2 3F3C 7.7.H.7<

Clock and alarms

BB42 4E41 4FEF BBBfl

Analogue/digital clock showing timeand date.
Two time zones, four separate repeatable

controlled cut, copy and paste facilities

alarm settings, etc.

REVIEW

4R8B 6BBB GJRB 2FB6
4E7S 2C1F ZFBB 2FB1
3FB2 JFBJ 4E41 4FEF
9BBC 4BBB GBBS 63B4
ZFB6 4E7S 2E1F 3FBB
3F3C BB3E 4E41 5BBF

4R8B 6BFJFJ 6312 2FB7

J.k.c./.

Hii,,/./.
7,7,HRfl.
,J.k.c.
/.Hu.,7.
7<,>NRX,
J.k.c./.

Powerful GEM-based editor with mouse

Fast ASM is a verypleasant assembler to
use, and at 50,000 lines per minute, it

Diary

Disc Editor: Similar editor to above, plus
load/save file or sector, Advanced
formatting, Search disc, Recover deleted

file, show file size, show free discspace,

certainly is fast. Theenvironment is good,
thanks to an outstanding editor.

A comprehensive diary allowing categorised
entries on any day of the year. Simple controls

ST WORLD

make it easy to move forward or backward
one day, month, or year.
o

Desk

File

Edit

List

HBS2.RSH

etc...

Key recorder: A unique 'function key

definer', this allows upto ten sequences of
key-strokes to be assigned to any keys.
Supplied with fully illustrated instruction

Note Pad

:nrj of assenblu

Thirty selectable pages of any information can
be stored in the note pad with cursor
controlled editing and the ability to transfer
information back to the current application or

sendout

accessory in use.

RSH

S pedal
x

9INZC
9
••

Houca
H0VC.L
sentJloop
HOVE.B
BED, 5
HDUE.U
HDVE.H
zither

«8,Dfl

lilt

1SBBZE

I7IE

nnn
IMHl

3FBB
3F3CBB82

M,Hf

DB.-(SP)
*2,-(SP)
•1

RDDD.L
BRR.S

*4,SP

MDVE.Ua

zither

(REM,DO

TRAP

HOVE.BC

IBGB3G

4E41

9IBIIB

SBBF

38881ft

6SFB

mm
mm

4E75
BBB1

IMB4B

4865SCGC6FBD

sendloop

RDDD.L"

BR6DBRB8

stndexlt

manual.

Typewriter

A simple utility allowing direct output to a
printer at any time.

REVIEW

RTS

9SBB4R

-one ECU

_E_pB

476F6FG4B27!
65BDBRBDBA9B

DC.B

"

1
6

•1

.0 1

ST Doctor has to be described as one of
the best, if not, THE best, low level
programmer's utility.

S T WORLD
Price £19.95 incl VAT.

VISA

Access/Bare laycard

All orders

E3

despatched
within 24hours

Printer Buffer

Uses memory to 'queue' output for the printer,
leaving the computer ready to use, whilst
Back-Pack feeds the printer when it is ready.
Address book

A computerised database of names, addresses
and telephone numbers, allowing fast 'search'
facilities to locate any entry.
Ramdisc

Uses an area of memory, of specified size, to
act as an extremely fast disc drive. A startup
disc is easily configured to copy any list of files
into the Ramdisc automatically.

• Detailedsource and object code listings
•

Includes full instruction manual

Price £19.95 incl VAT.

<e

Computer Concepts
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead
Herts. HP2 6EX 0442 63937

^.ATAm

•MEGAPACi
"\] 520 STFM SYSTEM BY A.S.&T.
The new 520 STFM from ATARI has been an instant hit since its
announcement. The design has gained from experience with earlier
ST and STM machines and the result is a practical and superbly
engineered computer that will easily find its place in your home as
well as in your business.

720K

MIDI INTERFACE:
The 520 STFM has 3 programmable sound voices and a Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) to allow direct connection to a
wide range of musical organs and synthesizers such as the Casio
CZ230S.

MEMORY:
The basic 520 STFM has 192K bytes of ROM, an optional 128K bytes

of plug-in ROM cartridges and 512K of RAM. The MEGAPAC 520
STFM has bigger memory — a full ONE MEGABYTE of RAM, like the

MOUSE:
The 520 STFM has its own dedicated mouse as part of its standard

JKATARI

DOUBLE SIDED
SECOND DRIVE

hardware.

1040STF.

PERIPHERAL CONNECTORS:

DISC DRIVES:
The basic 520 STFM has a built-in single-sided disc driye. The
MEGAPAC 520-STFM comes with two driyes, one internal and one
external. The latter is double-sided, offering twice the capacity
(720K| of the built-in driye (360K). Your disc billcan be cut by almost
half when compared with that of basic 520 STFM users.

The 520 STFM can be easily expanded by plugging in 'add-ons'
through its ports. They will accept printer (Centronics port), Modem
(RS232 port), musical instruments (Midi port), sensors (joystick port)
and fast intelligent devices such as network, Winchesters, laser
printer etc.

BUILT-IN SOFTWARE IN ROM:

PROCESSOR:
The Central Processor unit (CPU) is a Motorola 16/32 bit68000chip,

running at a clock speed of 8 MHz. It is further enhanced by Atari's
own custom ICs providing a Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel
for fast data transfer with other peripherals such as the ATARI SH204
Winchester drive or the Atari Laser printer (available soon) and a real

The 520 STFM has 1 92K bytes of permanent software in ROM. This
comprises GEMDOS, the disc operating software which is now
becoming the dominating standard for 16 bit computers, and GEM,
the Graphic Environment which uses pictures and drawing instead
of cryptic messages to com municate with the user a nd the electron ic
Mouse in place of the keyboard to enter the user's commands.

time clock.

SOFTWARE ON 5 DISCS:

DISPLAY:
The 520 STFM can display 40 or 80 column text on any domesticTV or
colour monitor such as the Philips CM8533 or the dedicated ATARI

SM125 high resolution monochrome monitor. Graphic is 600 *400
pixels on the SM1 25,600* 200 pixels in4 colours or320*200 pixels
in 1 6 colours on a colour monitor or TV, The colour palette contains

The MEGAPAC 520 STFM comes with 5 discs, containing an
impressive collection of software by any standard:
Disc number 1: contains the BASIC language.
Disc number 2:

contains LOGO, + DOODLE + MEGAROIDS,

and STWRITER a WORDPROCESSOR program.
Disc number 3: contains Neochrome, a painting program and demo
pictures.

512 possible colours. Some ATARI software indeed uses the
exceptional display hardware to produce stunning graphics with up

Disc number 4: contains CPM utilities.

to 256 colours at once.

Disc number 5: contains the CP/M emulator.

FULL ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

THE PRI
ALSO AVAILABLE

SYSTEM BUILDERS...
ATARI COMPUTERS:
1 520 STM computer keyboard, externalPSU. 512KRAM,
5 s/wdiscs

£259.00

2 520 STFM computer keyboard, internal PSU. internal single
sidedI360KI disc drive, 512K RAM, 5 s/w discs
£371.00
3 520 STFM with monochrome (SM125) monitor
4 520 STFM+ computer keyboard as above but with
1 MB RAM

£464.00
£439.00

5 520 S TFM* with monochrome ISM 1251 monitor

f 5 3 3.00

6 MEGAPAC520 STFM

£539.00

7 MEGAPAC 520 STFM with monochrome monitor

£633.00

8 1040 STF computer keyboard, internal PSU. internal
double-sided/720K1 disc drive. 1 MB RAM. 5 s/w discs ..£556.00
7040 STF with monochrome monitor
£649.00
10 MEGAPAC 1040STF(twin double sideddrives)
£655.00

9

/; MEGAPAC 1040 STF with monochrome monitor

12 SUPER PACK 520S TMwith FD200 + Mouse

£749.00

£349.00

ATARISMM804printer. 80cps
£199.00
2 STAR NL-10 compatible printer. 120 cps in draft mode
and30 cps in near letter quality (NLQ). All control codes
are EPSON FX compatible
£269.00
3 STAR NX-15 compatible printer. 120cpswide
carriage
£385.00
4 Amstrad DMP-4000. 15" carriage, draft quality speed:
200 cps. NLQ speed: 50 cps. Friction and tractor feed. Willproduce
£359.00
superb screen dumps. Special offer
5 JUKI 5510 printer. 180 cps in draft. 40? cps in near
letter quality
£329.00
6 MP165 compatible printer. 165 cps in draft mode.
40 cps in near letter quality. Exceptional value
£219.00
7 JUKI 6100 daisy wheel printer. 20 cps
£285.00
8 Black ribbon for all dot matrix printers from
£5.00
9 Different faces Daisy Wheels from
£15.00
10 Fanfoldpaper 11" x9.5". 60 gsm. 2000
£14.00
11 Fanfoldpaperll"x9.5". 100gsm.2000
£30.00

SM125 12" MONO MONITOR

1 SMI25-12" high resolution (600 x 400) B/W
monochrome
2 SC 1224-12" medium resolution (600 * 2001 colour
monitor

£135.00
£372.00

1 Sony 3.5" single sided, double density
2 Sony 3.5" double sided, double density

£22.00
£29.00

RGB video leads for Sony or Grundig TV with Euro
connector. Philips CM8533

£15.00

3 Philips CM8533-14" medium resolution colour
monitor

£299.00

4 NECMultisync-)'4" colour monitor, can replace SM125
and SC 1224 to display hi-res monochrome and colour .... £699.00

DISC DRIVES:
1 SF354 single sided disc drive with PSU, 360K
2 SF314 double-sided disc drive with PSU. 720K

4 Stand-alone PSU for the above it required (eg 520 ST) ....£25.00
Twin 1000C with PSU for 520 ST

£199.00

6 A.S. &T.1000F- Si/,'double-sided disc drive, 720K,
alternative choice to SF314 or AS.&T. 1000C
7 Stand-alone PSU for the above if required

8 SH 204 - 20 Megabyte hard disc (Winchester)
9 SH204-40 Megabyte hard disc (Winchester)

£15.00

Printer leads
Modem leads

£15.00
£15.00

£139.50

£185.50
3 A.S.&T. 10O0C double sided disc drive for STF or STFM.
uses ST's PSU
£99.00
5

Atari drive leads

1 WS4000
2 WS3000

£172.44
£569.25

3 Fastcom terminal software, supports also Prestel

£49.95

4 BBS Version 2.0 for Bulletin Boards

£49.95

124.00
£25.00

E599.00
£1,149.00

1 Casio CZ230S

2 Easy Track Midi software

£295.00

£59.95

MED

RES COLOUR

SHOWROOM NOW OPEN

Monday-Friday 9am-5.30pm
Saturday 1lam-5.30pm
•

•

TV OUTPUT

•

SST BAStC

16 EXTRA RAW CHIPS

/,

and TitiOi'Bl

TWO MANUALS

GREAT VALUE ^

DISC

ONLY FROM A.S.&T.

A.S.&T. has been the leader in memory and disc drives for the ST computers, right from the

beginning. We are also ATARI main dealers, an ATARI approved service centre and the largest
ATARI agent in Essex. Count on us to provide you with proper guarantee, support and service for
your ST system, on every level.
A.S.&T. MEGAPAC 520STFM is quite simply very good value for money.
We add all the goodies to an already superb computer before you have it. This cuts costs. If for
example, more RAM is to be added later to the 520 STFM, extra steps will have to betaken such

C.VAT
CE IS RIGHT!

as check-in and check-out and the work will be carried out on a one-off basis. It will thereforecost
more.

Buying an A.S.&T. MEGAPAC instead of a basic 520 STFM means that you will have a complete
system with everything added right from the beginning. After all, why should you make do with
half the memory and put up with swapping discs with just one disc drive?

OUR PRICE PROMISE:
Some of our competitors promise you a price-match. Allthat means is overcharging you in the
first place.The A.S.&T. MEGAPAC offers such outstanding value that we do nothave to promise

:ROM SELECTED DEALERS

— and all the phone calls and frustration are cut out straight away.

®

AATARI
Power Without the Price

m^-]2i

clearance. We accept ordersfrom Government
and Educational Authorities. All prices do not
include postage or shipping charges.

POSTAGE:

. £1 99.95 Sage software

General Ledger Synsoft

A.S.&T. LTD. Only cheques require 7 days
TM

,7 \\\

VIP Professional .£194.35 Text/t228.85 Gem

Accountants3^ .

All prices quoted (except on books) include VAT
at 15%. We accept payment by cheques, bank
drafts, bank or giro transfer, postal orders,
registered cash and credit cards (Access and
Visa). All payments should be made out to

f59.95

The Concise Prog. Ref. Guide ....

The C Programming Language
Abacus series No 1 to 11, from .

£15.95
£22.95
£12.95

£99.95

Typesetter Elite

£79.95
£34.95
£39.95
£49.95
£79.95
£29.95

•
-~

.- :

,

iit

7 Small items up to 1 kilo sent by
recordedpost

£2.00

2 Metal case, books etc up to 5 kilos
sent by parcelpost
3 Disk drives, modems & m/'diinst
4 Computers, printers&monitors

£3.00
£5.00
£7.00

^^ msmm.

PHONE ORDERS:
£24.95

(0702)510151

£24.95
£24.95

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES
UNIT 32/33 RUTHERFORD CLOSE

Little Computer People

£24.95
Terrestrial Encounter

£14.95
£24.95
£24.95

KarateKidll

£24.95

Make It Move

f49.95
£59.95
£39.95

MEGAST2

MEGA ST4

LASER PRINTER SLM 804
Ring for latest prices and availability.

PROGRESS ROAD

EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS95LQ

IBHMgffHffinBHBHHNHHBttHHB

Roland Waddilove

takes you on a trip
into the fascinating
third dimension

IT has been possible to create simple,
flat, two dimensional images for around
400 years following the invention of a form
of pinhole camera around 1550. Although
very primitive, it could project a rea
sonably clear image onto a flat surface.
The invention of the photographic plate
a few hundred years later meant the'

images could be recorded and viewed at
any time. This was followed by film and
then television which could animate two

dimensional images. Finally, computers
have become the latest medium for cre

ating, manipulating and presenting these
images.
But flat, two dimensional pictures
are dull and lifeless, not at all like the real

world
create
The
heard

around us. So, is it possible to
a true three dimensional image?
answer is yes. You have no doubt
of, or perhaps even seen a holo

gram. This is a true 3D picture.
The problem with holograms, however,
is that they aren't easy to

create,

requiring expensive equipment and quite
a good technical knowledge of the phys
ics involved.

There are other techniques available to
us which, while not producing a true 3D
image, fool the eye and brain into
believing it is 3D. We'll see how these
pseudo 3D stereoscopic images are cre

ated and I'll present a short program that
will enable you to experiment with one of

to be in front of or behind one another at

different distances from the eye.
Once the processes involved in the
perception of distance and depth of
vision are understood we can set about

recreating some of these effects in a flat,
two dimensional picture - either on paper
or on your monitor screen.
There are many ways of judging the
distance of an object from the eye. Per
haps the most obvious is to look at the
relative sizes of the objects in the scene distant objects appear to be smaller than
near ones.

We all know the size of a car so if we

see two side by side, one smaller than the
other, we assume that the smaller one is

V
and are brought to a focus on the retina
by a thin lens just behind the cornea.

When you focus on a near object the
rays are diverging rapidly and the ciliary
muscles in the eye alter the shape of the
eye's lens making it fatter to decrease the
focal length. The eyes themselves move
when objects are very near, Try focuss
ing on the end of your nose and notice
how your eye muscles strain.
Unfortunately, we can't do anything

the same size only further away. This
effect is easily achieved when drawing
on paper or monitor screen.

about accommodation as the whole

If we draw two boxes of differing sizes,
it's not too difficult to imagine that the

image is in one plane - the picture is on a
flat piece of paper or monitor screen.

smaller one is further away. But it's still a
flat two dimensional drawing and there's
no depth to the image.

Photographs always look flat because all
the objects in the picture are at the same

A less obvious method of judging dis
tance is to detect the degree of accom
modation required when looking at a

distance from the eye and the accommo
dation is the same for each object.
However, it's just one method from the
repertoire of techniques used by the eye

particular object. Accommodation is the

and brain and isn't essential.

the 3D techniques on your ST.
Although the objects in these pictures

ability of the eye to focus on objects at
different distances from it.

Have you noticed that most, if not all
carnivores have two forward facing eyes

can at times appear rather flat, they do
give a great sense of depth by appearing

The rays of light travelling from a dist
ant object to the eye are almost parallel

that carnivores judge the distance of the
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providing binocular vision? It is essential
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I

Your starting
point for
creating
your own

3D graphics

Truncated pyramid

Left eye view

Right eye view

What the brain sees

Left eye

Right eye

Figure I: How the brain fuses two images into one picture
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ALL TITLES OF SOFTWARE STOCKED
FOR ALL ST MACHINES

unnninnnc 1

nnnUUJnnt j

CHESS
COMPENDIUM
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
DEVPAC ST
DEGAS ELITE
£139.95 DEEP SPACE
£179.95 ESSEX

520 STM INC. GEM DESKTOP, BASIC +

UTILITY SOFTWARE
£239.95
520 STFM INC. M/MONITOR
£459.95
520 STFM COMPUTER INC. MOUSE
CONTROLLER
£369.95

SF354 DISC DRIVE
SF314 DISC DRIVE
SH204 HARD DISC
STAR NL10 PRINTER
PANASONIC KX-P1081
DMP3000 PRINTER
DMP4000 PRINTER
520STM COMPUTERS MOUSE

and dont forget our

in-house repair service

£649.95
£249.95
£179.95
£169.95
£389.95

£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£39.99
£55.95
£27.95 PRO SPRITE
£31.95
£24.95 PAWN
£19.99
PLUTOS
£11.95
THIS MONTH'S
ROGUE
£19.99
SPECIAL OFFER STRATEGIC DEFENCE INITIATIVE..£31.99

STRIP POKER
STAR GLIDER
SILENT SERVICE
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER
SUPER CYCLE
SUPER TENNIS
ST. REPLAY
ULTIMA III
WINTER GAMES

20 HIGH QUALITY
SINGLE SIDED

SF 354 DRIVE, SM125 MONITOR + 1st

31/2" DISCS +

WORD WAS £559.95 NOW
£439.95
£569.95
1040 ST + F. KEYBOARD
1040 ST-F + SM125 MONITOR...£664.95
1040 ST-F + SC1224C/MON
£949.00
80 CPS 80 COL.STPRINTER
£189.95
3V2" CUMANA 1MG. DRIVE
£139.99

LOCKABLE DISC BOX

RRP
£59.90

ONLY £36.95

ARENA/BRATACCAS.

ALTERNATIVE, THE.
ANIMATOR, THE
ARENA

APSHAI TRILOGY....

£27.95
£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£19.99

ALTERNATE REALITY

£19.99

BALANCE OF POWER.
BUREAUCRACY
BORROWED TIME
BRIMSTONE
BREAKERS
BASKETBALL
BALLYHOO
BARBARIAN
CLOCK CARD
CORNER MAN
COLOUR SPACE
CARDS

£24.99
£28.99
£19.99
£24.99
£22.99
£19.99
£23.99
£19.99
£27.95

ORDER BY PHONE WITH

DMP 3000 PRINTER
RRP £199.95
OUR PRICE £169.95
Features include:

Front loading of Paper, Low Noise,
Low Power Consumption, Usable with
Friction or tractor Feed Paper, Epson
compatible Control Codes.
Over 100 different type face

combinations including NLQ (Near
Letter Quality)

FILM DIRECTOR
GUILD OF THIEVES

B A cwwe
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ST/FIDELITY CTM14 MONITOR LEAD £2.59
ST/SCART TV LEAD
£11.95
ST/AMSTRAD MONITOR LEAD
£9.95
ST/SONY KX14 MONITOR LEAD....£10.95

ST/PHILIPS 8533 LEAD
£10.95
ST/MIDI LEAD
£1.99
25 W D PLUG/36W CENTRONIC PLUG
£13.95
25 W D SOCKET/25W D PLUG
£13.99

9 W D PLUG/25W MODEM DSOCKET, 850

l/F MODULE TO ST FILE/DATA TRANSFER
CABLE
£9.95
£47.95
SM125 MONO MONITOR
£139.95
£19.99
SC1224 COLOUR MONITOR
£369.95

HOLLYWOOD HIJINX

£19.99 KAO 31/2" DSDD (BOXED IN 10)....£17.99

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

£23.99 KAO 3V2" SSDD (BOXED IN 10)....£14.99
£47.95 LUXURY ST DUST COVER
£7.99
£31.95 FERGUSON MC05 MONITOR/TV.£199.95
£32.95 31/2" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
£19.99 (HOLDS 90)
£10.95

HABAWRITER
HABAMERGE
£23.95
£15.95 HABASPELL
£15.99 HACKER 2

IF ITS AVAILABLE - WE STOCK IT -

HOTLINE 051-691 2008 nD™°Le
We apologise tor any alteration, omissions since going to press. [Jf* [j; |\| § | X UAYu
Gig ES H

£15.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£15.95
£19.99
£64.99
£19.95
£19.95

ACCESSORIES

SOFTWARE
TOP SELLERS

INTERNATIONAL KARATE
£15.99
KISSED DEBUGGER
£24.99
LITTLE COMPUTER PEOPLE
£27.95
LEATHER GODDESS OF PHOBOS..£23.99
LIBERATOR
£10.50
LEADERBOARD
£19.99
LEADERBOARD TOURNAMENT....£19.99
MENU PLUS
£15.95
MINDWHEEL
£24.99
MERCENARY
£19.99
PROHIBITION
£16.99

Send for your FREE 20 page price list

Postage and Packing
Items up to £20 add £1.00. Up to

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS

price shown
shown wi"
will cover
cov
£2.Upto£10E05adadd£5.Foritems Fu"jII Price

eioo add eio forlsroup 4courier
ensuring delivery to you the day
after despatch.

carriage and free tax.

The brain fuses the 2D images into one 3D image

prey (and other objects) in front of them

Computer Concepts' Fast Basic. You are
prompted to input your name, which is

metres apart, provide the brain with two

using two beams of plane polarised light.
The planes are mutually perpendicular
and inclined at 45 degrees to the vertical.
The audience wear glasses with

totally separate images of the same
objects in the scene before them. These

polarising lenses, each set so that it will

only allow light from one image to pass

Each object and letter appears to have
a double image - one red, one blue with
purple where they overlap. When
viewed through the free 3D glasses

accurately.

The two eyes, set a couple of centi

then printed on the screen followed by
three balls and the title.

two images have a slightly different per

through, while the other cannot be seen.

spective and the brain fuses them into

This produces quite a good 3D effect, but

one three dimensional stereoscopic
image. From this it can accurately judge

it's not much use to us as we can't display

attached to the front cover of this month's

images producing plane polarised light

Atari ST User you should see without too
much difficulty that the double images
fuse and the picture becomes 3D.
This short demonstration is just a small
sample of what can be achieved. Using
the techniques discussed, experiment
with the programs and produce your own
3D graphics displays.
•

the distance of each object in the scene.
Figure I shows the view from each eye
of a truncated pyramid. Notice that the
perspective for each eye is slightly differ

Tekronix's stereoscopic glasses have
liquid crystal lenses and plug into the ST
via a small interface. Using specially writ

ent. The brain fuses these two images into

ten software such as Electric Software's

one picture.

So, we use at least three main techni

ques m building up a three dimensional
stereoscopic view of the world around us.

on our ST.

CAD package previewed on page 32, the
two images, one for each eye, are flashed

rapidly on the screen - left eye image,
right eye image, left image, right image

Size, accommodation and perspective.
We can't do anything about accommod

and so on.

ation, size is straightforward so let's look
at perspective.

screen the liquid crystal lens in front of
the corresponding eye is made clear

Figure I shows an object as it appears
to each eye. If we can present each eye
with the corresponding picture then
hopefully we will see the object in 3D.
This is in fact exactly what happens,
though the result isn't by any means per
fect. Some people can fuse two images
quite easily yet others experience some
difficulty.

while the other lens is made opaque. The

images on screen (or paper) in two differ
ent colours, say red and blue, and view

100 GRAFRECT 0,0,320,200

How can we do this? We can take two

them through red and blue filters. Only

110 CLS

photographs or draw two pictures from
two slightly different viewpoints, just as
your two eyes would see the scene. You
could then view the pictures by holding a

red light will pass through a red filter,

As each image is displayed on the

images and lenses switch rapidly so that

each eye sees only the correct image.
You can see a slight flickering effect as
the crystals lighten and darken but the

overall view is most impressive.
The third alternative is to draw the two

while blue is blocked. Blue light will pass
through the blue filter but red won't.

By drawing a left eye image in red and

partition between the eyes, say a piece of
card. This isn't very comfortable, neither

right eye image in blue and wearing red
and blue filters over the corresponding

is it the best method.

eyes, each one will see the correct

There have been a number of 3D film,

that were quite popular in the 1950's. The
two separate left eye and right eye
images are projected on to the screen

image. And this is how our program
works.

Enter and run Program I. It's a simple,
yet fascinating demonstration written in

10 REM 3D Demonstration
20 REM By R.A.Waddi Love
30 REM (c) Atari ST User
40 REM Fast Basic
50 REM Don't enter line numbers!
60 IF SCREENMODE THEN PRINTTow res

only' :END
70 ON ERROR GOTO here
80 DIM a(8)
90 TXTRECT 0,0,320,200

120 PALETTE 0,0,0,0
130 PALETTE 1,800,0,0
140 PALETTE 3,0,0,800
150 PALETTE 15,800,0,800
160 INPUT "Enter name:"name$
170 CLS

180 GTXTEFFECTS %101
190 PROCtext(21,10,33,"3D

Spectacula

r!",2)
200 GTXTEFFECTS U
210 PROCtext(31,50,190,name$,3)

>
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IEW

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

ST SOFTWARE

The Director

Typhoon

18.50

Pnantasie II
10th Frame
Liberator

22.50
22.50

Sky Fox
Alternate Reality

22.95
24.95
42.50
29.95
24.75

S.D.I.
Gato

Championship Wrestling

Super Cycle

Shanghai
Int. Karate
Make It Move

19.95
39.95

Mercenary

23.95
27.95
27.95
22.50
32.50
24.00
29.95
35.00
25.00
27.50
19.95
23.50
24.99
34.99
42.50
18.95
21.95
35.50
42.50
27.95
32.50
23.95
24.95
27.95
29.00
27.50
23.95
27.50
18.95
22.95
27.95
18.95
37.50
14.95
24.95

World Games
Donald Duck

Thai Boxing
Harrier Strike Mission

Joust

Pinball Factory
Starglider
A Mind Forever Voyaging
Chess

Sundog
Printmaster

Art Gallery
Time Bandits
Cards
Leader Board
Winter Games
Paintworks
Mean 18

Colourspace
Silent Service
Word tor Word
Hacker II
Arean

Deep Space
ST Karate

Space Station
Hitchn Hiker Guide

B.B.S. bulletin Board System
Leather Goddesses of Phobos
Tass Times

Maps &Legends
Trivia Challenge
Basketball 2 on 2
The Animator
Protector

Superhuey
Star Raiders
Guild of Thieves

Mousetrap
Roadwar2000
Arkanoid
Goldrunner
Metrocross

Passenger on the Wind

Prohibition
Chess Master 2000
Gauntlet
Airball

Many more available

I would like to order:
1

for film hire

12.95

24.95
24.95
23.95
23.95
22.95
19.75
42.50
22.95

Strike Force Harrier
Karate Kid II

Video Library Program

14.95
24.95
14.95
23.95
22.50
23.95
19.95
44.95
22.95
24.95

£375 + VAT

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Superbase Personal
Flashcash Flashback
Fleet St. Publisher

K-Graph II

Typesetter Elite
Label Master
G.F.A. Basic
Film Director

Megamax C
K-Spread
K-Resource

Degas Elite
Fast Comm
1st Word Plus

Hard Drive Back up
Fast Basic
K-Switch
K-Word

Degas
Trimbase
D.B.Calc
D.B. Man
Thunder

VIP Gem Version

Signum
Data Manager

95.00
47.50
105.00
47.50
33.95
37.95
59.95
55.00
147.00
47.50
37.95
75.00
45.95
75.00
23.95
84.95
27.95
47.50
37.50
84.95
47.95
89.00
37.50
205.00
185.00
75.95

HV Battery Back Up Clock 39.95
Internal Fitting Includes Software
Can be removed without doing any

Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (single)
Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (twin)
A.S.T. 1000 1meg Drive
Cumana Single 1meg Drive
Cumana Twin 1 meg Drive
A.S.T. 5.25 Drive '
Philips 8533 med/res

149.00
239.00
99.00
159.00
269.00
124.00

col monitor

285.00

20 meg Hard/Disk
20 Meg Hard Disk
Turbo (coming soon)
Haba Digitizer

650.00

Casio CZ230s

279.95

Pro Draw Graphic tab

343.00

MP 165 80 Col 165 CPS
F/T35NLQ

263.00

SUPER PACK A

520 STM 0.5 Meg Drive + Mouse
+ 1st Word

349.00

SUPER PACK B

520 STM 0.5 Meg Drive HI Res B & W
Monitor + Mouse + 1st Word

449.00

SUPER PACK C

520 STM 1 Meg Drive + Mouse
+ 1st Word

399.00
SUPER PACK D

520 STM 1 Meg Drive Hi res B & W
Monitor + Mouse + 1st Word

499.00

Dealer for

AST PRODUCTS
Blank Disks 3.5 SS/DD
Blank Disks 3.5 DS/DD
Mitsubishi 3.5 DS/DD
Maxell 3.5 DS/DD

17.50 for
22.50 for
28.50 for
28.50 for

10
10
10
10

Enquiries welcome call in or phone with any problems ioj-

damage to your machine

friendly advice regardless ofwhere purchased Phone

ST HARDWARE

6.30pm. Sun 11am-3pm.

orders send same day - open 7 days a week:Mon,
Tues, Wed, Friand Sat Open till8.00pmThurs till

All Packs include 16 Discs, 6 of
them include software.

1040STF including Atari med res
colour monitor

1040STF Including Hi-Res b/w
monitor and printer
1040STF Including Hi-Res b/w
monitor

899.00

HOMEVIEW BBS

(01-692 7767) 300/300 1200/1200
BBS Enquiriesonly
'8 bit none parity 1 stop bit.
10pm-10am

799.00
699.00

Prices Include VAT and FREE

1040STF Keyboard only

(inc mouse)

599.00

520STFM Including built in half
Meg drive and Hi-Res b/w
monitor

P&P on most Items - Overseas
orders welcome

CALL FOR BEST PRICES.
CREDn CARD

499.00

520STFM Including built in half
Meg drive
520STM Including mouse
+ 16 discs

399.00
299.00

520STM+ Includes mouse

+16 discs plus 1Meg memory

399.00

24 Hour Answer Service

HOTLINE 01-691 0207
RING HOMEVIEW NOW

Atari Med-Res.Colour Monitor

379.00

296 BROCKLEY ROAD, BR0CKLEY,

Atari SF 3141 Meg Drive

189.00

LONDON SE4 2RA

Please send orders and make

cheques/P.O.'s payable to:-

Name
Address.

Homeview

296 Brockley Road, Brockley
London SE4 2RA
Tel No.
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688.00
279.95
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IT'S surprising how long 3D films have actually been
around. As far back as the 1920s and '30s film studios and

producers grappled with the technical problems involved.
One of the first experiments in 3D used two cameras

close together, one for each eye. The two films were

developed separately and one was dyed red for the left
eye and the other green for the right. The film was projec

COMPUTER-generated
three
dimensional images have many

ted on to the screen using two synchronised projectors
and could be viewed using specially tinted glasses with

uses, and the flight simulator is
probably the first to spring to mind.
Starglider uses 3D perspective
wireframe graphics to produce
quite a realistic futuristic battle

red and green lenses.

This method was superseded by the Natural Vision

process which used a twin lensed camera with polarised
lenses.

over the surface of a planet. You can

3D was quite popular for a while, but interest quickly

fly under, over and round buildings,
tanks, stompers and missiles, all in

waned because of the poor quality of the films, and the
novelty soon wore off.

real time.

One of the latest uses of 3D com

You've never been scared til you've been scared in

puter generated images is in the
production of holograms. Using a
CAD package it is relatively easy to
produce a flat 3D perspective view
of an object from any point of view.
You can draw a picture of an
object and photograph the image,
rotate it slightly, take another and
so on, rotating and photographing
from every possible viewpoint.
When you have taken around 1,000

photographs you'll have a film strip
which can be used to create the

•

,

i

•

.

f
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THE CLASSIC

* AA

3-D HORROR MOVIE OF ALL TIME.

Suramin mCRANE WILBUR Produced byBRVAM TOY Dtrected byANDRE DE TOTII

220 PROCcircle(50,50,10,2)
230 PROCcircle(100,75,20,4)
240 PROCci re LeC160,120,30,6)

410 The.end

420

430 DEF PROCbig(d,x,y,s,a(0),a(1),a(
2),a(3),a(4),a(5),a(6),a(7))

14

260 LINE 0,199 TO 0,160
270 LINE 0,160 TO 318,160
280 LINE 318,160 TO 318,199
290 LINE 318,199 TO 0,199
300 INK 14:H0ME:PRINT "Hit a key.
...Hit a key"
310 PRINT TABC 1,21);"****"
320 PRINT TAB< 1,22);"****"
330 PRINT TABC1,23);"****";

440 FOR k=1 TO 3 STEP 2
450 FILLCOL k
460 FOR i=0 TO 7

370 PROCbig(4,50,10,8,56,84,56,16,12

r

ENDPROC

670

DEF PROCcircle(x,y,r,d)

770

550 ENDPROC
560

780 here:
790 PALETTE 0,400,400,400
800 PALETTE 1,1000,1000,1000
810 IF ERR$="Break" THEN END

510 IF k=1 THEN GRAB x,y,2+s*8,2+s*8
:PUT x,y,6

4,186,40,40)
380 PROCbig(6,120,30,16,56,84,56 ,16,
124,186,40,40)
390 PRINT TAB(0,18);"Hit a key..

GTXTCOL 3

GTXT x+d,y,a$
PUT x,y-31,6

.540 PUT x-d-d,y,6

490 NEXT
500 NEXT

186,40,40)

GRAB x,y-31,319-x,y+10
PUT x,y-31,6

520 x=x+d
530 NEXT

480 IF a(i) AND 2"j THEN RECT x+s*(7
-j),y+i*s,x+s+s*(7-j),y+s+i*s

360 PROCbig(2,0,0,4,56,84,56,16, 124,

610
620
630
640
650
660

•••-»»r«»<0; •••••..

680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760

470 FOR j=7 TO 0 STEP -1

340 k=GET
350 CLS

400 k=GET

*sd?2£i£?*''

VINCENT PRICE-FRANK LOVEJOY- PHYLLIS KIRK • CAROLYN JONES • PAUL PICERNI • CHARLES BRONSON a

ticine or wood.

250 LINECOL

*~

mW.

hologram.
This is achieved by wrapping it
round the inside of a cylinder and
illuminating it with a laser. A threedimensional image of the object
then appears in the centre of the
cylinder.
This method is very cost effective
compared to the traditional methods
of creating models out of clay, Plas

<

^

570 DEF PROCtext(s,x,y,a$,d)
580 GTXTCOL 1
590 GTXTSIZE s

600 GTXT x,y,a$

FILLCOL

1

CIRCLE x,y,r

GRAB x-r,y-r,r+r+2,r+r+2
PUT x-r,y-r,6
FILLCOL 3

CIRCLE x+d,y,r
PUT x-r,y-r,6
ENDPROC

820 LASTERROR
** END **

•
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REVIEW

Into the third
dimension
Andrew Richards

previews Electric
Software's CAD 3D-2

MOST CAD packages simply enable
you to produce plain diagrams, like
architect's plans or technical drawings.
While many are excellent at what they
do, what they lack is intelligence. They

ST

y©

One of the pre-defined shapes

are rather dumb.

This is where CAD 3D-2 stands out

from the crowd. It is an extremely intel
ligent drawing package which enables
you to manipulate objects in a way most
CAD package authors never even
dreamed of.

The colour chart

r-'T.u'kr, •

tyr

For instance, using a rubber banding
technique you can draw a flat, plain
object in 2D using just X,Y coordinates.
Now by simply pulling down a menu and
clicking on an option the program will
rotate the shape about an axis and
generate all the extra information
required for a three dimensional object

The space shuttle

with X,Y,Z coordinates.

The main editing screen

Going back to the mam screen (shown
in Figure I), 3D CAD-2 will automatically

on the disc uses just 577 vertices and 1145

draw a perspective view in the Camera

faces.

window, and top, right and front views in
their own respective windows, without
any extra information being input.
You can view the object from any angle
by clicking on the Rotate button and poin
ting at the horizontal and vertical sliders.
You can also zoom in and out by clicking
on the Z/P button and using the sliders
again.

The icons down the side of the win
dows on the main screen enable the

object to be drawn in four different ways.
There are two line drawing options and
two shaded drawings.
To shade or colour an object (depen
ding on whether you have a monochrome
or colour monitor) you simply click on the
bottom icon. The object is then redrawn

The size of the windows can be made

in the windows in black and white with

to occupy approximately two thirds of the

shading. The Superview icon will show
the object in full colour.
The colours may be selected from a 16
colour pallette and you can set the red,
green and blue content of each from a
built-in control panel.
The object's position can be set, and up
to three light sources used. This is reflec
ted in the shading and colours used in
drawing the object in Superview mode.
The speed at which the program
calculates the new image is most

screen. You can zoom in to see more

detail or back-out to see the whole object
- and rotate it at the same time.

The Superview icon redraws the object
using a full size screen. By moving the
mouse while holding down the button you
can rotate the object about a central
point. This point can be set easily and
needn't be the centre of the object.

The speed of rotation is inversely
proportional to the complexity of the
object. In other words, the more lines,
faces and edges the object has, the

impressive.

slower it will rotate.

There is room for more than 6,000

called up from the main screen wedges, cubes and various polyhedrons.

vertices and 12,000 faces, so you are
unlikely to run out of room. A very
complex-looking space shuttle included1

They can be used as starting points for
new objects. You can add to them, stretch
and bend them, or you can include them
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Several pre-defined objects may be

in an existing drawing.
Your designs can be saved to and
loaded from disc, and you can save the
full screen Superview picture in Degas,
C.O.L.R. and Neochrome format. These

can then be loaded into an art package
and touched up.
This is one of the most useful features,
as it is possible to draw an object, save it,
rotate it a little, save it, rotate it a bit more

and so on, building up an animation
sequence. Background detail could be
added to the object using an art package.
Cybermate is a special animation
package which will automatically animate
pictures created using 3D CAD-2. The

two were originally going to be pack
aged together, but are now to be sold
separately.
To sum up: It's much more than a

simple object-based CAD package. It's
intelligent and can automatically
generate three dimensional objects from
a two dimensional drawing, shade and
colour it in using various light sources.
These features combine to make it a

superb package, and one well worth
saving up for.
• Next month we'll have a full review of

CAD 3D-2, Cyber studio and Tektronic's
3D stereoscopic glasses.

If**

T*

the most expensive
3D glasses in the world
Here's a golden opportunity for you to win Tektronix's
revolutionary stereoscopic glasses. These plug into the
cartridge port on your ST via an interface box. The liquid
crystal lenses synchronise with the changing image on
the screen to add a breathtaking 3D effect to your
programs.

The Cyber Studio is one of the most impressive
packages to appear for the Atari ST, courtesy of Electric
Distribution. Written by Tom Hudson, author of Degas
and Degas Elite, The Cyber Studio is much more than an
update of his Cad 3D program: There is an advanced
animation facility to bring your creations to life, and the
ability to take advantage of the stereoscopic glasses.
Tektronix's 3D glasses
(worth £149.95)
The Cyber Studio (worth £89.95)

2nd & 3rd

4th & 5th

The Cyber Studio

Cad 3D (worth £49.95)

What you have to do
Take a look at the 3D feature on page 26 which shows off the 3D glasses given away with this issue.
We want you to go one stage further and write a simple program which incorporates animation. We're
not looking for a mini Starglider - but we are looking for originality, so it's the idea that counts and
not necessarily your programming ingenuity.

You can write your program in any language, but you must include full details for running it.
Send your disc, documentation and the completed entry coupon (or a copy) to the address below.
The closing date is September 30, 1987.

If you want your disc returning, please include a stamped, addressed envelope.

Name

Send to:
Address.

3D Competition,
Atari ST User,
Europa House,
68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove,
Stockport

I
I

SK7 5NY.
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Postcode

This submission is all my own work.

t

t

% Signed:
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Working wonders
with wires
WIREFRAME graphics are the sim

lationship between the AB XYZ coordi

plest way of displaying three
dimensional images on your monitor and
thanks to the power and speed of the ST,
rotating images of 3D objects can be pro

Charlie Dancey's
program takes
graphics into the

grammed in Fast Basic.
The listing accompanying this article
displays two rotating objects, a cube and
an octahedron (one at a time), or you can
define your own image. The choice of
object is made via an ALERT box.

third dimension

nates is shown in Figure I, where the
screen is imagined to be a glass plate
through which the (imaginary) object is
being viewed.
From the diagram it is clear that the
distance from the screen to the eye,

The program is well commented and is
designed to be hacked around and split
into subroutines for use in other pro
grams. The demonstration will run in all
three screen modes although medium
resolution is not recommended because

of its horizontal compression.

viewdist, and the distance from the XYZ

origin to the screen, viewdepth, are
for each object as an array ofstart%Q and
fimsh%{) points. If sfarf%(4) = 5 and
fmish%(4)=8 then line number 4 will be
drawn from point 5 to point 8 and so on.
The block of data for the cube, for
instance, starts with two items. These
give the number of points and the
number of lines in the object (8 points and
12 lines). The X,Y and Z coordinates for

important. These values are set from

within the program and altering them will
affect the image.
Changing viewdist will alter the per
spective
effect
while
changing
viewdepth will zoom the image in or out.
Strange effects occur if a point in the
imaginary image falls behind the eye or
level with it.

the images is stored in data statements.

each of the eight points follow and finally
the line drawing sequence for the the 12

These are impossible in the real world,
but in the computer simulation they can

All the information needed to create

There is one block of data for the cube,

lines.

occur and may cause images to turn

one for the octahedron and provision has
been made for the user-defined object.
If you select the third option (labelled
as "mypic" in the ALERT box) without
having typed any data for that object an
"out of data" error will be generated. The
other two options will run regardless.
So, how does it work? The best way to
follow the workings of the program is to
start from general principles. The objects
are defined as a set of points in space,
each having an X, Y and Z coordinate.
These points have lines drawn

If a computer could draw lines in three
dimensional space then drawing the
image from this set of information would
be a simple matter. Technology of
course, has still not produced the 3D
monitor: So before the image can be dis
played the data has to be translated into

inside out or result in a division by zero

between them and the lines are defined

converts them to an AB set.

Experiment at your leisure! However, the
program as listed will not suffer from
these problems.

On the screen only two coordinates are
needed. In this program they are called

Before coordinates are passed to
PROCconvert, they are subjected to ro
tation in PROCrotate. This procedure
applies three types of rotation in turn to
the object's points. First it rotates around
the X, then the Y, and finally around the Z

A and B, for horizontal and vertical

axis.

two dimensions.

respectively. The procedure PROC-

The amount of rotation around each

convert takes an XYZ coordinate set and

axis, in radians, is specified by three vari
ables t, u and v. The first, t, is the rotation

The re

viewdepth

viewdist

^^

->

XYZ origin

imaginary object

screen

Figure I: Viewing an object in 3D
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PROGRAMMING

around the X axis, u is around the Y axis
and v around the Z axis. These are not

universal conventions - it's just the way I
have always done it.
The mathematics of this process is not
complicated and any good maths text
book that deals with transformations and

matrices will explain the process.
So, when our image has been PROCrotated, and the points PROCconverted
to screen coordinates the image is
PROCdrawn. The three angles of rotation
are then incremented by their step
values {tstep, ustep and vstep) and a new
drawing is calculated. By producing
successive drawings at high speed a
smooth animation is achieved.

It would have been easy to draw one
image, calculate the next, then clear the
graphics window and draw the new
image. Not only is this technique simple,
but also, with the speed of Fast Basic, it
produces a reasonable effect - marred

only by a slight flicker as the image is
redrawn. It would be better however, if

the redrawing process was hidden from
the viewer completely, so I have opted
for a screen-flipping technique to achieve
this.

Screen-flipping is wonderfully simple
from Fast Basic and I am sure that there

are many readers who will be interested
to see a working example.
Two screens are used, screenone and
screentwo. The first is the screen which is

displayed when the program is run. The
second is created by RESERVEmg a 32k
block of ram and setting the variable
screentwo to the first 256k boundary in
this block. Then, for cosmetic purposes

•the whole of the startup screen is copied
to this ram using the GRAB and PUT com
mands.

The variable screenone is set to the

address of the startup screen. Once all

Figure II: A wire-frame octahedron

can be a troublesome operation.
If you type in the listing and it won't run
because of memory limitations then save
it to disc, quit Fast Basic and start up
again. This has the effect of reorganising
the memory and you should find that all is
well.

If you are interested in the techniques
used in this program you will no doubt
wish to define your own objects. The
quickest way to set about this is to make a
sketch of your object, number all its
points and write a list of XYZ coordinates
and a line drawing sequence. This data
can then be typed in to the listing and

Figure III: Three dimensional cube

rotation in the same sequence and the
results of combinations of t, u and v can
be hard to predict. The separate rotations
about each axis could then be called in

any order and could be controlled by the
cursor keys.
It is also possible to write a routine that
translates a set of point coordinates into a

view of an object from any specified pos
ition. For instance, you could specify that
a view of our cube from coordinates

selected from the ALERT box when the

(1000,23,42) was required.
This sort of thing is fundamental in CAD
systems which are asked to produce
worm's eye views of skyscrapers, or in
flight simulators which need to produce

program is run.

views of the Golden Gate bridge from any

Alternatively, an image editor could be

position a reckless pilot might dare to put

written and the routines used as the basis

himself into.

for a simple CAD program. For such
applications it would be a good idea to
split up PROCrotate into three sections
(one to rotate about each axis) because
the program as written always applies

• While it is possible to do this using the
techniques given here, there are other
ways. These involve the use of slightly
more complicated algorithms - which we
will look at in next month s article.

•

this has been done it is a simple matter to
set LOGBASE to the address of the
screen to be written to and PHYSBASE to

10 REM Wireframe Graphics
In Fast Basic
20 REM
30 REM By Charlie Dancey
40 REM (0 Atari ST User
60 REM
70 REM Needs 48k to run.

the address of the one to be displayed
on-screen using these variables.
Because of the large amount of memory
used to hold the second screen, 48k
should be allocated from the Show Info

oa%,ob%

nopotots0/i)

nolines%
a().bO
viewdist

viewdepth

toaysho*ngJ\B™°

ct=C0S t:st=SIN t
cu=C0S u:su=SIN u
cv=C0S v:sv=SIN v

L

170

HIDEMOUSE

450 temp=y*ct+z*st

•
•
•
•
•
, •
•
•
•
•
irrirv •

180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
m

REPEAT

460
470
480
490
500

"

t,u,v

ENDPROC
DEF PROCrotate

REM Do NOT enter line numbers
PROCset.up

this program. Due to the weird and won
derful way in which Fast Basic works this

t/Wvstep

ij=u+ustep
v=v+vstep

110
120
130
140
150
160

option of the File menu before running

VARIABLES

330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440

igm- 1 290
Distance from scieeu^^^^
Mans 300
'"

310

PROCchoose_i mage
PROCmai n_loop
END

DEF PROCmain^Loop

PROCrotate
LOGBASE=screentuo

PROCdraw
PHYSBASE=screentwo

PROCi ncrement_rotat ion
PROCrotate
LOGBASE=screenone

PROCdraw
PHYSBASE=screenone

PROCincrement-rotation
UNTIL 0
ENDPROC

DEF PROCincrement„rotation

320 t=t+tstep

FOR i%=1 TO nopoints?.
x=xCi%)

y=y(i%)
z=z(i7.)
REM rotate on X axis

z=z*ct-y*st
y=temp
REM rotate on V axis
temp=x*cu-z*su
z=z*cu+x*su

510 x=temp
520 REM rotate on 1 axis

530 temp=x*cv-y*sv
540 y=y*CV+X*SV
550 x=temp
560 PROCconvert
570 NEXT \l
580 ENDPROC
590 DEF PROCconvert
600 a(i%)=oa%+(viewdi st*x)/< viewdis
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t+viewdepth-z)
610 b(i%)=ob%-(viewdist*y)/(viewdis
t+viewdepth-z):\ note minus sign
620
630
640
650

910 ob*=gh/2
920 screertone=PHYSBASE
HEIGHT

940 GRAB 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIG
HT

950 RESERVE screen,33000

660 LINE a(start%Ci%)),b(start%(i%)
) TO a(finishniZ)),b(finish*(iS!))

970 LOGBASE=screentwo

980 PUT 0,0,3

690 DEF PROCchoose_image

990 LOGBASE=screenone

1000 GRAFRECT gxb,gyb,gw,gh

Choose in

1010 REM Now dimension our array s

HCubeiOcta iMypic]",

1020 DIM x(100),y(100),z(100)

0)

1030 DIM start7.(100),finish7.(100)

710 SWITCH choice*
720 CASE 1:REST0RE cube
730 CASE 2:REST0RE octahedron

740 CASE 3:RESTORE mypic

This is one of hundreds of

750 ENDSWITCH
760 REM Read the data statements

programs now available
FREE for downloading on

770 READ nopoints*,notines/£
780 FOR \%= 1 TO nopoints*

misersb 2«%lr

HCiOLIIm

790 READ x(i%),y<i%),z(i%)
800 NEXT \1
810 FOR \%= 1 TO nolinesX

820 READ start%Ci%),finish%(i%)
1040 DIM a(100),b(100)

830 NEXT i*
840 ENDPROC

1050 REM Declare some variables
1060 t=0:u=0:v=0

850 DEF PROCset_up
860
870
880
890

def ned.
cube:
1160 DATA 8,12
1170 DATA 100,100,100

DATA 100,100,-100

960 screentwo=(screen+256)AND$FFFF0
0

670 NEXT \l
680 ENDPROC

age to be drawn

REM Note that Mypic has not bee

930 GRAFRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREEN

ENDPROC
DEF PROCdraw
CLG 0
FOR i%=1 TO notifies*

700 choice%=ALERT{"[2]C

1120 ENDPROC
1130 REM Data for the images.

1070 tstep=0.01
1080 u.step=0.05
1090 vstep=0.02

gxb=GRAFXBASE
gyb=GRAFYBASE
gw=GRAFWIDTH
gh=GRAFHEIGHT

1100 viewdist=200

900 oa*=gw/2

1110 viewdepth=200

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
1240 DATA
1250 DATA
1260 DATA

1190
1200
1210
1220
1230

1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450

-100,100,-100
-100,100,100
100,-100,100
100,-100,-100
-100,-100,-100
-100,-100,100
1,2,2,3,3,4,4,1
1,5,2,6,3,7,4,8

DATA 5,6,6,7,7,8,8,5
octahedron:

DATA 6,12
DATA 0,0,150

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

0,150,0
150,0,0
0,0,-150
0,-150,0
-150,0,0
2,1,2,3,2,4,2,6
5,1,5,3,5,4,5,6
1,3,3,4,4,6,6,1

mypic:

REM insert your own data here
DATA 1000,1000
REM These dummy values force
REM an

OUT OF DATA error if

REM you have not defined a
REM picture.

PLEASURESOFT
THE COMBINATION OF FAST EFFICIENT AND FRIENDLY
SERVICE AND EXCEPTIONAL VALUE FOR MONEY HAS ESTABLISHED

PLEASURESOFT AS ONE OF THE AREAS LEADING ATARI MAIL ORDER
ST SPECIALISTS. WE NOW OFFER THE COMPLETE RANGE OF ST
SOFTWARE AT OUR EXCEPTIONAL DISCOUNT PRICES
Goldrunner

Bureacracy
Balance of Power
Airball
GFL Football
Guild of Thieves
Prohibition
Barbarian
Boulderdash
Metro Cross
Black Cauldron

Flight Sim II
Tass Times
Pawn

G.A.T.O.
Eden Blues
Star Raiders
Star Glider
Trallblazer
Chessmaster 2000
Crafton & Xunk

Shanghai
Tenth Frame
Star Trek
Gauntlet

Speller Bee

18.45
25.95
22.75
18.45
18.45
18.45
15.45
18.45
18.45
18.45
22.75
35.95
18.45
18.45
23.75
18.45
22.75
17.95
15.45
37.75
18.45
18.45
18.45
15.45
18.45
38.75

SCOOP BULK PURCHASE OFFER

10 VERBATIM 3.5 DD/DS DISKS+LABELS

520 STM (no mouse)
520 STFM
520 STFM+Mono
520 STFM+Colour

229.75
349.75
435.75
675.75

1040 STF
1040STF+Mono
1040STF+Colour

519.75
598.75
845.75

ONLY £12.99 inc. P&P
Home Planetarium

37.75

Superbase

Astrologer
Degas Elite
Rubber Stamp

18.75
49.75
31.75
26.75
18.45
Soon
37.75
44.75
26.75
18.45
31.75
15.45
15.45
23.75
23.75
23.45
37.75
37.75
37.75

Trimbase
1st Word Plus
Text Pro

Paintworks

Art Scribe
Advance Art Studio
Art Director
Film Director
Music Studio

Digidrum
Pro Sprite Designer
Sprite Construction Kit
ST Toolkit
Cornerman
Disk Doctor
KRam

FirstShapes
Kid Talk
Math Talk

Write or Phone for free catalogue.
c

Signum
Fleet Street Publisher

Publishing Partner
ST Accounts

Payroll by Kyle
Accountant

Book Keeper

Megamax C
Lattice C
Fast Basic
GFA Basic
Personnel Pascal

P.C.B. Designer
1st Cad
Cad 3D

KSpread II

68.75
69.75
63.75
31.75
184.75
84.75
114.75
134.75
149.75
124.75
84.75
128.75
79.75
69.75
46.75
69.75
159.75
36.75
36.75
59.75

SPECIAL OFFER
520 STM+Mouse+Mono

Monitor+lst Word+0.5 Meg
Drive - Only

429.75

All Computers contain
10 Free Disks of Software
SMI 25 Monitor
SCI 224 Monitor

139.99
369.99

SF 354 0.5 Meg Drive
SF314 1 Meg Drive
Triangle 1 Meg Drive
Triangle Twin Drive

139.99
179.99
134.99
219.99

25 DS Disks

We have hundreds of titles. We will beat any genuine advertised price on Software in this magazine.
Cheques or PO to:

PLEASURESOFT
P.O. Box 338, Sheffield SI 2 2DZ

Phone: 0742 753776 (Day) 644549 (Evening and Weekends)
Allprices correct at time of printing but may be subject to alteration without prior notice. Allprices are fully inclusive. Deliveries to UK mainland only.
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33.99

Who on Earth wants to go to

The Desktop Publishing Show?

Designers, Journalists, Printers, Publishers, Typesetters, Advertising Executives,
Creative Professionals, Computer Professionals, Public Relations Executives, Architects,
Engineers, Data Processing Managers, Packaging Designers, Magazine Designers,
Art Directors, Studio Managers, Marketing Managers, Copywriters, Proofreaders,
Production Designers, Accountants, Computer Aided Designers, Industrial Designers,
Interior Designers, Financial Managers, Editors, Technical Writers, Lecturers,
Consultants, Educationalists, Company Secretaries . . .
. . . And in fact anyone who puts pen to paper professionally

1987

ublishing
SHOW
Business Design Centre
Islington, London

Organised by
Database Exhibitions

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
October 15, 16 & 17

Enquiries:
Norah Hodgson
061-483 6105

Ticket orders:
061-480 0171

Sponsored by Pira, the UK Technology Centre

for the Printing and Publishing Industry.

Dungeon
adventuring
come in three strengths and can take up

Program: Gauntlet

to three hits to eradicate,

Price: £24.95

fantasy-style, multi-levelled, dungeons

And what an unsavoury lot the
monsters are (and incredibly numerous,
too). Ghosts only hit you once and then
disappear. Ogre-like Grunts run up and
club you while red-faced demons bite if
close and spit fireballs if not.
Lobbers are pernicious but cowardly
little tykes who hurl rocks over walls at
you but run away if confronted. Now-yousee-me, now-you-don't, is the main tactic
of Sorcerers, making it difficult to re

game in which a player takes on one of

taliate.

Supplier: US Cold, Units 2/3 Holford Way,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.
Tel: 021-356 3388

THIS superb game was, and still is, a
smash hit in the arcades. Judging by this
US Gold conversion, it looks set to repeat
its success on the ST. The original coin-op
Gauntlet was produced by Atari and is a

four different roles,

But worst of all are the dark, hooded

The objective is to grab treasure
chests, fend off a multitude of fiends and
build up as big a points total as you can.
The difficulty is in staying alive long
enough to gam that massive score.
Apart from superb graphics, the ace up

the coin-op version's sleeve was that four
players could take part simultaneously
(as opposed to consecutively). It was the
first time it had been accomplished in an
arcade game and it came from Atari.
The version for the ST can only handle

two players at a time but then who's got
an ST with four joystick ports? (Oddly
enough, the original and excellent Atari
800 did have four such ports - as well as
two" cartridge slots - but very few games
were ever produced that used all four).

The game can be played by one or two

players, each choosing from Merlin the
Wizard, Thor the Warrior, Thyra the
Valkyrie or Questor the Elf.

If opting for a two-player game, the
second character does not have to be

selected immediately but can be chosen

and brought into the game at any time
provided the first character is still alive
and kicking.

Gauntlet comes on twin discs. The first

The four characters have different

is used to boot up the mam program

abilities so there's a good variety of game
play. For example, while Thyra has a

whereupon you are requested to replace
it with the second.
This is used to access the characters

and the many dungeon layouts and stays
in the drive until you decide to switch off.
No annoying disc swapping in this game,
I'm glad to say.

The game starts with an impressive

figures aptly named Death - they drain
health from you at an alarming rate
before expiring. Other than their own
self-destruction, the only way you can
destroy them is by magic potion.
There are a number of potions to be
collected. The standard one will, when
imbibed by pressing a function key, de
stroy monsters in your immediate vicinity.
Others give you special powers such as
extra armour, missile speed, carrying
ability and so on.
In addition, there are a number of other
collectibles. Treasure chests bring extra

shield to defend herself with and shows

some pretty nifty sword play, her magical
powers are only moderate.
On the other hand, Merlin's magic may
be better than Paul Daniels' but as a

fighter (bare hands only), the wizard's a
bit of a washout.
The left side of the screen holds the

snatch of atmospheric music during
which a digitised voice breathily intones
the word "Harry" (or at least that's what it
sounded like). A page of brief credits and
instructions pops up and upon pressing
any key, the disc whirrs and you're ready

bird's eye view of the multi-directional,
scrolling play area. The right side dis
plays the current dungeon level and the
scores, possessions (potions and keys)
and your remaining health points.

points, amulets impart temporary
invisibility and keys unlock doors.
Some levels have transporters which
move you from place to place within that
level. The only way to move to another
and more difficult floor is by leaving via

Your health declines with every

an exit. Some exits lead to the next level,

to select your character.

second spent in the dungeons
built up by consuming meat
thoughtfully strewn around
levels. You simply have to

title screen accompanied by a generous

but can be
and cider
the maze
pass over

these delicacies to absorb them. Watch

for poisoned cider though - in the thick of
battle, it's too easy to gulp a drink that will
do your system more harm than good.
Your health will also deteriorate each

time a monster scores a hit upon your

body. Each monster springs from its own
generator which must be destroyed to
stop the arrival of fresh fiendish rein
forcements.
38 Atari ST User August 1987

Generators and monsters

others will take you up several levels the latter being appropriately marked.
Should you refuse to fight, perhaps by
staying on one side of a locked door and
giggling at the monsters piling up on the
other side, you'll only have about 30
seconds to enjoy the respite.
If at the end of that time you haven't
attempted to strike even a single brute,
all the locked doors are flung open thus
freeing the murderous mob.
However, if you manage to find a safe

spot well away from the milling throngs
and skulk there for long enough, all the

SOFTWARE

walls will eventually and simultaneously

I

Torpedoes away!

turn into exits. Beware of this last feature

though - not all the exits lead to the same
place and you and your playing partner
could end up on different levels.
Most walls are indestructible but some

crumble if hit. Glowing patterns on the
floor, if stepped on, cause certain walls to
disappear. Monster-free treasure rooms
appear at random, In these, the players
have a limited time to collect as many
valuables as possible to gain bonus
points.
The two-player game is fantastic fun.

Neither character can run off the edge of
the screen unless the other is in sight so
teamwork is essential. The only excep
tion is when one character has bolted
down an exit - then the other is on his

own until he joins the companion on
another level. In most cases you can't
harm each other, but that is not always so.
An added feature of the two-player
game is that if one of the characters snuffs
it, he or she can instantly be reactivated.
The character will reappear at the same
location minus all points and possessions
but with full health.

My preproduction copy gave me one
or two puzzling incidents. The most
enjoyable was when, in a two-player
game, I resuscitated my expired Valkyrie
who immediately reappeared with a twin!
Three characters were then trotting
round the screen. Wherever Valkyrie
number one went, there also went
number two.

I was not able to repeat this feat so I
presume that you'll be unlikely to come
across it.

Vertical scrolling is fast and smooth
while other directional scrolling is slightly
less so but barely noticeable in the thick
of the action. The graphics and animation
are astounding.
Most of the time the screen is teeming

with colourful, sharp and detailed life,
Unfortunately, there is a price to be paid
for such abundance of animation - there

is a slight slowing down of your charac
ter's movement when the monsters start

arriving in their hundreds - but the game
is never less than sensational. Good use of

sound effects complement the amazing
graphics.

Price: £24.95

Other parts of the screen contain differ
ent displays, depending on what action

Supplier: Mirrorsoft, Athene House, 66-73
Shoe Lane, London EC4P 4AB.

usually occupied by a three-dimensional

Tel: 01-377 4837

view from your conning tower or through

Program: Cato

you have taken. The central portion is

the periscope. If the latter, cross-hair
target sights are overlaid on the scene.
ABOVE Us The Waves, Run Silent, Run
Deep, The Cruel Sea - what images such

film classics must conjure up for saltblooded, sea-warfare buffs.

Now, instead of watching flickering
reruns on TV, would-be submariners can

swap their armchair, fireside and slippers
for something much closer to the' real
thing.
Gato is an impressive real-time World

Beside the radar window is a map of
the quadrant you are patrolling. This map
can be toggled so that it expands over the
screen to show all 20 quadrants (five by
four grid). In both cases, all craft are

shown as moving white trails (except on
the higher skill levels when the enemy
are not revealed).

War II submarine simulation that has

Pressing G for Growler (the name of
your sub) creates a red pulsing around
your sub making it easy to distinguish

proved extremely popular in, America.
The program puts you in charge of the

from enemy craft. Similarly, pressing S
highlights your subtender, an ally who

control room of a combat submarine from

can supply food and repairs.

which you direct operations.
There are a number of missions, many
involving destruction of enemy convoys
and escorts, not to mention keeping your
own sub out of harm's way.
Almost all the action is viewed on a

single screen which represents the con
trol room. The screen is overlaid with

appropriate displays, as and when you
call them up.
The beauty of this system is that there
is no jumping from screen to screen and
all your main instruments and controls
remain visible during play.
Along the top of the screen is a row of
drop-down menus and down at the
bottom is a sharp and neat, simplified
instrument panel.
Reading from left to right are: Clockstyle indicators for depth, speed and
heading. Alongside these is a combined
battery and fuel indicator above a 10torpedo control console.
Then comes a vertical throttle, rudder
and dive planes, conning tower and peri
scope controls, power source control

and, finally, an oxygen indicator.
The rest of the screen is given to the
main display, the only constant part of
which is the radar window and digital
readout (heading, speed and depth
again).

And that's about the only time you'll
need to touch the keyboard because

most of the game is played by using the
mouse alone (but you can also operate all
controls by single key presses).

A comprehensive damage report
window and a mine-control panel also
appear on the mam screen, depending
on what overlay is in force.

At the start of the game, you are asked
to enter the current day and month - the
year is assumed to be 1943. This is used

to record information in the captain's log
which is saved to disc.

You can select the torpedo to mine
ratio and, by using the drop-down menus,
set the difficulty level (10 to choose from),
have day or night action and alter various
parameters affecting your sub and enemy
vessels.

There are 20 different predefined mis
sions, each of which is picked at random.
Once you've chosen your mission, a
morse code message is transmitted
giving you exact details. The morse code
is translated for you on the lower levels
but not on the higher.
Sound may be switched on and off and
any game can be suspended, saved and

restored. A report menu gives you in
stant information on radar, damage, target
book (pictures and identity of all enemy f>

The graphics, action and gameplay in
Gauntlet will take your breath away. For
sheer unadulterated excitement and

entertainment, Gauntlet lays down an
unbeatable challenge. Forget all other
versions and accept no substitutes - this
is the one to go for.
Bob Chappell

Sound

8

Graphics.
Payability
Value for money

10
10
9

Overall

10
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<] ships). It also includes time allowed,
elapsed and remaining, captain's log

(names, type and tonnage of ships sunk)
and Growler's log (destroy, rescue and

and difficulty levels ensure that Gato
offers a tough and varied challenge.

feature that allows you to create your own
missions. This addition would appear to

The graphics are clear and updated

give the game a virtually indefinite life.

very quickly. Program calculations also
appear to be handled fast and accurately.
While the sound effects are fair enough morse code tapping, torpedo whoosh,
bleeps and explosions - it was disappoin
ting to find no engine sounds. I longed for
the throb of diesels and hum of electric

Gato is a most professional product, its
chief qualities being that it is versatile,
varied, and easy to handle.
While it may be a trifle short in the
sound stakes, it certainly romps home in
stimulation and challenge. No wonder it
rode high in the States - it deserves no

the Gato class of submarine, a desperate

motors.

less here.

chance to radio for help to your sub-

And crash-diving just didn't seem the
same without klaxon sirens splitting the
air - but then maybe I've seen too many
submarine movies. Still, for a warfare
simulation, it did seem just a bit too quiet.
As an optional extra, the publishers will
be offering a separate disc which holds
another set of missions together with a

mining

missions

assigned

and

completed).

A special menu item lets you speed
everything up by a factor of 10 (time
reverting to normal when an engagement
is imminent). It also provides a history of

tender who will risk all to come to your
aid.

Thanks to the excellent design of the

player's interface with the game, Gato is
extremely easy to get into and to play.
That doesn't mean it's easy to be success
ful in your missions - the game options

Bob Chappell

Sound

5

Graphics
Playability
Value for money

8
9
8

Overall

8

Overinflated ego?
There is no shooting as you bounce
Product: Airball

Price: £24.95

Supplier: Microdeal, PO Box 68, St. Austell,
Cornwall. PL25 4YB

THE latest offering from Microdeal Airball is an exciting program in every
respect. There are great 3D graphics,
superb sound and addictive action.
You take the title role in this arcade

adventure and are in fact a leaky airball.
As the servant of the Great Wizard you
are sent to find his spell book. Unfor

tunately, he can't remember where he
left it so you have to search the whole
castle.

When the game opens you are pos

itioned on a pump which fills you with the
vital life force - air. If you are greedy and

stay on too long you burst and your outer
skin flies around the room like a balloon.

This is.the first test of skill - if you jump

off too early, you won't have enough pres
sure to get to the next pump. If you stay
on too long - disaster.
On leaving your starting point move

through stone archways searching for the
elusive spell book. Bounce along corri
dors, up and down stairs and over gaping
chasms.

around the mighty edifice and no ghosts
or goblins. But it doesn't make it any
easier.

There are the normal artifacts that are

to be found in any well appointed castle suits of armour, open fires, spiked metal
balls and many other things. And as long
as you don't touch them, they won't hurt
you (easier said than done).
Most of the rooms are well lit but a few
are in almost total darkness. There must

be some way of illuminating them, but
unfortunately, I haven't worked out how.
Scattered along your path are various
jewels which you can collect, to increase
your score. Watch where you step as the
stone floor can change colour. A nice bit
of green carpet might look safe enough,
but is it?

Some rooms appear impassable at first
sight, but on closer examination a path
can usually be found. Sometimes the exit
to a room can only be reached by a jump
across a great divide. But beware of

reaching the other side only to find that

of the playing window. Don't get carried
away by these distractions - it could be

the floor has been removed.

fatal.

Bounce through another archway and
the lights are out. A dim outline of the
obstacles can be seen, just enough to
steer yourself round. Pop. Well, perhaps
not quite enough light to see everything.
Fortunately, when you lose a life you
restart from the last air pump, not back at
the beginning.
The airball can be controlled by either
mouse, joystick or keyboard. I found the
latter option provided a greater degree

Overall, Airball is a nice friendly game
which gives you a sporting chance to
complete your mission. If you do
succeed, you will be entitled to be full of
hot air and have an over inflated ego.
Where is the spell book? I haven't
found it yet - but I'm going to keep look
ing until I do.

of control than the other two - and accu

Sound

rate steering is essential in most rooms.
During the game, a catchy tune is

Graphics.
Playability
Value for money

played continuously while a pair of
serpents wriggle and writhe at each side
40 Atari ST User August 1987

Arthur King

Overall

8

10
9
9
9

SERIOUS BUSINESS
or SERIOUS HOBBY
OUR SERVICE DOES NOT STOP AT JUST GIVING COMPETITIVE PRICES AND A
FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE. WHY NOT JOIN OUR COMPUTER GROUP. PUBLIC

DOMAIN SOFTWARE SUPPLIED AT COST OF DISCS TO MEMBERS. LARGE
RANGE OF ATARI ST SOFTWARE/HARDWARE/BOOKS AVAILABLE.
**

**

BEST UK PRICES!
Plug in 2Mb Ram Expansion Board - Phone for details
Software up to 24% discount - Hardware up to 16%

,

discount

,

THEY'RE PRICELESS

Can you afford not to subscribe to our monthly disc
As a computer group member you willreceive a monthly disc containing a
current price list + special otters open only to members. Level two willnot
only give you a larger discount on goods purchased but willalso contain
items on programming, CAD, music projects, etc. Members willbe able to
advertise S/H equipment, and voice their opinions. Programming tips,
hardware projects and problems welcomed.
Level one - yearly subscription of £19.95 inc VAT
Level two - yearly subscription of £34.95 inc VAT

,

Send £1.50inc. VAT &postageforintroductory disc

,

We stock all Atari computer equipment as well as our own and other third party addon's. We specialise in custom leads for TV monitors, etc. Microvitecetc. - system
cases - i.e. Hard drive and floppies with P.S.U. in one housing - more desk space.
We can provide specialist assistance on a one to one basis for people and
organisation's needing to know more about digitising, desktop publishing, midi/music,

^

CAD, etc.Please sendlordetails olother services &products

Experienced & Potential 68000 Programmers/Artists Register
Ifyou work or wish to work with the 68000 then you need to register now. We
have immediate contracts for 68000 programmers &artists on Atari
ST/Amiga/Coin-op Arcade projects. Regular income from guaranteed minimum
worldwide sales. You could also qualify for a loan machine. Send C.V.'s to: UK
68000 Register, c/o K.E.C.M.

E3 K.E.C.M. ES

^^^^^

KNIGHT ELECTRONICS (COMPUTERS &MUSIC)

ADDRESS: 8 WESTWOOD LANE, WELLING, KENT DA162HE
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY PLEASE
.VAT REGISTRATION NO. 427 0353 73

^"^^™"

TELEPHONE: 01 301 3745
(24HRANSWERPHONE)
TELEX 8951182GECOMSG

Communications and

Computer Specialists

Approved
independent
service centre

Midcomm International Ltd is a company
that specialises in computer repairs and can
offer you the following 5 STAR service.
*

Repairs carried out to manufacturers

requirements, using the most up to date
diagnostic and test equipment available
*

Skilled technical staff

*
*
*

Modern customised workshops
4 hour soak test on each repair,
All repairs guaranteed.

For a fast, efficient, reliable and professional service,
call with or send your computer together with a brief
description of fault to:
(If the computer Is to be sent by mall please Insure It at the Post Office)

Repairs on the complete range of Atari Equipment.
Midcomm International Ltd.

Unit F, Birch Industrial Estate,

Whittle Lane, Birch, Heywood,
Lancashire OLIO 2RB.

Telephone: 0706 625 166
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On the right track
but is replenished after' a few seconds of
Product: Tracker

inactivity.
You use the red phasers to kill enemy

Price: 19.95

Supplier: Rainbird Software, Wellington
House, Upper St. Martins Lane, London

ships and to destroy quark bomb holders
located in nodes throughout the site.
Once destroyed, the holders release a

WC2H9DL.

Tel: 01 240 8838

blue quark bomb which you have to
scoop up with your skimmer.
THE latest blockbusting game from
Rainbird is the superb war game
Tracker. It comes on a single disc and is
accompanied by a novella which, as well
as setting the scene, acts as a copy
protection device.
On loading the program, you are asked
to supply a word from a certain para

You can now attack one of the centres

in the six outer buildings. A successful
attack will be rewarded by a green neu
tron bomb - the most powerful in the
game.

The lower part can be used to show
either an overall plan of the complex you
can zoom in and magnify any section for

which will destroy the innermost control
centre and end the game, There are only

graph on a particular page. Once this
has been entered you can proceed with

more detail, or it can become the for

six of these bombs available and if the

ward vision screen for the skimmer when

skimmer carrying one is destroyed, the

game.

under manual control.

bomb is lost forever.

The neutrons are the only weapon

It's difficult to describe - part shoot-em-

A few words here about controlling the

Tracker becomes very addictive.

up, part graphic adventure, part flight

skimmer. You can send them to any point

simulator. Its publishers describe it as a
strategy game and that sums it up very

on the playing area by pointing to the

When you first play you will probably be

well.

At the start you have control of six
skimmers - small, floating craft that you
can control manually or leave under auto

matic control. As you progress, a further
two skimmers may be added to your
armoury.

The scenario is a communications

complex

called

Centrepomt,

set

sometime in the future. There are six

hexagonal buildings around a central
area.

The game plan is simple: Take control
of the centre of each of the outer

complexes and then take the main, cen
tral communications building. Easy? Not
on your life.

skimmer, holding down the left hand
mouse button and then pointing to the
destination and releasing the button.

Hopefully, the craft will move off,
selecting the shortest route. You can then
go to work with another skimmer. But
they have an annoying habit of occa
sionally ignoring your commands and if
they spot the enemy they may even run
away. Cowards.
If the first craft is being threatened by

any of the enemy's vehicles, its status bar
turns first to yellow and then later, to red.
Both these situations are accompanied by
screaming sirens.

At this point you can opt for control of
the craft under attack by selecting
combat mode. Under auto-pilot the skim

Guarding each building are two defen
der craft. They are backed by a host of

mers travel at about half their maximum

scouts which can travel between all the
areas. As soon as an intruder is sensed

As the defenders and scouts of the

they swoop with unerring accuracy.
The screen allows you to monitor the

energy levels of each skimmer and their
alert conditions - green for all clear,

yellow when the enemy is approaching
and red when an attack is imminent.

In the top half of the screen is a close
up plan view showing the location of the
currently selected skimmer and any
friend or foe.

speed.

opposition travel at full pitch, you find
yourself being overtaken very easily.
The direction of your craft is controlled
by moving the mouse and the speed by
holding down the right hand button and
pushing forward for more speed or pul
ling back for less.
My only moan about this program is
that I would have preferred the option to
use the joystick. The keyboard can be
used though - if your fingers are nimble
enough.
The ability to steer the skimmer accu

rately is critical. At slower speeds there
isn't too much difficulty, but at high speed,
especially when being pursued down the
narrow winding passages, it's easy to

wiped out very quickly. Then you start to
think, "Perhaps if I do it this way...", and so
it goes on - game after game.
Each one can be different -

it all

depends on how you deploy your craft.
Do you sacrifice one to give another a
chance to reach its objective? Do you
mount a combined, multilateral attack

and try to split the defenders?
The decision is yours, if you set off on
one course and then decide that you've

made an error, you can always switch to
another plan - if you're lucky.

If you would rather have your intuition
and planning abilities put to the test
rather than your ability to shoot various

objects out of the sky ad nauseum - then
you will like this game.
If on the other hand, you are quite

happy blasting away at anything that
moves, you will be able to put yourself
into situations where destruction is inevit

able unless you become proficient on the
phasers.

Hugh Michaels

bounce off the sides.

Each touch of a wall, ceiling or floor
depletes your energy level and when it
reaches zero your skimmer is destroyed.
Your armoury consists of an inexhaus
tible supply of red phaser balls. As you
fire them the phaser energy level drops
42 Atari ST User August 1987
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Graphics
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9
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Overall
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RECREATIONAL
ARKANOID
BARBARIAN
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
COLOURSPACE
DEEP SPACE
ELECTRONIC POOL
FOOTBALL GFL
GOLDRUNNER
INTERNATIONAL KARATE
KARATE KID II
KARATE MASTER
LIBERATOR
MACADAM BUMPER
METRO CROSS
MOUSETRAP
NINJA MISSION
PLUTOS
SKYFOX
STARGLIDER
PROHIBITION
AIRBALL
TIME BANDIT
TRAILBLAZER
TYPHOON

WANDERER 3D
WINTER GAMES
WORLD GAMES
XEVK3US

SIMULATION/STRATEGY
12.75

21.95

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

21.95

PSION CHESS

16.95

ROADRACE 2000
SHANGHAI

16.95

SILENT SERVICE

21.95

SUB BATTLESIMULATOR

FANTASTIC FOUR
GUILD OF THIEVES
LEATHER GODDESSES
HOLLYWOOD HIJINX
JEWELS OF DARKNESS
MERCENARY ST
MOONMIST
THE PAWN
BUREAUCRACY

21.95
21.95

21.95

16.95

BUSINESS/UTIUTY/LANGUAGES

21.95
10.95

ALTERNATIVE
ART DIRECTOR

10.95
21.95

BACKPACK
CAD 3-D

21.95

CASHLINK ST ACCOUNTS

12.75
8.95

DEGAS ELITE
FAST ST BASIC

12.75
21.95
21.95
16.95
21.95
26.95
21.95
16.95
21.95
21.95
21.95
21.95

FILM DIRECTOR
FIRSTWORD PLUS
FLEETSTREET PUBLISHER
GST'C
K-GRAPHII
K-RAM
K-SPREADII
K-SWfTCH
MAPS & LEGENDS
MICRO TIME CLOCK CARD
MUSIC STUDIO
RHYTHM
SUPERBASE
THUNDER
TRIMBASE
VIP PROFESSIONAL

21.95
26.95

BALLYHOO

26.95
44.95
21.95
21.95
26.95

29.95

ADVENTURE

ALTERNATE REALITY

BALANCE OF POWER

26.95
44.95
47.50
44.95
299.95
79.95
54.95

69.95
99.95
49.95

44.95
26.95
69.95
26.95
26.95
34.95
29.95
21.95
89.95
34.95

79.95
199.95

16.95

21.95

PSION

26.95
26.95

ORGANISER IIXP
ORGANISER IICM

16.95

FINANCE PAK

21.95
26.95

MATHS PAK
OXFORD

21.95
29.95
La

•wmiibmj

64.95

135.00
97.50
26.95
26.95

SPELLING CHECKER PAK

26.95

DATAPAKSfrom

11.95

ge selection of 6-bit software available

NEW TITLES AVAILABLI : IMMEDIATELY ONRELEASE. TELEPHONE

(0625)25228

Diamond Games are pleased to
announce the release of two new

exciting games for the Atari ST:EXTENSOR

This game of the future is a
3 dimensional realtime simulator,

in the 24th Century.
You are invited to compete in the newOlympic Games in the deserts of Mars.
The yearly competition of the most
powerful galactical powers starts
again, with a new and more deadly
and dangerous competition called
EXTENSOR.

Colour/Monochrome
R.R.P. £19.95

Send Cheque/Pas to:

SUNARO SOFTWARE (US)

H 1

PO BOX 78, MACCL ESFIELD,CHESHIRE SK10 3PF

EJ

{.stnblhhod19B4)

HOLLYWOOD POKER

VERY
M QUALITY
VERYL(D)W PRICES
. top <^TOMLirir!f

6.gg" COMPUnnEIE BUSIES
QTY

SS 48TPI

SS 96TPI

DS 48TPI

DS 96TPI

10

£5.95

£6.95

£6.95

£7.95

£8.95

£9.95

25

£10.99

£11.99

£11.99

£12.99

£14.99

£17.99

50

£19.99

£20.99

£20.99

£21.99

£27.99

£32.99

100

£36.99

£37.99

£37.99

£41.99

£45.99

£57.99

150
250

£52.99

£55.99

£55.99

£57.99

£63.99

£80.99

£85.99

£87.99

£87.99

£91.99

£103.99

£126.99

C/R

DS 48 C/R

DS 96 C/R

Coloured or reversible disks - reversible disks have two holes and two notches!

Boxes of 10 disks are supplied in plastic cases (worth £1.49).
These disks are packed with a protective jacket (envelope) and come with a full user
set, including a label and a write protect tab. The disks are manufactured to top
international standards and have a hub ring for added protection.

Hollywood Poker is a
high-class strip poker
with the help of digitized graphics.
Play poker against beautiful girls,
one of them a real Miss Germany!
When your opponent loses her money
she has to take off her clothes.

Choose between four differentgirls.
Try your luck!
R.R.P. £14.95

SISS - BULK PACKED
TME BEST 1MN&E1

with labels etc...
QTY

SS135TPI

DS135TPI

10

£14.95

£16.95

25

£29.95
£55.95
£105.95
£149.95
£239.95

£35.95

50
100

150
250

£62.95
£119.95

£169.95
£269.95

Lockable Storage Boxes from Centec
3.00"
3.50"
3.50"
5.25"
5.25"

Lockable-Holds
Lockable-Holds
Lockable-Holds
Lockable-Holds
Lockable-Holds

60
40
90
50
100

£9.95
£7.99
£9.95
£7.99
£9.95

COMPUTER MONITORS - FULL RANGE STOCKED - BEST PRICES!
Philips CM 8533/CM 8833 - Colour Monitor IRGB for Nimbus/BBC etc
£269.95
Philips CM 8852 - Colour/RGB/TTL/Linear Inputs
£299.95
Philips BM 7502 - High Res Green Screen Monitor - Composite
£79.95
Philips BM 7522 - High Res Amber Screen Monitor - Composite
£89.95
Philips BM 7542 - High Res White Screen Monitor - Composite
£89.95
Microvitec 1431 - Standard Resolution Colour Monitor
Microvitec 1451 - Medium Resolution Colour Monitor

£179.95
£229.95

Microvitec 1441 - High Resolution Colour Monitor

£379.95

Diamond Games are distributed by Robtek Ltd.,
Unit 4, Isleworth Business Complex,
St. John's Road, Isleworth, Middlesex, TW1 6NL

REMEMBER - All Monitors are delivered free by Securicor! No extras to pay!

CENTEC ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD
UNIT 3, THE METRO CENTRE

E3

BRIDGE ROAD, ORPINGTON
KENT BR5 2BE

TEL: (0689) 61947/62103 (24 hours)

Remember - all prices include VAT and delivery !
There are no hidden extras to pay!
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Making
life
easier
with C
Ray Jackson evaluates
the latest version
of Lattice C

THE Lattice C compiler has been
around since the early days of the ST
and now Metacomco have announced a
new release - version 3.04.

changed and which must be recompiled

The new version is Gem-based and can

and linked. It does this by checking the
date and time stamps on all the relevant
files. The dependencies of one file

edit several files at the same time. It still

compared to another are defined in a

vast improvement on the old version.

Lattice C was originally reviewed in
the July 1986 issue of Atari ST User. This
review covers the changes and enhance

data file along with the commands that
should be executed when something is

ments in the new release.

out of date.

The package retails at £99.95, but an

It should be noted that this will only

update is available for owners of earlier

work if the system clock is set correctly at
the beginning of each session.
Perhaps the most criticised part of the
Lattice development system in the past

versions for £34.50. This now buys you

three discs in place of the old two, and an
enlarged manual.
This is not just an enhanced compiler,
for the package includes several new
utilities. Perhaps the most significant

has fewer features than editors supplied
with other language systems, but it is a
The new editor is a little slow at screen

updates when moving blocks of text
around and it can only deal in whole lines
for cut and paste operations.
Although the Gem features are fairly
basic there are a host of other editor com

mands hidden away as control keys or as
extended

commands.

These

are

accessed via the Escape key. The extra
commands are not necessary for simple

was its editor. This was a rather crude
screen editor with no Gem features at all.

addition in terms of value for money is the
addition of a resource constructor set.

Desk

Control

New

Resource Editor I

Options

This allows you to create the resource
files used by Gem to define menus and
dialog boxes. Metacomco have licensed

zzra

Kuma's K-Resource to include with Lat
tice C. Since K-Resource alone sells for

£39.95, this has to be a good deal.
Lattice now includes a symbolic
debugger called Debug-t- which allows

Selectablet i Checked! ["Editable j :[TJisfjD I O.K. I
Default! [Shadowed! Pfiuichexit "{•.• [" TtlteT! | Cancel 1

you to load programs into memory and
step through them. You can examine and
modify variables by name, disassemble
the machine code and access register

Exit

Outlined I llTsabTed! RitYtTT! • „:,,,„•
T

fradio Butn] 1 Crossed!: [Flags IB J ';f Preselect!

values.

Debug+ is an assembler level
debugger - it does not allow you to step
through your program line by line, you

C nane:

Extended type H 0.

must work in terms of 68000 instructions.

Even with that restriction, it is still a useful
addition to the overall package.

Another utility added with release 3.04

:

:

::

•

:

is called Make. This is a standard Unix

utility which is intended to make life
easier for you when you are working on a
project that consists of several different
source files.
Make works out which files have
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Figure I: The resourse editor

:
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editing, but are available for the more

Desk

adventurous.

Metacomco claims to have provided
faster routines for pointer and integer
maths operations and has also included
Motorola's fast floating point routines.
Running the benchmark programs
from the July 1986 Atari ST User review
provides impressive results for the maths

performance. The intmath benchmark
reduced from

seconds

and

19.32 seconds to 5.65

the

floating

point

I

File pfTCl Black
\

ittinclude "std
^include "osb

Insert line
Delete line
Undo
Find

Exchange

fttdefine NTIMES 10
Nefine NUMBER 24

-—--—-

"Tag!

;n:nz?:nzz::3i~

Pi\FIB.CD:\STflRT

long tine,stack; *ticks = 0x4BR;
printf("NnPress return to start:");
getcharO;
stack = Super(O);
tine = *ticks;

painO
D:\EHD

I

benchmark reduced from 105.08 seconds

unsigned int value;

to an amazing 19.22.
The remaining benchmarks (including
the pointer one) gave almost identical
timings to the previously tested version.
There is a long list of modifications to
the library modules with release 3.04.

Sine = *ticks - tine;

int ij

Super(stack);
ttinclude "start"

for (i=i;i<=NTIHES;i++)

printf("\nTicks = Xd",tine)j
printf("\nPress a key to exit:");
getcharO j

value = fib(NUHBER);

The list of Unix functions is increased

by the addition of over 20 new ones and
many of the other library modules have
been tidied up. This means that some
care is needed when converting to the
new compiler, as there may be some
compatibility problems where functions

have been renamed or their operation

Figure III: Editing a source file

modified.

The revised manual is fairly well laid
out and gives explanations of all the li
brary functions - including Gem libraries.
But, it does assume that you know what
you are doing and it appears very much
as a reference manual rather than a guide
for inexperienced users. There is a short

space on it.
Lattice C now includes Metacomco's

tutorial section in an appendix which may

file currently under development.
There are also a number of programs
for operations such as copying, renaming
and deleting files. These could benefit
from further development as they do not
report errors when something goes
wrong. The copy program will leave you
with the impression that a file has been
copied when it could not find the source

be of some help to get the novice started.
With three single sided discs of soft

ware, there is quite a problem just putting
together a working disc. There is no
advice m

the manual for users with a

double sided drive, nor in the use of ram

discs. It is necessary to cut out quite a
large proportion of the three discs to get
one double sided disc with any usable

Desk

File

Menu+ shell program. This is a menu
based program that runs all of the other
utility programs. It keeps track of
selected options for the compiler and
linker and remembers the name of the

file and hence failed.

Options
EDIT
COMPILE
LINK
COMPILE+LINK
DEVELOP
RUN PROGRAM

f* '..*;.'. ::t~~T—

; s

.' .:

One option in Menu+ is known as
Develop. This will automatically run the
editor followed by the compiler until you
have eradicated all the errors. As soon as

the compiler exits with errors, the editor
is invoked again and both the source file
and the compiler list file are read in.
The only problem with this is that there
is no way out of the cycle. I found that I
had forgotten to copy a header file on to
the ram disc. The compilation thus failed
when it could not find the file in the

#include, yet as soon as it finished
compiling it went back to the editor.
The only way out without a reset of the
machine was to feed it an empty disc
when it tried to run the compiler. Aside
from this amusing dilemma, Menu+ per
formed reasonably well and it can be
customised to suit your own application.
Overall I was very impressed with the
new release. It includes several useful

MENU+ HISTCIRY

enhancements and now represents very
good value for money. As a complete
package it compares very favourably

with Megamax at a significantly lower
D:\CGEM

ED D: NFIB.C
LCI • n D:\FIB
LC2 D:\FIB
LINK D:\FIB -with D:\CGEM

price.

As an upgrade, its value for money
depends on whether you already possess
a resource constructor set. If you don't
already have an RCS then the upgrade
price is less than the cost of K-Resource
alone.

If you do have one already, then the
value is far less significant and you will
have to decide whether the improved
floating point performance, improved
editor and the inclusion of a debugger
are sufficient to justify the expense.
•

Product: Lattice C 3.04
Price: £99.95

Supplier: MetaComco, 26 Portland Square,
Bristol BS2 8RZ.
Tel: 0272 428781

Figure II: Previous operations recalled
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TELECOM GOLD

Take off
with
MicroLink
THE British Airline Pilots

Association - BALPA - has

marked its golden jubilee
by joining MicroLink.
Trade union for 6,000

commercial pilots, BALPA

negotiates with 30 UK
airlines

and

a

similar

Legal advice goes online
MICROLINK has scored yet
another world first by

Excise investigations.

taking on board a unique
electronic legal and finan
cial service for firms and

and barristers provides a
24-hour legal advisory
service. Any legal problem
can be dealt with either by

individuals.

Insight provides roundthe-clock legal advice, help
with tax and VAT prob
lems, and insurance cover

A team of 50 solicitors

electronic mail

or tele

phone. Full written advice
on complicated matters is
promised within 24 hours.
There is a legal fees
insurance package cov

- on banking, pensions,
insurance

and

tax -

is

offered during office hours
and

available

in

most

cases through a local
number. Written reports
can be provided within 24
hours and consultants are

available

for

personal

visits.

nology", said a spokes

Business membership of
Insight also includes a
wide range of special
assistance for companies,
covering such areas as
staff insurance, tax, cash
flow forecasting, pension
scheme
analysis
and
employee benefits.
Companies can also buy

woman. "Until now we've

an

number of foreign flag
carriers who employ its
members.

"We celebrate our 50th

birthday this year, so it
seemed an appropriate
time for us to log on to the
new

information

tech

depended on the tele
phone - our office didn't

against the cost of litiga
tion.

It serves a wide range of
personal and business
needs resulting from
minor problems like dis
putes with neighbours up
to full scale Customs &

ering solicitors' and barris
ters' fees,

court costs,

witness expenses, and
opponents costs in certain
cases.

Personal financial advice

Calling all subscribers

even have telex.

"A very high proportion

THE latest technological

of our members are com

advance

puter and communications
enthusiasts when they're
not flying. They'll be happy

allows

now

radiopaging for as little as
36p a day.
Thanks to a link-up with

MicroLink

has

provided facilities for
two-way electronic mess
aging between themselves

on

MicroLink

subscribers

to

enjoy all the communi
cations

benefits

of

British Telecom's national

radiopaging service,

and BALPA.

"Apart from improving
contact with our members,

it

means that MicroLink elec
tronic mail and telex trans

As soon as an Email or

telex message arrives the
radiopaging service is
automatically alerted and
the subscriber gets a
"bleeper" call.
The same procedure
takes place in the opposite
direction - messages to
other people can't be
ignored or overlooked if
the addressee carries a

we'll be able to use elec
tronic mail and telex to
communicate with airlines

missions need no longer
stay unnoticed on reaching

radiopaging device.

their

and other pilot associ
ations throughout the

users won't be put to the
trouble of accessing their
mailbox when it's empty.

other
advantages
of
radiopaging - like keeping

world".

destination.

And

There are also all the

users constantly in touch
with their base.

Inland

Revenue and

VAT protection service, in
the event of in-depth tax,
PAYE or VAT investigation.
Company accountants
can draw on advice from
former Inland Revenue
and

Customs

&

case is included

A UNIQUE association of

organisations - including
the
City
of
London

community
groups
involved in computing has
gone
on-line
with

Polytechnic - that use
computers for administra

MicroLink.

tion, maintaining data

Hackney Info Tech Con
sortium is a non-profit
company formed by 45

bases,

programming, business
computing, design and

adult education institutes,

desktop publishing.

training schemes and local
voluntary organisations in
the London borough.

Consortium executive
director David Cheetham

It

supports

member

and

courses

in

said:"MicroLink will help
our assessment of socially

in the

protection.
Two brand new Insight
services will benefit from

the immediacy of MicroLink communications. The

first provides on-line mort
gage quotations and infor
mation
for
property
buyers.
The
other

CONSORTIUM FOR COMMS

Excise

inspectors and get profes
sional representation at
hearings and tribunals. Up
to £25,000 towards profes
sional fees for preparing a

supplies

details about commercial

finance, venture capital
and

other

forms

of

useful applications of new
technology - particularly
the potential for develop

established

ment

online

and start up schemes alike.

community database.
"We envisage starting
with a directory of educa
tion, training and leisure
information then gradually
allowing local organis
ations, co-operatives and
trades unions to set up
closed user groups".

Insight, operated by
Investment
Marketing

of a

local

commercial funding for
businesses

Services, is an electronic
mail extension of the IRPC

legal

and tax advisory

service which

has been

operating for seven years
and has half a million UK
subscribers.

YOUR chance to join MicroLink —turn to Page 65
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The sound

of music
Mastering Sound and Music on the Atari ST
Supplier: Longman UK Ltd, Longman
House, Burnt Hill, Harlow, Essex CM20
2JE
Tel: 0279 26721

BEFORE reading this book, I used to
think that A flat minor was a type of

motor car which had been run over by"a
steam roller.

Sample programs, written in ST Basic,
are liberally scattered throughout the
book and within minutes I had the refrain

of Brahm's lullaby wafting gently out of my
monitor's loudspeaker.
For the more musically proficient,
there are detailed explanations on how to
transform sheet music into Basic code,
chapters about the ST's Musical Instru
ment Digital Interface (Midi) facility,
synthesisers and music software.
Also included is a comparison of key
boards - the piano type rather than com
puter keyboards.
Using the routines listed in this book,
Basic programs can be made more inter
esting by the inclusion of a little tune at
the appropriate point - a fanfare for a new
high score, a dirge when a life is lost or a
jolly little ditty when a new level is
reached. The applications are limited

only by the programmer's imagination.
There are 280 pages and the book is
good value for money. As with its
companion volume 'Understanding Atari
ST Basic' there is a mysterious reference
to new commands which have been

added to the latest version of ST Basic.

Peter Hartley

been covered in depth the author turns
his attention to ST Basic. As with the

introduction to the ST, the reader is led

gently through the procedures of loading
Basic and how to use it.

I soon discovered that no matter how

mented. Still, perhaps a future edition

there is always something to learn.
For instance - did you know that you
can draw the face of a man smoking a
pipe on your screen? The face is part of

may include a section on that topic.
Peter Hartley

out now is - who is it?

The book covers all aspects of ST Basic
from text entry and manipulation through

to Basic

graphics,

sound

and

music,

and

Understanding Atari ST Basic

advanced programming.
Example programs

Price: £17.95

liberally through the book and there is a

Supplier: Longman UK, Longman House,
Burnt Hill, Harlow, Essex CM20 2JE

trouble-shooting chapter plus the usual
lists of key words, error messages and a

Tel: 0279 26721

strange chapter that lists new ST Basic
keywords.

THIS book, written by Tim Knight is the
sort most computer manufacturers
other than Atari, bundle with their
machines as manuals.

It's 315 pages long and the topics cov
ered include a general introduction to the
ST - how to install the computer, how to
use Gem, a guided tour of the keyboard
and 10 ports and much more.
Once the basics of the system have

ST Basic remain, unfortunately, undocu

much you think you know about a subject

the character set. The only thing to find

Simple introduction

pages are full of invaluable data which
will allow the novice or the experienced
programmer who is converting to the ST,
to get the most out of ST Basic.
The undocumented features (bugs) of

are

spread

Detailed Gem

reference guide
Gem Programmer's Reference
Price: £14.95

Supplier: Abacus, c/o Precision Software, 6
Park Terrace, Worcester Park, Surrey
KT4 7JZ
Tel: 01-330 7166

The author assures us that Atari is plan
ning to add some new keywords to ST
Basic - such as BOX, DRAW and RGB. As
the book was published in America in
1986, the guestion is when is the new

Basic going to put in an appearance?
At £17.95, it may seem a lot to pay for
information that should

have

been

provided with the computer in the first
place. Having said that, however, the

IF you are struggling with C, battling
with 68000 assembly language or trying
to fathom out how Gem works then this is

the book for you. It is a complete
reference guide to Gem for software
developers and experienced pro
grammers.

There are brief introductions to C and>
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<] assembly language and a few example
listings, but the bulk of the text is devoted

mands. These are excellent and it is

Take a PEEK

amazing what can be achieved from ST

inside your ST

know how to go about it.

to the VDI and AES. Well over 150 pages

Basic (given its poor reputation) if you

are devoted to each.

The book is rather like a dictionary,
providing a complete list of all the func
tions available. It's not something you can

For instance, there are listings to
redefine the mouse form, change the font,
print graphic text, draw and fill various
shapes, produce alert boxes, edit the cur

Peeks and Pokes

curl up in bed with and read till the early

Price: £12.95

hours. But it is a great mine of information
and there are descriptions of each func
tion, a list of input and output parameters
with brief notes on what they mean, the C

Supplier: Abacus, c/o Precision Software, 6

Park Terrace,

Worcester Park, Surrey

KT4 7JZ

It is surprising to see these functions

Tel: 01-330 7166

being accessed from ST Basic, Previously

definitions required and the C function

I had resorted to Fast Basic or G

THIS must be essential reading for all

call itself,

There are also explanations of the par
ameter blocks that are required when
calling these functions from machine

ST Basic programmers. It contains a
whole host of peeks, pokes, utilities and
interesting facts about Basic and Gem.
After a brief introduction to the ST's

code.

There are several good example list
ings to type in showing many of the func
tion calls from both C and assembly
language. They are well written, easy to

memory map and hardware - the parallel
and serial interfaces, Midi, cartridge slot,
joystick and mouse, it looks at the
operating system.

There is a complete list of system vari

follow, and are also available on disc.
tutorial book and won't

ables and V52 emulator codes. These are

teach you to program. But if you already

useful, but the book really gets inter
esting when it moves on to explore Gem.
There are many example programs
showing how to access the VDI and AES
using the VDISYS and GEMSYS com

This is not a

know a little about C or 68000 then I can

recommend it as a good Gem pro

grammer's reference guide.
Joanne Stevens

rent font, alter the windows and much
more.

There is also a section showing how to
access the sound chip and a description
of the register functions. It doesn't show
how to produce music, but concentrates
on writing data to the chip directly.
Also included is a chapter discussing
the programming languages Logo, C and
assembly language. Unfortunately, these
lack depth and are out of place here. The
two or three pages allocated to each
could have been put to better use.
Overall, this is an excellent book,

packed full of useful information and as a
bonus, all the listings are available on a
disc. I can thoroughly recommend it to all

ST Basic programmers. Joanne Stevens •

LOOK AT THESE PRICES ! ! !
ATARI ST SOFTWARE

ATARI HARDWARE
520ST-FM KEYBD/MOUSE/.5 MEG DRIVE

359.95

520ST-FM KEYBD/MOUSE/.5MEG DRIVE/MONO MONITOR

450.95

METROCROSS

24.95

19.50

1040ST-F KEYBD/MOUSE/1 MEG DRIVE/MONO MONITOR

629.95

LEADERBOARD

24.95

19.50

1040ST-F KEYBD/MOUSE/1 MEG DRIVE/COLOUR MONITOR

899.95

RRP

OUR PRICE

9.95

7.50

DESTROYER

24.95

19.50

ALL COMPUTERS INCLUDE

PHANTASIE II

24.95

19.50

5 FREE DEMO DISCS AND 5 FREE BLANK DISCS

STARTGLIDER

24.95

19.50

SILENT SERVICE

24 95

19 50

GOLDRUNNER

24.95

19.50

ATARI PERIPHERALS

LEADERBOARD TOURNAMENT

KARATE KID1I

24.95

19.50

PINBALL FACTORY

24.95

19.50
19.50

SG354 HALF MEG DRIVE

134.95

BASKETBALL

24.99

SF314 0NE MEG DRIVE

179.95

SHANGHAI

24.99

19.50

SH204 20MEG DRIVE

619.95

PAINTWORKS

34.99

27.50

SH125 MONOCROME MONITOR

134.95

FILM DIRECTOR

65.21

47.00

SC1224 COLOUR MONITOR

359.95

ROADWAR 2000

24.99

19.50

SMM 804 DOT MATRIX PRINTER

189.95

FAST BASIC

89.90

71.70

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING

24.95

19.50

DIGI DRUM

24.95

19.50

3.5" DISCS DSDD GUARANTEED (PACKED IN 10)

17.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ 15% AND P & P ON UK MAINLAND

10 THE GREEN

ASHCOM

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH

(0530} 411485

LE6 5JU
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SEND SAE FOR FULL PRICE LIST

24 HOUR DESPATCH
SUBJECT TO

LEICESTERSHIRE

AVAILABILITY

BYTE BACK
THE ATARI ST

Atari ST Image EditorpU£

<

For colour systems withFast Basic. ^

BEST PRICES
GAMES
Gauntlet
Star Trek
Barbarian
Airball
MGT
Arkanoid
Goldrunner
Metro Cross

Mouse Trap
Skyfox
Prohibition
Turbo GT
SDI
Balance of Power
Arena + Brataccas

Eden Blues
Trailblazer

Macadam Bumper
Liberator
Timeblast
Plutos
Xevious
Leaderboard
10th Frame
Mean 18

RRP
24.99
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
14.95
24.95
24.95
14.95
24.95
19.95
15.95
45.95
29.95
34.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
12.95
9.95
14.95
24.95
24.95

24.95
29.95

Shanghai

24.95

Hacker I or II

24.95
34.95
19.95
14.95
14.95
19.95
29.95
29.95
39.95
19.95
39.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
12.95
19.95
39.95
19.95
9.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
29.95
19.95
24.95
49.95
24.95
24.95
69.95
19.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
34.95
24.95
24.95
14.95
49.95

L.Computer People
Strip Poker
Tee Up
Thai Boxing
Space Pilot
Joust
Star Raiders
Word for Word

Super Huey
Arctic Fox
QBall

Champ. Wrestling
Rogue
Winter Games

Super Cycle
GFL Champ. Football
Basketball (2 on 2)
Karate Master

Typhoon
Hippo Backgammon
Colours pace
Ninja Mission
Techmate Chess
Shuttle II
Karate Kid II

Pinball Factory
Cards
Electronic Pool

Major Motion
Time Bandit
Lands of Havoc
Silent Service
Harrier Strike
Strike Force Harrier

Mercenary
Universe 2 ST

Mission Mouse (b/w)
ST Karate

Protector/Space Stn
War Zone/Fire Blast
3D Chess

Deep Space
Wanderer 3D

Starglider
Terrestrial Encounter

Flight Sim II
STRATEGY
Phantasie II

Temple of Apshai
Ultima 2 or 3
Road War 2000

RRP
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95

ONLY
19.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
11.50
19.50
19.50
11.50
19.50
15.50
12.50
36.50
23.50
27.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
10.00
7.50
11.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
23.50
19.50
19.50
27.50
15.50
11.50
11.50
15.50
23.50
23.50
31.50
15.50
31.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
10.00
15.50
31.50
15.50
7.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
15.50
15.50
15.50
23.50
15.50
19.50
39.00
19.50
19.50
55.50
15.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
27.50
19.50
19.50
11.50
39.00

ONLY
19.50
19.50
19.50
19.50

ADVENTURES
Guild of Thieves

Beaurocracy
Hollywood Hi-Jinx
Moon mist

Questprobe
Kings Quest II
Jewels of Darkness
Silicon Dreams

Alternate Reality
Pawn

Trinity
Hitch Hikers Guide
Tass Times
Borrowed Time
Mindshadow
Leather Goddesses

Mind F. Voyaging
Zork(l,llor III)

RRP

ONLY

24.95

19.50
23.50
23.50
23.50
15.50
23.50
15.50
15.50
19.50
19.50
27.50
23.50
19.50
19.50
19.50
23.50
27.50
23.50
23.50
23.50
23.50
23.50
23.50
15.50
23.50
19.50

29.95
29.95
29.95
19.95
29.95
19.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
34.95
29.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
29.95
34.95
29.95

Deadline

29.95
Bally Hoo
29.95
Enchanter
29.95
Sorcerer
29.95
Spellbreaker
29.95
Transylvania
19.95
Black Cauldron
29.95
Wnnie the Pooh
24.95
ART & DESIGN
RRP
GFA Draft
99.95
Art Director
49.95
Film Director
59.95
Pro f.prite Generator
39.95
Degas
39.95
Degas Elite
79.95
Art Scribe
24.95
The Music Studio
34.95
CAD 3D
49.95
Easy Draw
149.95
UTILITIES & BUSINESS
RRP
Pro Sound Designer
57.44
ST Doctor
19.95
First Word Plus
79.95
SuperBase Personal
99.95
Publishing Partner
159.85
Fleet St. Publisher
115.00
Ramdisk/Spooler
24.95
ProCopy ST
34.95
TRIMbase
89.95
VIP Pro. GEM
228.85
Thunder
39.95
Back Pack
49.00
Minicomm
29.95
1st Mail
29.95
K-Comm 2
49.95
29.95
K-Ram
K-Spread 2
79.95
K-Switch
29.95
Metacomco Make
49.95
Payroll
199.00
Ml Print
19.95
Digidrum
24.95
Digidrum sample disk 14.95
Zoomracks 1
39.95
Zoomracks 2
69.95
29.95
Cornerman
Michtron Utilities
39.95
Megafont ST
29.95
LANGUAGES
RRP
GFA Basic
59.95
GFA Basic Compiler
59.95
89.90
Fast Basic
K-Seka
49.95
MCC Cambridge Lisp 149.95
99.95
MCC BCPL
MCC Pascal
89.95
MCC Lattice C (3.04)
89.95
MCC Assembler
49.95
99.95
Modula2ST
Pro Fortran/Pascal
147.95

Lots of Public Domain Software from only

Fast Basic programs, moved and animated
under program control.
Compatible with NEOchrome, AniMaticobjects can
be combined with a NEOchrome background. Or you
can use the NEOGRAB function to cut sections from
a NEOchrome screen and animate them.
The AniMatic disk comes with several demonstration

programs, including the game 'Smashout'. Together
with six program modules, written in Fast Basic,
containing set-up and manipulation routines.
The modules can be inserted directly into your own
Fast Basic programs.
Please note: AniMatic is specifically for users of Computer Concepts

FAST BASIC. It is not directly compatible with other versions of Basic.
Please send cheque

39.50
47.50
31.50
31.50
63.50
19.50
27.50
39.50
119.50

ONLY
49.00
15.50
63.50
79.50
127.50
92.00
19.50
27.50
71.50
183.00
31.50
39.00
23.50
23.50
39.50
23.50
63.50
23.50
39.50
159.00
15.50
19.50
11.50
31.50
55.50
23.50
31.50
23.50
ONLY
47.50
47.50
71.50
39.50
119.50
79.50
71.50
71.50
39.50
79.50
118.00

or P.O. for £9.95 to:-

>flty

ONLY
79.50

£3.50 per disk!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FIRST CLASS POST

AniMatic makes the creation of full colour

animated sprite-like objects quick and easy.
The objects can be incorporated into your own

\u*ng

SOFT BITS Dept. ST
.&P-

Vrw

5 LANGLEY STREET
LONDON WC2H 9JA
TEL. 01-836 2533

BITS

UNBEATABIE
V* VERBATIM
S DISC

2

OFFER

• Life-time guaranteed,double-sided, double density 135 TPI
verbatim discs for your machine. (Single-sided available '

• Don't be put off by thelow price! Thesediscs are nor recertified^
buttop quality mediadirectfrom the warehouse at bulk rates.

Quantity
Price

10
£15.95

25
£36.95

50
£69.95

100
£129.95

250
£289.95

(Deduct 10% for single-sided discs.)
• Absolutely no extras, price includes VAT, label sets plus first class/
Datapost to your door.

PHONE
24

HOUR

0903 776000

OR CHEQUE/P.O. TO P.O. BOX 66
EAST PRESTON WEST SUSSEX BN16 2TX

TELEPHONE (0636) 79097 FOR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE
Send Cheque/PO to:

DVTCDAPI/

D Y 1 LDAV/I\

6MUMBYCLOSE,

ft SOFT Disc Value

NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE
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nee again we have be engulfed
with an abundance of entries for

the Gallery. This month's works of art
have been sent in by P.Patay, Nicholas

Colledge, Winston Timms, Alasdair
Hobbs, Patrick Kerr and Nigel
Kenward.

Our thanks to them and to the many
others whose artistic endeavours are

still awaiting publication.

We welcome any pictures you may
have drawn but remember, any
artwork submitted must be all your
own work and must not be copyright,
so we can't use Bugs Bunny or similar
subjects. It should not have been pub
lished, or offered for publication
elsewhere.

Fangs for the memory

&jpt
£$£!

O^r^-1

Humble bumble bee
50 Atari ST User August 798Z

GALLERY

The big bang

Please enclose an sae for the return

of your discs. The address to send your

'&sL
£

kl

Masterpieces is:
Gallery,
Atari ST User,
Europa House,
68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove,
Stockport SK7 SNY

Robert the Bruce

Home sweet home
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LATTICE C 3.

VERSION

The popular, industry standard Lattice Ccompiler isnow even better! We have
introduced new features unique toLattice Cdesigned tohelp you take full

advantage of the ST's power. The new Lattice Cprovides all the features you
need inagreat Ccompiler package,and it iscompatible with Lattice Conthe

IBM-PC and other 68000 micros. This means easy to use, structured, powerful
and portable programming - only with Lattice C.

Version 3.04 now includes

"The Metacomco Lattice C compiler is excellent" STUser

• High performance Lattice Ccompiler • Complete
Kernighan and Ritchie implementation plus exten

• Libraries ofover 320 UNIX and utility functions

sions• Full interface to GEMDOS, BIOS andXBIOS

• Revolutionary Link/Loader for fast development

functions with documentation • Full accessto

• Symbolic Debugger andDisassembler
• Resource Construction Editor • Make utility
• Full GEM based screen editor with multiple windows
• Completely new 600 page usermanual with
examples andtutorials

GEM's VDI, AESand LineA functionswith docu

mentation • Full double precision floating point
arithmetic • Optimizations toproduce fast, compact
code • Support for MC 68881 Maths Coprocessor

Lattice CV3.04 only <£99.95

• Unique GEM shell command environment

UPGRADE TO NEW VERSION

£34.50

Existing userscanobtain the latestversion. The upgrade includes completely new
manual and newprogram diskettes. Upgrade orders mustquote registration number
or include old program diskettes.

MCC PASCAL

£89.95 MCCASSEMBLER

£49.95

A powerful Pascal compiler that meets the exacting ISO 7185 standard Aprofessional quality maao assembler with many useful features for the
(level 0). Afast, single pass compiler, generating native code. Comprehen serious programmer. Standard Motorola 68000 mnemonics. Macro expan
sive errorhandling. 32bitIEEE format floating pointarithmetic andfull 32 sions. Over 160 explicit error messages. Fully formatted listings. Large
bit integers. Includes Menu + and screen editor.
rangeofdirectives. Includes the source ofa simple debugger, Menu + and

CAMBRIDGE LISP

£149.95

Metacomco is proud to open up the world of Artificial Intelligence to ST
owners. Cambridge Lisp isuniqueand perhapsthe mostpowerful language
yet available for the ST, it is particularly appropriate for work in robotics,
symbolic algebra, naturallanguage interfaces and forexpert systems. Cam
bridge LISP is a fully integrated development environment featuring
interpreter and compilerwhich includesfullinterfaceto GEM functionsand

comes complete with Menu +, screen editor, and a free example expert
system.

screen editor.

BCPL

£99.95

BCPL is a popular yetfastand powerful language suitableforapplications
including systems software, applications programs and games. This BCPL
compiler contains not only standard BCPL language functions but also
many useful extensions. IncludesGEM libraries,Menu + and screen editor.

METACOMCO MAKE

m.%

Metacomco MAKE is an intelligent batch program, an invaluable tool for
maintaining anycomputing project. MAKE guarantees source and object

ALL METACOMCO PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES FOR
THEST HAVE THESEADVANTAGES• INTEGRATED RANGE OF LANGUAGES ON THE STAND OTHER 68000s Metacomco s range oflanguages
for the ST provides an integrated and consistent programming environment for ST programmers. Program
modules written in differentlanguages can be linked together. Metacomco's ST languages are compatible
with their languages for Amigaand QL. Make it easy to port your programs by choosing Metacomco.
• GEMDOS LIBRARIES (Source code provided) All Metacomco languages come with a set of GEMDOS
libraries, making it easy to program the graphics and the other features of the ST. Full source code of
Metacomco's librariesfor GEMDOS is provided,allowingprogrammers to modifythem The source code is
well documented.

• CHOICE OF LINKERS All Metacomco languagesincludea linker whereappropriate. Metacomco program
modules can also be linked using the DigitalResearch linker.

code integrity byautomating the process ofcompiling, assembling andlink
ing programs. Includes a screen editor. Based on the UNIX MAKE utility.

MENLt

£19.95

MENU + provides ST users with a friendly command shell to control their

programs, using pull-down menus andthe mouse. Easy-to-use. Runs single
programs or batches, avoids repetitive command line entry. The user can
add his own tools, arguments and options. Runs any program - not just
Metacomco products.

• FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT All Metacomco languagesnowinclude MENU i. an easy-to-useprogramming
environment using pull-down menus and the mouse.

•• SCREEN EDITOR A powerful screen editor for preparing programs is includedwith everylanguage.
•• DETAILED MANUAL Every Metacomcolanguage comes with its own detailed manual.
Lattice is a trademark of LATTICEINC GEMDOS is a trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. UNIX is a trademark ol

AT i TBell Laboratories Amigais a trademarkof Commodore. Amiga Inc.OLis a trademarkofSinclairResearchLtd.

PLEASE SEND ME FOR THE ATARIST:
LATTICEC
MCCASSEMBLER
MCC PASCAL
CAMBRIDGE LISP
BCPL
MAKE
MENU+
MORE INFORMATION
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£ 99.95
E 49.95
£ 89.95
£149.95
£ 99.95
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£ 49.95 D
£ 19.95 •
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26 PORTLAND SQUARE, BRISTOL BS28RZ, UK.
TELEPHONE: BRISTOL (0272) 428781 TELEX: 444874

PHONE TODAY, ORPOST THIS COUPON TO: METACOMCO, 26 PORTLAND SQUARE, BRISTOL BS28R2.
I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE FOR £
NAME

OR DEBIT MY ACCESS/VISA NO: L

CARD EXPIRY DATE .

ADDRESS-

COUNTRY..

TEL NO:.

SIGNATURE
___
Prices include VAT and psp UK mainland only. Please add £6.00 towards delivery outside UK. Allow upto28days lor delivery.
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I

Micro movie maker
and it's in these that your series of frames

THERE are several animation pro

grams for the ST on the market,
including Make It Move, Pro Sprite
Designer and Animator. So why should
you consider another?
At only £9.95, the price has got to be a
major consideration. Another reason is

Steve Holloway reviews
Animatic, a utility to
create animated sprites

that Animatic is written in and intended
for use with Fast Basic. It's a .PRG file

are shown. This means that you can see
all the frames at the same time.

The bottom half of the screen displays
a number of small boxes from which the

editing functions - copy, squeeze width,
squeeze height, scroll left, scroll right,
scroll up, scroll down, mirror and rotate
can be selected. A larger box shows an

created using Computer Concepts' stand

and winking. There is also quite an

enlarged version of the currently

alone generator.

addictive, if a little old fashioned,
breakout game.

selected frame.

The utility is designed to run in low
resolution, 16 colour mode only and
allows you to include animated sprites
and other objects within your own Fast
Basic programs.
The disc includes a sprite editor,
several Fast Basic modules and a number

of impressive demonstrations. One of
these has the Mona Lisa moving her eyes

The main program, the editor itself, is

You can use the mouse to edit the cur

rent frame using simple plot and free

entirely mouse driven and lets you create

hand draw functions and you are able to

a series of frames of animation. These can
either be drawn on screen or taken from

see the effect of these in actual size and
enlarged.
Once a series of frames has been

a Neochrome picture.
The edit screen, (in fact the only

screen you see) shows three rows of ten
blocks across the top half of the display

drawn they can be shown in succession
creating the effect of animation. This can
be done in a fixed position or by allowing
it to move horizontally across the screen.
The time between frame changes can

be adjusted in either case. Once you are
happy with your creation, the frames can
be saved to disc.

The next step is to incorporate the
sequence into your own Fast Basic pro

gram. The Animator disc has a number of
modules which can be inserted in a pro

gram. These allow you to reserve

memory for the screens, load Animatic or
Neochrome files, set up buffers, and dis

play the frames using the built-in BLIT
command.

One module loads two Animatic files

consecutively so you can have up to 60
frames to work with. You can write your

own program around the screen loading
module and determine the position and

timing of the animated images.
A lot of movement can be put on

screen at any one time and one of the
demonstrations has ten independently
moving objects.

The editor is good at what it does, but
because it is written in Fast Basic it is a
little slow at times. The edit functions are

fairly comprehensive although I would L>
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which I think is a serious omission. The

demonstrations avoid the problem by
mostly moving objects over plain
backgrounds.

In general, the manual is good as far as
it goes, though a little thin. It explains the
use of the editor clearly and briefly
describes the Fast Basic modules. As it

says in the manual, you need some
experience of programming to make the
most of Animatic.

Who is Animatic aimed at? A pro
grammer familiar with using Fast Basic to

produce animated graphics may find that
he has progressed beyond this level. But
the novice who wants to write his own
version of Galaxians will have a valuable

learning tool which will teach him how to
use BLIT, RESERVE, PHYSBASE and

Figure I: The
editing screen.

LOGBASE.

< have liked the option to rotate through an
angle of less than 90 degrees - the

Animatic is far less sophisticated than
Pro Sprite Designer, but much easier to
use and understand. A comparison of

encountered with reserving memory or
possible crashes. For example one of the
demonstration programs crashes oc

minimum.

prices leaves Animatic far ahead in terms

of value for money, with Pro Sprite De

The main limitation of the package is
the size of frames. The maximum is 30 by
30 pixels if you wish to move the objects.
This means that large, dramatic, ani

desk accessories.

signer at around £40 and Animatic at

There is no provision for moving
objects over a muticoloured background

£9.95.

mations are not possible.
The method of writing programs which

and although the manual mentions this it

Program: Animatic

gives little help in overcoming the

Price: £9.95

casionally if free memory is reduced by

include the Fast Basic modules is not well
documented and the manual does not

problem.

mention the problems that can be

ventional methods, are not considered

SICM ;;

Supplier: Soft Bits Software, 5 Langley
Street, London WC2H 9JA

Screen flipping and masking, the con

}

Tel: 01-836 2533

•

son

STORT SOFT

o.

O.

ATARI MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

INCREDIBLE LOW PRICES!
EiMBiEZailZg! mEszmsnminmm

BLANK 3.5" DISKS - ALL WITH LABELS
10

10 in a plastic

25

lib case

ME1DD(SS/DD|
MF20D (DS/DD)

£12.95

£30 00

£58.00

£115.00

£13.95

£14.95

£35. 00

£63.00

£125.00

£14.95

EXTRA 3.5" LINED PRINTED LABELS
250 - £5.00

LOCKING DISK BOXES

ABACUS BOOKS

3.5"(Holds 40)
3.5"(Holds 80)
60/90 (Holds 60 7 or 90 3.5")

3D Graphics

£22.45

£9.95

Basic to C

£18.95

£9.95

ST Beginners Guide

£14.95

ST Peeks S Pokes

£16.95

£7.95

ATARI SOFTWARE
Cornerman

£26.95

BackPack (Rom)

£44.95

Deep Space

£31.50

Degas

£34.95

Fast ST Basic

£79.95

Flight Simulator II
GST C compiler

£43.95
£53.95

FIRST PUBLISHING

£479.95
£559.95
C479.95
£659.95

SMM 804 DM Printer

£599,95
£819.95
£499.95

1040 STF, SM 125 Mono Monitorand SMM804 DM Printer

520 STFM and SC 1224 12- Med-Res Colour Monitor

Graphics&Sound
Graphic Applications

£14.45

1040 STF 8 SC 1224 12" Med-Res Colour Monitor
All Hardware comes with free dust covers.

£11.45

SHEERBYTE PUBLIC
DOMAIN LIBRARY

£599.95
£739,95
£899.95

All STscomewith 5 public domain disksincluding CPM emulator and thearcadegameMegaroids. 5 blank c
get yougoing, Basic language disk and manuals.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

Atari ST Public Domain Software at realistic

The Pawn

£2245

Starglider

£2245

Thunder

£34.95

prices and quality.
AN disks are only £3.95111
Choose from utilities,games, languages,

£89.95

wordprocessors, tutorials, desk accessories

ct yourvaluable software

etc.

Fed up buying disks and finding out that
half the programs dont run and you rionl

COMPUTER STATIONERY
PRINTER PAPER-Contjnuous Iantold, sprocket ted
SHEETS
11-x9.5-60gsm

know how to run the other halt, well all our

programs run, and all our programs come

Labels-Continuous fan told, sprocket fed

with at least the minimum of instructions to

Write for more info, or send blank disk or £1.75 for

enable you to run them. Write now and find

demo programsand sampleof compiler.

out about the megabytes already available.

£4.95

ST toCentronics Printer Lead(2 metres)
STto RS232Modem Lead (2metres)
Battery Powered Mini-Vac for keyboards, printers etc.
Quickshot 11+ (Micro switch) Joystick

500
1000
2000

LDW Basic Compiler
£49.95
Compile yourST basic programs and run them super
faststraightfrom the desktop. Complete with
utilities disktoreasy access of Gem from Basic.

£8.95
£8.95
£9.95
£8.95

A470gsm

11*x9.5

80gsm

A4 90gsm

£4.95
£8.95
£13.95

£6.95
£10.95
£16.50

£9.00
£14.00
£24.00

£9.95
£15.00

70mmx36mm

89mmx36mm
£4.25
£7.90

102mmx36mm
£4.50
£8.40

89mmx49mm
£5.75
£10.50

1000

£4.15

2000

£7.50

Pleasespecify number oflabels across(1,2 or3)

Justwrite for more information. Cheques etc. payable to
STORT SOFT.

(international orders add 10% and remit in pounds Sterling by bank draft orintl. money order. Write for quote in any other currency).
ACCESS/MASTERCARD/EUROCARD/VISA accepted. CREDIT CARD ORDER LINE - 0279 89509. 24 HOURS ADAY, 7 DAYS AWEEK.
NO HIDDEN EXTRAS - WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU PAY

18 Crown Close, Sheering, Bishop's Stanford, Herts. CM22 7NX
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£249.95
£349.95
£379.95

1040 STF 8 SM 125 Hi-Res Mono Monitor

£12.45

£22.45

£22.45

£379.95
£459.95

520STM, SM125Mono Monitor and SF 3540.5 Meg Disk Drive, Mouse, 1stWord Word Processor and

£1245

£11.75

Winter Games

£434,95

520 STFM 8 SM 125 Hi-Res Mono Monitor

GEM on the Atari ST

£21.95

£174,95

£344.95

520 STM, SF 314 1 MegDisk Drive, SM125 Mono Monitor and 1st Word Word Processor
520STM (0.5Meg Ram)
520STMt (1 Meg Ram)
520STFM (0.5Meg Ram, 0,5 Meg Drive and Mouse)
520STFMt (1 Meg Ram, 0.5 Meg Drive and Mouse)
1040STF(1 Meg Ram, 1 Meg Drive and Mouse)

Atari STTricks &Tips

Leader Board

VIP Professional

520STM, SF 3450.5 Meg Disk Drive, Mouse 8 1st Word Word Processor
520STM, SM125Mono Monitor, SF354 0.5 Meg Disk Drive, Mouse and 1st Word Word Processor
520STM, SF 3141 Meg Disk Drive, Mouse and 1st Word Word Processor

520STFM and Addilonal 0.5 Meg Drive (SF354)
520STFM, Additional 0.5Meg Drrve (SF354) and SM 125Monitor

MDisk(Ramdisk)
Mercenary ST

VIP Lite

-j

M/A

ST OWNERS!!
The Ultimate

Sound Digitizer on
cartridge
from Innovated Software

I start i[

Systems
Hardware

ATARI MegaST-4 + SM125 Mono Monbr
ATARI Mega ST-2 + SM125 Mono Monitor
ATAR11040 STF Keyboard Inc (Mouse/5 Disks/Dust Cover)

£1119.95
£859.95

£519.95
£549.95
£599.95

ATAR11040 STF + Built in Modulator
ATAR11040 STF + SM125 Mono Monitor
ATAR11040 STF + Built in Modulator + SM12S Monitor
ATAR11040 STF + PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor
ATARI 520 STFM
ATARI 520 STFM + SM125 Mono Monitor
ATARI 520 STFM + PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor

£644.95
£789.95

£349.95
£439.95
£639.95
£35955

ATARI 520 STM Pack (Includes 1Mb Drtve/Mouse/Software
ATARI 520 STM Pack + SM125 Mono Monitor

£459.95

ATARI 520 STM Pack + Philips CM8533 Colour Monitor

£639.95
£599.95

SUPRA 20Mb Hard Disk + Software
TRIANGLE ST 20Mb Turbo Hard Disk + Software

£649.95

TRIANGLESingle 1Mb Disk Drive + Software

£134.95
£239.95
£139.95

TRIANGLE Twin 1 Mb Disk Drives + Software

Best quality

CUMANA Single 1Mb Disk Drive
ATARI SM 125 Mono Monitor(High Res)
PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor(Medium Res) + ST Lead
PHILIPSCM8852Colour Monitor (MediumRes) + ST Lead

and value on the
market

CENTRONICS/CANON/QMS Laser Printers
CANON/STAR/EPSON Dot Matrix Printers
ATARI SML 804 Laser Printer
NEC P6 24 Pin Printer + ST Lead
MICRO P MP 165 Dot Matrix Printer + ST Lead
AMSTRAD DMP 2000 Printer + ST Lead
Minor Miracles WS4000 Modem + ST Lead
Minor Miracles WS2OO0 Modem + ST Lead

FEATURES

Microdeal Battery Clock Card
Clock Card fitted when you buy your ST from us

Sound Sampling from 4.25KHZ on record and
playback

Nearly 4 minutes sample length with 1Mb of
ram @ 4KHZ

24 seconds with 512K @ 17KHZ

Full 8 bit resolution on input and output
8 filter settings under software control
Reverb and echo under software control

Real time oscilloscope for monitoring input
Wordprocessor style visual editing of
waveforms, which even allows drawing on
screen to alter or create sounds

Comprehensive 26 page bound manual

HB Slgnum

£59.95
£14.95

Haba Writer Upgrade
Haba View
HabaDex

1st Word Plus
Boffin

SuperBase

£69.95
£69.95

TRIMbase

£55.95

Zoomrack II Database

Publishing Partner

£124.95

Fleet ST Publisher

£89.95

VP Professional (UK Gem V)
Logistlx

£15.95

Star Trek

Typhon
Gold Runner

£169.95
£94.95

£15.95
£23.50

Guild of Thieves

£1295
£19.50
£23.50
£19.50
£19.50
£19.50
£19.95

Karate Kid II
Strike Force Harrier
International Karate
Star Glider

£19.50
£15.95
£19.50

Balance of Power

Barbarian (Now Out)
Gauntlet (Now Out)
Sky Fox

Temples of Apshal

£19.50

K-Data
K-Word 2

£37.95
£49.95

Joust

Arena/Brataccus

£23.50
£29.50

K-Spread2
K-Graph2

£59.95
£39.95

Universe II
S.D.I.

£54.95
£37.95

FlightSimulator II
FlightSimulator Plus

£37.95

£39.95

K-Comm2

Fastcom
Cashilnk ST Accounts

£37.95
£249.95

Chipsoft ST Accounts
Saga Accountant
Saga Accountant Plus

£139.95
£139.95
£179.95

£47.95

Uses ALL available ram

Megamax C Compiler

£47.95
£49.95

Modula2
MARK WILLIAMS C
MCC Lattice C
MCC Macro Assemble

MCC Cambridge Usp
MCC Pascal Compiler
MCC BCPL Compiler
Pro Pascal Compiler
Pro Fortran 77

£74.95
£129.95

£124.95
£79.95

£37.95
£114.95
£64.95

£74.95
£114.95
£114.95

ST Devpac (Assembler)

£39.95

Personal Pascal

£59.95
£39.95

K-Seka (Assembler)

£54.95
£19.50

The Pawn
Metro Cross
Psion 3-D Chess
War Zone/Flreblaster

£19.50
£19.50
£19.50

| Graphics &Music Software |

GFA Basic Compiler
LDW Basic Compiler

Aegis Animator
Degas Elite
Cad-3D
Art Director
Fltm Director

Graphic Artist
Colour Space
Pro Sprite Designer
Pro Sound Designer
Pre 24 (MidiStudio)
DX Android
CZ Android
CZ Patch
Treesoft Midi

Microdeal Replay
Microdeal Digidrum

£64.95

£55.95
£39.95
£39.95
£49.95
£144.95
£15.95

£29.95
£4455
£239.95
£179.95

£6955
£74.95
£54.95
£114.95

K-Minstrel

£19.50

£23.50

All Software packages are the latest version where possible

All this for only £99.95 incP&P

Full mldi software for above £16.95

£2255

Arkanokt

SOFTWARE DETAILS
Runs on any ST, mono or colour

COMING SOON

£2955

£45.95

£69.95

12 month warranty & software
updates

£169.95
£119.95

£27.95
£59.95
£79.95

Programming Languages

Source code dumps

£224.95
£159.95

Entertainment Software
£189.95

Haba Writer 3

£329.95

Ring Now
Ring Now
Ring Now
£469.95

Business Software

Fast Basic
GFA Basic

Combine samples in your own programs
Ray samples with your pictures
Waveform printout

£229.95
£129.95
£289.95

CUMANA Twin 1 Mb Disk Drives

A.G.E. (Advanced Graphical Equipment)
As theleading company In thefield ofA.G.E. anddigitised pictures, START SYSTEMS

are proud toannounce thatweare now the main dealerforthe S.A.M. realtime video
digltlser, which can be usedwith anyATARI ST system.
S.A.M. (Silicon Animation Machine)
£249.95
SampleDemo Disk (2 Disks)
£5.00
This amazing pieceofhardware fits neatly Into thecartridge port. Itcanstore &play back
11 frames In 512K, 27 In1040K from any video source and each frame or sequence can

then be stored InNeoor Degas format or printedout on any printer.
......................... 10 Dav Honey Back Guarantee "**
•———**•
Wethink that S.A.M.digltlser Isso goodthatwe are offering a

10daymoney-back guarantee

Available from:

53 Rugby Road
Worthing
Sussex
BN115NB

(0903) 40509 24 hours

|

Mall Order Department

I

Forany order justsenda cheque, bankers draft orpostal order made payable Id
START SYSTEMS id the address below &we will despatch your order to you
within14 days. Send SAE formail HsL
Send to:

START SYSTEMS

209 Telegraph Road, Deal, Kent, CT14 SDR
For allenquiries &the latest prices phone: (0304)369364

Trade enquiries welcome

We deal wtth a wide range ofusers from Business &Educational to Professional &Home in
bothHome and Export Market with prices &a service secondto none. All prices include
VAT &Securicor/Postal Charges. Theseprices supersede all previous advertised prices.

For export prices please ring. All prices arecorrect attime ofgoing topress.
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Very eventful. . .
IN Part III of this series we looked at the

AES forms library routines, and how we

RAY JACKSON
introduces events in

can use them to display a complex dialog
box built by a resource constructor set.
The only problem is that it doesn't
allow us to do anything else while the
form is active.

be allowed to run.

to Gem

with evnt_button. This function allows you
to specify which buttons you want moni
tored and what final state you are looking
for. It also allows you to specify how many

This problem applies to a number of
menu bar in your program and to allow

desk accessories to work. Alternatively
In some cases it would be possible to
run around in a loop checking if any of the
things you are interested has happened,
but this wastes processor time and is
messy to program.

The AES event library gives the sol
ution to these problems. It provides func
tions to wait for a number of different
types of event, and a function to wait for
any one of a whole list of different events.

To understand how and why the event
system works we must look at the way
Gem deals with the various chores it is
given.

A simple operating system, such as the

for the key to be pressed, other tasks will

Part IV of his guide

situations, particularly if you want to use a

you may wish to wait for the mouse to be
clicked or a key pressed.

nothing more than a simple single
character input function. The important
difference is that while our program waits

Unfortunately, Gem does not provide

Mouse button events can be monitored

times the mouse must be clicked.
When the function returns, it returns

this level of multi-tasking, but it does
provide a simpler form. You can see this

the number of times the button (or but

in action when you run a desk accessory,

of the buttons, the mouse cursor position
and the state of the keyboard Shift, Con
trol and Alternate keys.

such as the control panel.

If the mam program you are running
lets accessories in then you can have it
working normally, while at the same time

tons) were clicked and also the final state

the control panel clock updates every

This function is not as versatile as it
could be. You have to decide which
button to wait for and whether it is a

minute.

single or double click that is reguired.

In fact each desk accessory is a separ
ate task, as is the mam application pro

This is one of the reasons why so many
Gem programs only use the left mouse

gram. There is one more task hidden

button, you can't ask for a button event

away in the system, the Gem screen man
ager. This deals with the menu system

and

and the window icons.

then

check

what

happened

afterwards.

Mouse movement events allow you to

8 bit Atari one, allows only one program
in memory at a time. The only things that
divert the processor from that program

To allow all these tasks to run in turn, it
is necessary for them to each choose an

check when the mouse enters or leaves a
certain area of the screen. The function

opportunity when other tasks may be let
in. They achieve this by calling one of the

used for this is evntjnouse. You specify a
rectangle on the screen and whether you

are short interrupt routines to deal with

event library functions.

want to know when the mouse enters or

hardware needs.

The task is made to wait for the spec
ified event and while it is waiting the
other tasks get a turn to run if necessary.

when it exits.

More complex systems offer a facility
called multi-tasking. This is where a
number of different programs can be
running in memory at the same time.
Each program, now called a task, is
allowed to run until stopped to allow the

There are five types of event we can
wait for. These are keyboard events,

A full multi-tasking system would allow
was already running, such as using an
editor or a word processor while
compiling a program.

crossed the boundary and the state of the

events, timer events and message events.

mouse

Keyboard events are caused simply by
pressing any of the keys on the keyboard.
The Gem function to perform this is evnt_
keybd. When a key is pressed the func
tion returns the code corresponding to
that key. At first sight this seems to do

Figure I: Reading the mouseposition usingProgram I
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x and y coordinates of the mouse as it

mouse button events, mouse movement

next task to take its turn.

you to run one program while another

The function returns as the mouse

crosses the boundary of your rectangle in
the appropriate direction. It tells you the

buttons,

Shift,

Control

and

Alternate keys.

This function is particularly useful if you
want to change the mouse cursor shape
as it moves in and out of a particular
screen area.

The timer event is a simple delay,

Figure II: Fast Basic version of Program I

PROGRAMMING

measured in milliseconds (thousandths of

a second). To allow long delays to be
specified the function takes two par
ameters which together make up a longword (32 bit) value.

WM_HSLID

MN_SELECTED
pipe[0]
pipe[3]
pipe[4]

Object index of menu title
Object index of menu item

pipe[0]
pipe[3]

20
Window handle

pipe[4]

X position of update area

pipe[5]
pipe[6]
pipe[Z]

Y position of update area

10

pipe[0]
pipe[3]
pipe[4]

25
Window handle

pipe[0]

26
Window handle

New slider position

The low count value is in milliseconds

high count is in units of just over a minute,
while a delay of one second would

require a low count of 1000 and a high
count of zero.

Message events are used by the Gem
screen manager to tell the program that
something significant has happened

Width of update area
Height of update area

W1VLTOPPED

which is relevant to it.

Usually these will be as a result of the

pipe[0]

mouse interacting with a menu or one of
the windows. It is also possible for other
tasks to send messages to each other
through this system.
Message events can cope with a
number of different situations requiring
differing amounts of associated data. To

pipe[3]

cope with this the data associated with

pipe[0]
pipe[3]

23
Window handle

pipe[0]
pipe[3]

24

the event, including the cause of the
message, is placed into an array of eight

21
Window handle

22

Window handle

WM_FULLED

pipe[4]

Window handle

0 - page up
1 - page down
2 - row up
3 - row down

6 - column left

1 - column right

mally ignore.
The third parameter is only used if the
message is too long to fit in the 16 bytes
supplied by the pipe. This parameter
indicates how many more bytes have
been sent. All the screen manager mess

"wake it up".

programs. The remaining parameters in
the pipe depend on the message type
and they are listed in Table I,
MN_SELECTED is received when a
menu item has been selected. It passes
the indices of the menu bar title and the

This event only indicates that the
mouse has been clicked in a window. It is

up to the program to then decide whether
to make the "clicked" window the top
one.

WM_CLOSED is sent when you click
on the close box (top left icon) of a
window.

WM_FULLED indicates that the fuller
(top right icon) has been clicked.
WM_ARROWED is sent whenever you

It may be that parts of the window are
still covered and you then must work out
which areas to update. Again this is
something we will return to when we look
in detail at the window library.
WM_TOPPED is the message sent

when you click the mouse in a window
that is not currently the top one, such as
when you click a directory window to

pipe[0]
pipe[3]

29

New width

New height

WM_MOVED
Window handle

New X position
New Y position
Window width

Window height

WM_NEWTOP
Window handle

AC_OPEN
pipe[0]
pipe[3]

30

pipe[0]
pipe[3]

31

Desk menu item number

ACLCLOSE
Desk menu item number

Bit

Hex Value

MU KEYBD
MU BUTTON

0
1

02

MU Ml
MU M2
MU MESAG

2

04

3

08

4

10

MU TIMER

5

20

Name

01

Table II: Event flags for evnt-multi

although the top left corner will be
unchanged from its previous position.
Since the rubber-band box appears

the slider. The arrow boxes are regarded

damaged area.

28

X position

Y position

around the outside of the whole window,
it is normal to use the new size as the

as a single row or column of movement
and the grey areas of the scroll bars are
regarded as a "page" of movement. The
value in pipe(4) indicates which direction

WM_REDRAW is sent by Gem
whenever part of a window that was cov
ered is exposed. This is usually caused
by moving or closing another window or
by clearing away a dialog box. The event
returns the rectangle that contains the

pipe[0]
pipe[3]
pipe[4]
pipe[5]
pipe[6]
pipe[7]

Window handle

click m the grey areas to either side of

the menu bar. We will return to this event
bars.

27

click any of the four scroll bar arrows or

selected item in the object tree defining
when we look at programming menu

WMLSIZED
pipe[0]
pipe[3]
pipe[4]
pipe[5]
pipe[6]
pipe[7]

4 - page left
5 - page right

Table I: Message pipe parameters

an overflow for messages sent by other

New slider position

WM_ARROWED

own program this is the number returned
by the function appljnit, which we nor

ages fit in 16 bytes so there will only be

pipe[3]
pipe[4]

WM_CLOSED
pipe[0]
pipe[3]

parameters.

This array is called a message pipe
since it is used to "pipe" data from one
task to another. The function evnt_
message is used to wait for message
events and you must supply it with a poin
ter to your eight word message pipe.
The first three parameters in the pipe
are always the same for all messages.
The first is the type, indicating what
caused it. This is followed by the appli
cation ID of the message sender. For our

WM_VSLID

WM_REDRAW

up to 65535 and the high count value is the
overflow from this. In other words the

and size of scroll was selected.

WM_HSLID indicates that the mouse

was used to grab the horizontal slider

whole window including the borders.

WMJAOVED indicates that the whole
window was physically moved by grab

bing the title bar. Again X, Y, width and
height are supplied although the width
and height will be unchanged m this
case.

position value varies from 0 at the left

WM_NEWTOP indicates that the
window actually is the top window. This is

extreme to 1000 at the right.

either

itself and move it to a new position. The

caused

by

the

program

WM^VSLID indicates direct position of

responding to WM_TOPPED by asking

the vertical slider. A value of zero

the window manager to set the window to

indicates the top of the scroll bar and

be the top one, or because the previously
top window has been closed.
AC^OPEN is only sent to desk
accessory programs. It tells the
accessory that the menu item in the desk

1000 indicates the bottom.

WM__SIZED is sent when the window is
resized by grabbing the bottom right icon
and dragging it to a new position. The
associated data includes the X and Y pos
ition as well as the new width and height

menu has been clicked and it should

"wake up". It also gives the program the>
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< menu entry number that was clicked.

with both delay values set to zero.

AC_CLOSE also applies to accessory

as in the individual functions. The evnt_
multi function returns as soon as any one
of the events happens. It also provides

This will return immediately if no other

programs only. It indicates that the

tasks need to run, yet it will allow them to

accessory should close down any win
dows it has open. This is done whenever
Gem needs to tidy up the windows, such

run if they are due to do something.

two mouse rectangle events so that two

The most common situation with events
is that you need to wait for some combin

independent rectangles can be spec

as when a program exits, or when it wants
to run a non-Gem program.

ation of them, such as message, mouse
button, or keypress. This is catered for in

If you are writing a program that
doesn't need to wait for events but you
still want to let desk accessories in, then
the simplest method is to call evntjimer

the evnt_multi function. This uses a word

ified. The flag values for the individual
events are listed in Table II.

The example programs use evntjnulti
and display an alert box indicating which

of flags where one bit represents each of

event has occurred. In order to demon
strate the window events a small window
is created and displayed with all of the

the possible events,

Each of the events has its own data just

#inctude <gemdefs.h>

if (event 8 MILM2) {

/* #incLude <gemlib.h> */
/* Lattice Gem constants and types */
/* Define VDI arrays-aren't going to refer to them in */

form_alert(1,"[1][Rectangle 2 exi tedHok]");

if (dir2)

else

foriiLalert(1,"[1][Rectangle 2 entered]Cok3");
/* now check for opposite direction */

/* program but must be declared to use any VDI routines */
/* These are WORD arrays, for Lattice declare as short */

dir2 = 1 - dir2;
>

int contrl[12],
intin[128],
ptsin[128],
intoutC1283,
•ptsout[1283;

if (event 8 MILTIMER)

form_alert(1,"[1][Timer expi red][ok]");
if (event 8 MILMESAG) {

/* identify which message occurred */
switch (pipe[01) {
case MN_SELECTED

mainO
{
/* The se int parameters must
int d ir1,dir2 ;
int m ousex,mousey,buttons,

break;
be short for Lattice C */
/* for mouse events */
/* evntjulti outputs */

case WOEDRAW

break;

hitts,key,clicks,event;
int pipe[8I;
/* message pipe */
u indow;
uork_in[12];
w ork_outC57];
u ork;
i

:

form_alert(1,"[1][Window Redraw][ok]");

s

int
int
int
int
int

:

form_aUrt(1,"[1][Henu selected][ok]");

case WM_T0PPED :

fornL.alert(1,"[1][Window Topped][ok]");
break;

/* window handle */

/* Inputs to v_opnvwk */
/* Outputs from v_opnvwk */

case WfLCLOSED :

foriLalert(1,"[1][Window Closed][ok]");
break;

/* Workstation handle */
/* Loop counter */

case WfLFULLED

:

foriJL.alert(1,"[1][Window Fulled][ok]");
appLinitO;
/.* Tell GEM we're here */
/* Open a virtual workstation on the screen */

break;

for (i=0;i<10;work_in[i++]=1);

form_alert(1,"[1][Window Arrowed][ok]");

work_inC10] = 2;

break;

work = graf Jandle(8i,8i ,Si ,8i);
v_opnvwk(work_in,8work,work_out);

form_alert(1,"C1][Horizontal Slider][ok]");

case WM_ARROWED

case WOSLID

:

:

v_clrwk(work);
/* and clear it */
/* create and open a window with all icons */

break;

window = wind_create(0xfee,20,20,180,180);
wind_open(window,20,20,180,180);
/* set mouse events to check for entry initially */

for«i_alert(1,"[1][Vertical Slider][ok]");

case WOSLID

:

break;
case WM..SIZED :

dirl = 0;
dir2 = 0;
/* Loop until window closer is clicked */
while (pipeTJ] != WILCLOSED) {

form_alert(1,"[1] [Window Si zed] [ok]');
break;
case WMJIOVED :

form_alert(1/[1][Window Moved][ok]");

/* wait for an event */

break;

event = evntjulti (0x3f,

/* all events */

case WM_NEWT0P :

1/1/1,

/* clicks,mask,state */

form_aLent(1 ,"[1 ][New Top Window][ok]");

dir1,20,20,180,180,
dir2,200,20,100,180,

/* mouse event 1 */
/* mouse event 2 */

break;

pipe,

/* message pipe */

form_atert(1,"[1][Accesory Open][ok]");

20000,0,

/* 20 seconds timer */

break;

case AtLOPEN :

8mousex,8mousey,
8buttons,8shifts,
8key,8cticks);
/* determine event and display an alert */

case

AC_CL0SE

:

form_alert(1,"[1][Accesory Close][ok]");
break;
default:

if (event 8 MUJ<EYBD)

form_alert(1,"[1][Unidentified Message][ok]");

form_alert(1,"[1J[Key pressedHok]");

break;

if (event 8 MILBUTTON)

}

form_atert(1,"[1][ltouse button pressedlfok]");

}

if (event 8 foXPIU {

}

if (did)

fornL3lert(1,"[1][Rectangle 1 exi tedHok]");

/* Tidy up before exiting */
wind_close(window);
wind_delete(window);
v_clsvwk(work);
appLexitO;

else

form_alert(1,"C1][Rectangle 1 enteredHok]");
/* now check for opposite direction */
dirl = 1 - dirl;
}

Program I
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border icons present. Since the program
does not bother to respond to the
requests, you can see exactly what the
window manager does for you before it
gives you the event.
Not all of the possible message events
can be generated as this program is not a
desk accessory and it does not install a

exited][ok]",1)

10 REM Program II
20 REM Demonstration of GEM

670 ELSE

30 REM event handling

680 button = ALERT("[1][Rectangle 1

40
50
60
70
80
90
100

menu bar. However, the code is included
to deal with those unexpected events.

REM (c) Atari ST User
REM Written in Fast Basic
REM Do NOT enter line numbers
REM
REM Define GEM constants
mn_selected = 10
wm_redraw = 20

entered][ok]",1)
690 ENDIF

700 REM now check for opposite direc
tion

710 buff8(4) = 1 - buff£(4)
720 ENDIF

730 IF (event AND muj»2) THEN
740 IF (buff8(9)) THEN

This will allow you to experiment further
with this program when we cover the
relevant aspects in the future.
The C listing in Program I is fairly
straightforward. The mouse rectangles
are initialised to give an event on entry.
Rectangle 1 matches the borders of the
window and rectangle 2 is positioned
adjacent to it on the right so that when the
mouse is exiting one it will be entering

110 wm_topped = 21

210 ac_ctose = 31

810 ENDIF

the other.

220 mu.keybd = 1

820 IF (event AND mu_timer) THEN

In the case of both mouse rectangle
events and mouse button events, if the

mouse is already in the specified state

230 mu_button = 2
240 mu_m1 = 4
250 mu_m2 = 8

when the event function is called it will

260 mujesag = $10

120
130
140
150
160
170
180

occur at a time and it is feasible therefore
to use a SWITCH and CASE structure to

split up the results.
The Fast Basic listing in Program II
follows a similar process as the C version,
although it does not need some of the
initialisation calls. The equivalent to the
evntjnulti function is the WAITEVENT

statement. This requires two word arrays
(denoted by the & following the name) as
parameters.
The first of these is used to hold all of

the separate input and output parameters
used in the C

call. The second is the

message pipe. Both must be supplied as
addresses of the word arrays, which is
achieved by prefixing them with the @
symbol.
Of course receiving the events is only
part of the problem. We must then go on
to act on them if the program is going to
perform any useful function.
The simpler events can be used for a
variety of purposes, the data associated
with them being easily accessible in the
evntjnulti parameters. To deal with the
message events we must do more work
either in menu management or window
management.

0

Next month we will investigate the

menu system and see how to activate a
Gem menu bar with access to the desk
accessories.

770 button = ALERT("[1][Rectangle 2
entered][ok]",1)

wm_sized = 27
wiuioved = 28

780 ENDIF

790 REM now check for opposite direc
tion

800 buff8(9) = 1 - buff8(9)

830 button = ALERT("[1][Timer expire
d][ok]",1)
840 ENDIF

850 IF (event AND mujesag) THEN
860 REM identify which jwssage occur

280 REM Declare arrays for WAITEVENT
290 DIM buffS(22),pipe8(11)
300 REM Set up event data
310 buffS(0) = $3F :REM All events
320 buffSd) = 1 :REM Number of die

ks required
330 buff8(2)

= 1 :REM Button

Mask

340 buff8(3) = 1 :REM Button state
350 buff8(4) = 0 :REM Mouse 1 - entr

y di recti on
360 buff8(5)

returned at a time, although you will only
get one of each event. This means that
you must check each bit of the return
value to see if it is non-zero, hence the
logical AND operations.
For the message events, only one can

760 ELSE

270 mu-timer = $20

the buttons are released as this will return

possible for more than one event to be

wm_arrowed = 24
wmJistid = 25
WRU/slid = 26

190 wm_newtop = 29
200 ac_open = 30

return immediately.
This means that it is not possible to ask
for a single button click to return when

immediately if no buttons are pressed.
Similarly it is necessary to reverse the
direction of the mouse rectangle event
before calling evntjnulti again.
With a single call to evntjnulti it is

750 button = ALERT("[1][Rectangle 2
exited][ok]",1)

w«i_ctosed = 22
wuLftilled = 23

= 20 :REM Mouse

1 X

370 buff8(6) = 20 :REM Mouse 1 Y
380 buffSC7) = 180 :REM Mouse 1 widt

red

870 SWITCH pipe8(0)
880 CASE mn_selected :
890 button = ALERT("[1][Menu setecte

d][ok]",1)
900 CASE wm_redraw :
910 button = ALERTCC1][Window Redra

w][ok]",1)
920 CASE wm_topped :
930 button = ALERT("[1][Window Toppe
d][ok]",1)
940 CASE wm.closed :
950 button = ALERT("[1][Window Close-

d][ok]",1)

h

390 buff8(8) = 180 :REM Mouse 1 heig
ht

400 buff8(9) = 0 :REM Mouse 2 - entr

y di rection

960 CASE wmJulled :
970 button = ALERT("[1][Window Futle

d][ok]",1)
980 CASE wm_arrowed :
990 button = ALERT("[1][Window Arrow

410 buff8(10) = 200 :REM Mouse 2 X
420 buff8(11) = 20 :REM Mouse 2 Y
430 buff8(12) = 100 :REM Mouse 2 wid

ed][ok]",1)

440 buff8(13) = 180 :REM Mouse 2 hei

lider][ok]",1)

th

ght
450 buff8(14) = 20000 :REM Timer low
(20 seconds)

460 buff8(15) = 0 :REM Timer high
470 REM Create and display a window
480 wind = CREATEWIND($FEE,20,20,180
,180)
490 OPENWIND wind,20,20,180,180
500 REM Release the mouse to GEM
510 RELEASEMOUSE

520 REM Loop untit window closer is c
licked

530 WHILE pipe8(0) <> wm.closed
540 REM wait for an event

550 WAITEVENT («buff8(0),(«pipe8(0)
560 event

= buff&(16)

570 REM determine event and display
an alert

580 IF (event AND mu^keybd) THEN

590 button = ALERT("[1][Key pressed]
[ok]",D
600 ENDIF
610 IF (event AND muJ>utton)THEN

620 button = ALERT("[1][Mouse button

pressed] [ok]", 1)
630 ENDIF
640 IF (event AND mujD THEN
650 IF (buff8(4))THEN

1000 CASE wmJislid :
1010 button = ALERT("[1][Horizontal S

1020 CASE wm_vslid :
1030 button = ALERT("[1][Vertical Sli

der][ok]",1)
1040 CASE wm_sized :

1050 button = ALERTCmCWindow Sized

][ok]",1)
1060 CASE wm_moved

:

1070 button = ALERT("[1][Window Moved

][ok]",1)
1080 CASE wm.newtop :
1090 button = ALERT("[1][New Top Wind
ow][okJ",1)
1100 CASE ac.open :
1110 button = ALERT("[1][Accesory Ope
n][ok]",1)
1120 CASE ac.close :

1130 button = ALERT("[1][Accesory Clo
se][ok]",1)
1140 DEFAULT:

1150 button = ALERT("[1][Unidentified

Message]Cok]", 1)
1160 ENDSWITCH
1170 ENDIF

1180 WEND

1190 REM Tidy up
1200 CLOSEWIND wind
1210 DELETEWIND wind
1220 END

660 button = ALERT("C1][Rectangle 1
Program II

D
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PROGRAMMING

I

Sound advice
NO computer these days would be
quite the same if it wasn't equipped
to provide sound, and in this area our
faithful Atari ST is particularly well
endowed.

With all the exciting sound capabilities
of the ST, it's no surprise to learn that ST
Basic provides commands that will allow
you to annoy the neighbours throughout
the night - and save cash on the Midi
equipment, too.

You don't have to be a virtuoso to pro

gram your ST to produce delightful
sounds - I'm about as musical as a can of

baked beans - but it really is easy and fun
manipulating the sound output.
Having (hopefully) persuaded you that
it really is easy let's get down to business.
Being programmed from Basic it goes
without saying that all the listings should
be entered in ST Basic.

ST Basic's SOUND command is the tool

which gives us access to the sound
generator built into the micro. Before you
do anything else just enter Program I and
then run it.

You have to be a bit of a recluse if you
don't recognise the sound coming from
10 REM Prograir I
20 SOUND 1,15, 12,3 ,10
30 SOUND 1,15, 2,4, 10
40 SOUND 1,15, 10,3 ,10
50 SOUND 1,15, 10,2 ,10
60 SOUND 1,15, 5,3, 20
70 SOUND 1,0

to

use

the

channel with a

SOUND

command effectively is important. First,
let's examine each of the five components

10 REM Program III

loud it sounds when played. (Of course it
also depends on the volume control on
your monitor or TV). Think of it as a
volume control represented by a number

20 oct=0
30 WHILE oct<>8
40 READ oct

50 PRINT "Sounding octave ;oct
60 SOUND 1,15,10,oct,50
70 SOUND 1,0

from zero to 15 where zero is 'off and 15 is

the 'high' setting.
The pitch value may vary from one to
12, each pitch value corresponding to a

80 WEND
90 END

100 DATA 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

musical note. Table I lists these notes with

their corresponding pitch values. Look
ing at this we can see that the note A has
a pitch value of 10.
For the more technical the pitch of a

Program III

When you run this listen to see if you can
hear the sound of the note doubling each

note is the number of undulations or

time the octave is increased.

cycles the sound wave makes in a unit of
time. For this reason the pitch of a note is

Scales of notes can be played and Pro
gram IV does just that, providing a pro
gram to play the range of notes in the

sometimes referred to as frequency.

An octave is a span of notes ranging
from pitch values of one to 12. On the ST
there are a possible eight octaves
ranging from one to eight.
That means the complete range of

measured in

middle C octave.

The definition of a scale, by the way, is
a sequence of notes spanning an octave 10 REM P
20 pi tch
30 WHILE
40 READ
50 PRINT
60 SOUND
70 SOUND
80 WEND
12t END
13( DATA

l/50ths of a second.

For

instance, if d is set to 10 the duration of the
note will last one second exactly.
So, that's the SOUND statement
explained. Enter the following to play
middle C for exactly one second:
SOUND 1,15,1,3,50
The command breaks down as follows: 1

SOUND c,l,p,o,d

is channel one, 15 sets maximum volume,
1 is the pitch value of middle C, 3 is the

p the pitch, o the octave and d the dur
ation.

I'm going to bypass the channel par
ameter for the moment and simply say
that for the time being the channel should
always be set to one.
The loudness of a note is just that - how
Note

Pitch

Note

Pitch

C

1

F#

7

C#

2

D#

3
4

E

5

G
G#
A
A#

8

D

F

6

B

Table I: Notes and their pitch values

middle octave and 50 is one second

(50/50 seconds)
Problem? Despite setting the duration
to one second the note goes on and on. A
quirk of ST Basic is that the current
SOUND will play until you press the
Return key again unless there is another
SOUND following it, in which case it will
play for the specified duration before
moving on to the next SOUND.
Enter and run Program II:
10 REM Program II
20 SOUND 1,15,1,3,50
30 SOUND 1,0

9
10
11
12

-ogram IV
=0

pitch<>12
)i tch

"Sounding note " Pi tch

1,15,pitch,3,50
1,0

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 -9 10,11 ,12

note will be l/5th of a second. If d is 50 the

that go to produce a sound. The exact
syntax of the SOUND command is:

where c is the channel, 1 is the loudness,

loudness of zero so it

cannot be heard. This is the standard way
to terminate a musical sequence.
To show how the octave changes the
sound of a note try Program III. This will
play an A in each of the eight octaves:

played in eight different ways by varying
the octave setting. An octave is the doub
ling of the frequency or pitch of the note.
Finally, the duration of a sound is the
length of time the note is played. It is

your ST as the first few notes from a well
known tune. So in just six program lines
we have created an instantly recognis
able piece of music. Not bad.
Of course, to write this m the first place,
how

Bruce Smith starts a

new series on making
the most of your ST's
sound chip

musical notes listed in Table I can be

Program I

knowing

second. The reason is that we have a

second note which is played on the same

Program IV

terminating on the note an octave higher
than the one on which it began.
We can combine the effects of Pro

grams III and IV to play the complete
scale for octaves one through to eight.
Program V does this and is written
efficiently using a FOR/NEXT loop.
The SOUND 1,0 command has been

taken outside the loop as it is only
required to turn off the very last sound
10 REM Program V
ro 8
30 PRINT "This is octave ", oct
40 FOR note=1 TO 12
50 SOUND 1,15 note,oct,20
60 NEXT
70 NEXT
20 FOR oct=1

80 SOUND 1,0
90 END

Program V

Program II

played, which will be pitch 12 in octave
eight.

The SOUND plays for exactly one

move on to transcribing sheet music.

•

That's all for now. Next month well
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FEATURE?

Calling the
length of the individual data characters

David Atherton
introduces a new

regular series on
communications

COMPUTER telecommunications - the

tones to digital format, is known as de

art of linking one computer to
another via a telephone line - is
becoming more and more popular and is
now established as a major area of com

modulation. The electronic device which

carries out both of these operations is
called a

modem -

a

contraction of

MOdulator/DEModulator.

and the proliferation of on-line databases,

In the early days of microcomputing,
some modems were simply acoustic
couplers, which had rubber cups into
which the mouthpiece and earpiece of a
standard telephone handset could be

bulletin boards and electronic mail

fitted.

puter usage.

This is mainly due to the availabilty of
powerful, low-cost micro with serial
interfaces built in, such as the Atari ST,

This type of modem converted com
puter signals into audio tones which were
then fed into a loudspeaker in the mouth
piece cup. The sounds were picked up
by the mouthpiece of the telephone as in
ordinary speech. Reception was by a
reverse process, the audio tones coming
from the earpiece were picked up by a
microphone in the earpiece cup.
However, this type of coupler was fairly

services.

To log-on to the many systems avail
able today, both professional and ama
teur, all you need is a modem, some
software, a telephone line, and of course
your trusty ST.
Telecomputing, or "comms", uses a
telephone line in much the same way as a
voice call. You dial the number of the

telephone attached to the computer you
wish to link up with. Then, instead of one
human speaking to another, the com
puters start chatting away to each other.
Like most other computers, your ST
communicates through its serial (RS232)
port - the one marked modem - and uses
standard voltage levels. The data inside
the ST is stored in digital format, in a

prone to ambient noise. A printer
operating in the same room or even
someone talking would corrupt the data
being sent or received.
Nowadays virtually all modems are
directly connected to the telephone line
using the 600 series BT jackplugs. If funds
are limited, you can pick up an acoustic
coupler second hand very cheaply, per
haps for as little as £10.
The one thing which seems to cause
most problems for newcomers to comms,
and the one thing which must be right to
communicate successfully, is a highly
technical sounding term called protocol.
Protocol covers the speed at which
your data is transmitted or received, the

series of ones and zeros. This type of data
cannot be transmitted down a public
service telephone line and must be con

verted into audio signals which can then
be safely sent to the remote computer.
The conversion of digital data signals
into a form acceptable to the public tele
phone service is called modulation and
the reverse process, converting audio
Receive

Transmit

CCITT

Used by

Speed

Speed

name

300 baud

300 baud

V21

MicroLink, and many

1200 baud

75 baud

V23

Most UK services

1200 baud

1200 baud

V22

MicroLink, many other
professional services.

a400 baud

2400 baud

V22 bis

the telephone line, which in turn talks to

the remote computer. In order to estab
lish a successful link the protocols, which
are set from within software, must be
identical at each end.

Protocols are usually shown in the form
300,8,N,1 or 1200/75,7,E, 1. In the first

example 300 is the baud rate, 8 is the data
word length, N means no parity checking
(error detection) and 1 shows that there is
only one stop bit between characters.
In the second example, 1200/75
indicates that different baud rates are

used to transmit (1200 baud) and receive
(75 baud). The length of the data word is 7
bits, error checking is done by looking
for even parity and, as in the first
example, there is one stop bit.
If the terms parity or error checking
are confusing you, don't worry. This is a
process that, providing you have set the
protocol correctly, is carried out entirely
without your intervention by the two com
puters connected together.
If even parity has been asked for, the
sending computer will ensure that each
data word has an even number of ones, or

positive bits. At the other end of the
line, the computer will check to see that it
has received an even number of ones in

the data word. If not, it has a conversation

with the remote computer to the effect:
"Er, excuse me, but I seem to have lost

part of that last transmission. Could you
send it again please?".
The remote system will then reply with
equal politeness and resend the corrup
ted block. Odd parity checking works in
the same way except an odd number of
ones is looked for.

The different speeds are known as
baud rates - baud means bits-per-

second. Each character usually has 10
bits, that's eight data bits (one of which
may be used for parity checks), plus a
start and a stop bit which separate one

your software, and your ST as well as the
modem and the computer at the other

end of the line must all be working at the
same speed. See Table I for a list of the

services and upmarket
bulletin boards.
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This talks to the modem at the far end of

The protocol you use is set from within

A very few pro

Table I: Data Communication Speeds (UK and Europe)

In effect, when you set up a comms

link, your ST is talking to your modem.

about 30 characters per second.

fessional/business

—

will be used.

character from the next. So 300 baud is

bulletin boards.

_

and the type of error checking, if any, that

-

baud rates available.

If you use your ST to contact on-line
services in the UK and Europe, you'll find
that they virtually all work at V21 (300

FEATURE

world
baud receive/300 baud transmit) or V23
(1200 baud receive/75 baud transmit).
Some systems work at other speeds as
well, often using a modem which will
automatically detect the baud rate being
used by the caller. This means that you
don't need to know what speed the
system needs, as the modem detects this
and adjusts accordingly.
You may already know that your ST, in
common with the IBM PC and Apple

mid-stream when V23 has been selected.

includes most public domain or
shareware programs and also the VT52
terminal emulator supplied with your ST,
will not support V23. For the same reason,
if you want to use Prestel you'll need
European comms software.
There is another solution to the prob
lem of using split baud rates and that is to
use a constant speed interface modem.
This is becoming a fairly standard feature
of new modems these days for exactly

Because split baud rates are not used in

this reason.

Macintosh, uses the same baud rate for

transmission and reception of data. This
causes a problem with the V23 (1200/75)
system.

One way round this is to use software to
control the speeds being sent or
received. Virtually all European
produced comms software for the ST
switches the baud rates on the computer

the US, American comms software, which

Your A
Auto answer: A modem facility where
it will answer a ringing phone line and
connect the caller to your computer.

with the ST at a fixed speed irrespective

of the speeds being used in the communi
cations link. They contain a buffer to hold
data while it is sent to the telephone line
at a slower speed.
Comms works by
puter so that a fellow
read things that you
vice versa. However,

linking your com
computer user can
have written, and
it isn't as simple as
phoning someone and connecting your
computer to theirs.
There are several reasons for this.

This type of modem communicates

Unless the person being called has an O

to Z on Comms
Intelligent Modem: Sometimes called
a Smart modem, it performs its
essential functions under software

rather

than

with

panel

messaging, run by British Telecom,
which contains large information sec
tions for micro users, including a
thriving ST section.

Essential for bulletin boards.

control

Auto dial: Allows you to dial a remote
computer without using a telephone

switches. To be described as intel

PSS:

system provided by British Telecom to
allow local call access to long distance
computers. MicroLink uses PSS to

Packet Switched Stream.

A

instrument.

ligent, the modem must at least have
autodial, and probably autoanswer as

Bell tones: Modem tones used in the

well.

USA that cannot be used legally on the
British telephone system. Bell 103 is
300/300 baud, Bell 212 is 1200/1200

Logon: The process of connecting to a
computer. Dial the number, connect
the modem and enter any passwords

baud.

and code.

RS232:

Bits: Binary digits zeros and ones.

Logoff: The process of disconnecting
from the computer and telephone line.

interface standard. Very straight
forward, and built into the more
modern microcomputers such as the

Eight of these make a byte.
Buffer: An area of memory where
data is held if it is being sent out more
slowly than it is being received.

allow non-London subscribers to
access the London Telecom Gold

computers.
An

international

serial

Line noise: The crackling you may get
on a bad line, which may appear as

ST.

distorted text on screen.

Sysop: System operator: Someone

Bulletin Board: A small database and

MicroLink: An email and database

who runs a bulletin board.

electronic mail system usually run by
enthusiasts on a non-profit making

system that is the fastest-growing part

basis.

services that cannot be accessed by

Uploading:
The
reverse
of
downloading. Sending messages and
files from your computer (perhaps
already stored on disc) to the on-line

of Telecom Gold. Has many exclusive

Downloading: Transferring files or

other Telecom Gold users.

other information from an on-line data

Off-line: Not connected to the remote

system.

base to your ST, to save on disc or
print out.

computer. For example, you may
prepare messages off-line and then

Viewdata; A display standard, which

Hayes Standard: A modem code
standard invented by Dennis Hayes, a

send them while on-line.

systems. It is made up of pages of 40
characters by 25 lines, using eight
colours and limited graphics. Mainly
used in the UK and Europe, it is usually
accessed using the V23 speed.

US modem manufacturer. Most new

modems being produced are Hayescompatible, as is most new software.

On-line: When you are connected to
the remote computer, you are on-line
and clocking up telephone charges.
Prestel: A database system with

looks like the TV Ceefax and Oracle
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Modem Facts
auto-answer modem, both parties have to

# Speeds. Most inexpensive modems
offer V21 and V23 speeds (a few of the
very cheap ones only offer one of
these). You pay more for V22, and
much more for V22bis. If you are going

unapproved modem (or anything else
for that matter), you risk having your
telephone service terminated by BT
and any eguipment connected to the
line can be confiscated. (This could

You need modems which will switch

to do a lot of file transfer, V22 or even

include your ST.)

between data and voice, unless one of

A much more common arrangement is
to use a central or host computer. Com

V22bis is probably worth while in the
long run. Faster data transfer means
shorter phone calls.
# Features. You pay more for autodial,
autoanswer and automatic speed
changes, which all modems over

panies and individuals provide these, and

about £150 should have. These fea

in the case of commercial concerns, you
pay a subscription and receive the tele
phone number of the computer along
with an account number and password.

tures are well worth having, especially
if you use software such as Fastcom
with autodialling facilities. Also look
for a constant speed interface modem,
which allows you to use a wider var
iety of software.
# Babt Approval. Most modems are
sold with a green circle sticker which
means they have been approved by
the British Approvals Board for Tele
communications (acting for British
Telecom) for connections to the public
telephone network.
A small number of modems, usually
very cheap ones, have not been
approved, and carry a red triangle
sticker. Be warned - if you use an

be there at the same time. The caller will

have to pay long distance call charges if
the terminals are more than 35 miles

apart.

you maintains an auto-answer system,
and you don't have the benefit of powerful
messaging and file transfer software.

Later in this series, we'll look at some of
the available services in detail.

There are two fairly distinct reasons for
using comms - electronic mail and
access to databases. Some systems, such
as MicroLink (on Telecom Gold) and
Prestel offer both email and databases.

Essentially MicroLink is a messaging
service - part of the premier UK email
service, Telecom Gold, with additional
database facilities, whereas Prestel is pri
marily a database, with a messaging
capability. MicroLink will be examined
in detail next month.

•

Robustness. This is more difficult to

determine. If you intend to use the
modem for a few hours a week to look

at databases, then almost any of the
modem will stand up to this.

At the other extreme, if you want to
run a 24-hour bulletin board, then you
will need a modem that doesn't over

heat and is reliable for long periods.
Reviews aren't really very helpful
here, because most reviewers will

have only used the modem for a few
hours. The best way of finding out is to
talk to sysops of bulletin boards and
ask what they use.
•

Costs. Check if the cost includes

cables, software, free subscriptions to
services and so on. You do need all

these, so their value should be taken

into account. Remember that many
modems are sold for other computers
as well as the ST, so make sure you get
an ST cable.

•

YORK COMPUTER CENTRE
THE NORTHS LEADING ATARI SPECIALISTS
AUTHORISED ATARI DEALER FOR OVER 4 YEARS
ST SOFTWARE

ST HARDWARE

10% DISCOUNT OFF THE
RRP OF ALL SOFTWARE

ALL STs INCLUDE 10 BLANK & 5 PROGRAM
DISCS
1040 STF with Hi-Res
mono monitor
1040 STF with Med-Res
colour monitor

£895.00

1040 STF keyboard only

£595.00

£695.00

520 STFM with built-in

mono monitor

£495.00

520 STFM with built-in 1/2 meg drive
£395.00
520 STM Summer Package + Keyboard
+ Mouse + 1/2 meg drive + mono
monitor + 1st Word
£449,0?
HOW TO ORDER
Post your order to the address below with your name
and address, enclosing a cheque or Postal order
payable to York Computer Centre, or phone our 24

hour Hotlinewith your Visa or Access number. All goods
despatched same day subject to availability. All Prices
include VAT at 15%

Please add £1.50 postage and packing (or software,
£5.00 for hardware and £12.00 for courier service.

Our shop isopen 6 days a week from 9am to opm. In
the centre of York, we will be happy to serve you and
demonstrate anything you wish to see.
YORK COMPUTER CENTRE

9 Davygate Arcade, Davygate, York Y01 2SU
Tel: 0904 641862
Prestel MBX. 904641662

Telecom Gold MBX: 72:MAG90526

Winter Games
World Games
Psion Chess
Shuttle II
Leaderboard
Silent Service

Starglider

1/2 meg drive + Hi-Res

ST ACCESSORIES

The Pawn

Sky Fox
Alternate Reality
Phantasie II

Right Simulator II
Typhoon
Silicon Dreams

Degas Elite
DBMan
Zoom Racks II
K-Comm II

K-Spread
K-Graph II
Lattice C
Fast Basic
Back Pack
Gauntlet

WIDE RANGE OF
BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
£22.45
£22,45
£22.45
£22,45
£22.45
£22.45
£22.45
£22.45
£22.45
£22.45
£22.45
£44.95
£17.95
£17.95
£71.95
£102.50
£62.55
£44.95
£44.95
£44.95
£89.95
£80.95
£44.95
£22.45

Just a small selection from our wide range.

Please ring for further details.

Tel: 0904 641862

24hr Answering Sen/ice

Atari 500K disc drive

Atari 1 meg drive
Atari 20 meg hard disc
Cumana 1 meg drive
Cumana 1 meg twin
drive

Eidersoft 1 meg drive
Eidersoft 1 meg twin

£135.00
£189,00
£650,00
£155.00
£265.00
£149.00
£239.00

drive

Philips 8533 Med-Res
colour monitor

£285.00

Casio CZ230S

keyboard
WS 4000 modem
Citizen 120D Printer

Mouse Mat

£275.00
£169.00
£199.00
£4.95

BOX OF 10 DISCS
UnbrandedSS/DD
Branded/Guaranteed
3.5" SS/DD
3.5' DS/DD

£12.00
£14.95
£19.95

DISC BOXES
3.5" x 40 bckable
3,5'x 90 lockable

£9.95
£14.95

A

Link your Atari ST to the outside world with...

mkfoliDh
Electronic mail - The cheapest
and fastest form of

communication possible. It costs

the same to send a message to
one mailbox as to 500!

Telex - Link up with 96,000 telex
subscribers in the UK and 1.5
million worldwide. You can even
send and receive telexes after

office hours or while travelling.

IN

When you join MicroLink you've got
the whole business world at your
fingertips - 24 hours a day. You'll
have immediate access to ALL the

facilities offered by Telecom Gold
... and a great deal more besides.

Telemessages - Type in your
message before 8pm and
delivery is guaranteed by first
post the next day (except Sunday),
anywhere in the UK and USA.

All you need - apart from your Atari ST - is a
modem, which plugs into your telephone wall

m

Tele-booking - Reserve train and

socket,

worldwide, or order from a vast

range of products - from flowers
to floppy discs.
Telesoftware- Download directly

into your Atari ST any program
from the ever-growing library

L_U

Company searches - Obtain facts
about any British limited
company in seconds, and fully
analysed financial information on
over 100,000 major companies.

Typesetting - Send copy from
your word processor together
with details of type size and style,
and you'll receive pages ready
for printing within 24 hours.

LM

^—(•••• '>

a

suitable

communications

A

Haba: Miracle WS2000 V21,
V23 modem + Kuma K-Comm

software (£175)
B

Aaron fay: Pace Linnet V21,

ones which can automatically dial the Micro-

directly to the service - all you have to do is
type in your personal security password.
Whichever equipment you use, you will be
able to call MicroLink, open your mailbox,
save to disc any messages waiting for you,
and disconnect in as little as two minutes.

V23 modem + ST Easitalk
software (£201)
C

We have provided a list of typical combin
ations (left), ranging from the very cheapest to
Link telephone number and connect you

Typical comms packages

now available on MicroLink -

games, educational and utilities.

plus

software.

theatre tickets, check flight details

Miracle: Miracle WS4000 V21,
V23 modem + FaSTcomm

D

E

software (£275)

More than

Silica Shop: Miracle WS4000

90 per cent

V21, V23 modem + PC
lntercomm software (£332)

of subscribers
can connect to

Aaron fay: Trinitas Phasor V21,
V22 modem + ST Datacomm

the MicroLink

II software (£413)

computer at
local call
rates.

News- Use the powerful search
commands to pinpoint vital
business information from the

world's leading news services,
newspapers and periodicals.
Please send me full details about MicroLink, and information

Radiopaging- If you also have a
pocket radiopager you'll be
alerted each time an urgent
message arrives in your mailbox.
So you're always in touch.

TO FIND OUT MORE

sheets about the following hardware and software options

Fill in the coupon and

(please circle):
A

send it to the address

below. You will receive
full details of services

B

C

D

E

Name.

and costs, together with

Gateways - Get through to New
York in just five seconds - or key
into the EEC computer in
Luxembourg, which links you to
600 databases throughout Europe.

an application form.
Complete this and
within days you and
your Atari ST will be

Address.

able to use all the

Postcode.

services of MicroLink

and Telecom Gold.

Send to: MicroLink, Europa House, 68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
STU8

L
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Out of
character
HA VINGrecently bought an Atari 520STI
am in need of vital information. I am plan
ning to write my own font and screen
editor in ST Basic and probably in C also.
I do not know where the system font
lies in memory or where the screen
memory is located. The manual doesn't
appear to contain such information. Can
you help?
Another problem I am encountering is
with the ST keyboard. When writing pro
grams, you often need to check the key
board to see if a key has been pressed. I
have tried using ST Basic's INP(2) routine
which waits until a key has been pressed

Abstract

computer art
upgrade. I visited my local, friendly com
puter store and explained that I wanted

to use Basic on the ST", please. - Geoff
Collis, Crumpsall, Manchester.
• We have not heard of any expert sys
tems or AI systems for the ST although
MetaComco have introduced Lisp - see
our review in the July 1987 issue of Atari

an Atari ST

ST User

Upon hearing this the man behind the
counter fell about laughing (we Greeks

The CP/M emulator supplied with the
ST is equivalent to version 2.2 of CP/M.
We haven't tried any CP/M programs yet
so can't say how good the emulator is.
Abacus produce a large range of
excellent manuals for the ST. They are
distributed in this country by Precision

AFTER three years of abusing my faithful
800XL, I decided the time had come to

are well known for our extreme reac

tions), and tried to sell me an Amstrad
PC1512. I finally persuaded him and
bought a brand new S20STFM.
Within a week the disc drive gave up
and my screen was attempting abstract
art. I was given an immediate replace
ment but within a week the display was
corrupting once again.
I decided that the problem was caused
by the ventilation slots being.too small so
I set about rectifying the problem. You

will never guess what I did with my
X-Acto blade, but now I am happily using
my faithful 520STFM.

May I also say thank you for an informafive and enjoyable magazine and I hope

before continuing to the next line of the
program.

Is there a way of checking whether a
key has been pressed and ifnot, carrying
on with the rest of the routine? - Richard

Weeber, Grays, Essex.

Software. You'll find reviews of two of

these on Page 47.
We are starting a new series on arti
ficial intelligence very soon but will still
be covering Basic. We have a duty to

rently use a BBC Master 128 with turbo.
On these machines I made great use of

cater for all our readers and a large

the red function keys which saved a lot

number are interested in the various

time and effort. In the ST manuals there is
no information on how to load the function

dialects of Basic.

keys.

Star words

Can you tell me please where I can get

I AM a proud, new owner of an Atari

this
vital information? Someone,
somewhere must have it. - Arthur Can-

520STM with mono monitor and disc

trill, Coventry.

you keep up the good work. - John Mantheakis, Athens, Greece.
• Thank you for that interesting tale,
John. We understand that there were
some problems with some of the earlier

drive. I bought this after reading your

•

fantastic magazine.

Ascu values from 187 for fl to 196 for flO,

However, may I offer a couple of sug
gestions? Perhaps you could have a star

(212 to 221 when shifted). However, using:

models of the 520ST'a. Your solution is not
one that we could recommend to the rest

letter each month with a prize for the

of our readers but it seems to have

I would also like to see a star game for
the review that scores the highest rating

will return a value of zero. To get round
this problem, use:

worked for you. We are pleased that you
enjoy the magazine and we shall do our
"best to justify the faith you have in us.

Programmer's choice
/ WISH to buy Prolog, or preferably an
expert system/AI development environ
ment for my Atari ST computer. Could
you recommend or suggest any available
implementations?
I have already contacted Grey Matter
but they are only supporting IBM PC and
CP/Mat the moment. Is it worth buying a
CP/M based version and using this with
the emulator provided by Atari?
Also, are there any decent manuals for
the ST range? I would like to get to grips
with Gem and, as an electronics gradu
ate, would appreciate an hardware over
view. I understand that the Atari manuals

winner.

The function keys on the Atari ST have

fk$=INPUT$(1)

fk=INP(2)

in all aspects and perhaps a top ten chart

The following short, ST Basic program

of the best selling games for the ST
lam sure that many other readers have
ideas and suggestions and it would be
interesting to read their views. - Lee A
Flatt, Peterborough.
• The idea of a star game and a top ten
chart is interesting and we will give some
consideration to your suggestions. Keep

will demonstrate the correct procedure:

reading Atari ST User and keep on send
ing your letters and ideas.

Key functions
ABOUT three months ago I bought an
Atari S20STFM with monitor. After a few

days I realised that the manuals supplied
with the computer were diabolically short
of information.

These manuals waffle on for pages

10 PRINT "Press a f jnction
20 WHILE fk<187 OR fk>196
30 fk=INP(2)
40 WEND
50 k=fk- 86
60 PRINT "You
70 END

key'

pressed Function Key";k

In your program you would call a sub
routine depending on the value of k
which would then carry out the operation
required by:
60 ON k GOSUB f1,f2

f9,f10

The same program will work in Fast
Basic but different values of fk will be
returned. To find out the values for each

key change line 30 to

are prohibitively expensive.

about the wretched windows and icons

I am a research assistant at UMIST, at
the moment working in the Computer Sci
ence department and after a number ol

but do not tell you how the keyboard keys
are used. Several of the special keys do
not even get a mention. How a manufac
turer expects a user to work a computer
without vital information is beyond me.

to define a string and associate it with any
of the keys on the keyboard in the same

I have used a BBC model B and cur-

manner as the BBC Micro's function keys.

years here regard myselfas a better than
average programmer in Pascal, Ada,
Modula 2, C, Lisp and Prolog - so no 'how
66 Atari ST User August 1987

30 fk=INPC2>:PRINT fk

Also, Microdeal's Alternative enables you

LETTERS

• There are ways of addressing the vari
ous functions by means of pointers. The
font location is addressed by calling func
tion 106 in the VDISYS routines - see our
free mini-cards attached to the front

cover of the June and July issues of Atari
ST User.

The fonts as supplied cannot be
changed as they are stored in rom. The
only operation you can carry out is to call
on different styles.
The pointer to the address of the video

display memory is located at $44E hex.
By referring to this pointer the Bios and
Gem can determine the location of the
video ram.

If you want to detect whether a key has
been pressed with ST Basic use the INP
routine like this:
x=INP(-2)

If a key has been pressed x will have a
value of -1, otherwise it will be zero.

Once you have detected a keypress
you can then direct your program to a
routine to read the keyboard buffer using
the normal INP(2) command.

space) and other options such as tape
streamers and networking.
The figure of 20Mb is the amount of

space actually available after formatting.
It may be wise to contact the dealers and
ask for specification sheets and then
make your decision based on the infor
mation provided. You can see a review of
the Supra drive in the May 1987 issue of
Atari ST User.

If you join the MicroLink service, you
will be able to access the Mnematics

Bulletin Board in New York via a Gateway
service. Any time now it is hoped that
Mnematics will provide MicroLmk users
with a second gateway and an individual
Mnematics ID. This will then allow access
to other US boards via Mnematic's own

gateways, one of which is CompuServe.
At the moment if you wish to access
CompuServe you will have to register
with that service and the International
Packet Switch Stream service in this

country. But don't dial direct - you'll get
massive telephone bills.

Topical shares
HAVE you come across any software
which deals with stockmarket analysis

Printer problems

and runs on the Atari 520STFM?

I OWN an Atari STM which I have con

The Stock Exchange provides an infor
mation service called Topic and the soft

nected to a Centronics GLP printer, but I
just cannot get the printer to work. It
works perfectly with a BBC Micro and in
self test mode.

Am I doing something wrong? Is the
GLP not compatible with the ST or could
it be the computer that's at fault? The
Atari manual seems to be very sketchy
concerning printer configuration. - Ron
Thorlgy, Offerton, Stockport.
•

Any printer that works with the BBC

Micro will also work quite happily with
the ST. We would suspect that it's the
printer lead that is faulty, If possible, try it
with a friend's ST and check that it works

ware should be able to read data from

Topic, store individual share prices and
then use the information to produce

I

versions of Basic available for the ST

range at this time.
We will be covering AES and VDI calls
in a future issue but for now, it may help if

you refer to our Mini-cards - number 2 on
the June issue and number 3 on the July
issue, which list the VDISYS functions.

Clear picture
I'M going to get an Atari ST in the near
future and want to know whether I can

get a fairly clear picture for all resolutions
on a colour TV

A dealer said that it depended on my
TV - the better the set, the better the
picture. Could you please help? - B.
James, Bacup, Lanes.
• First, you can't use high resolution at
all on a domestic TV - you must have a
mono monitor for this mode.

What the dealer told you was basically
correct. If your television gives a poor
picture from off the air signals (providing
you don't live in a poor reception area),
the chances are you will get a poor pic
ture from your ST.
In general, a smaller screen TV will
give you a clearer picture but even then,
you would find it hard on your eyes to use
a text based program - such as a word
processor or database - in medium res.

Starwriter

values and data once it has been entered.

FIRST of all may I say that the June 87
issue of Atari ST User was probably the
most enjoyable and useful computer

- A. V. Vas, Weybridge, Surrey.
• We have had many letters on this
subject over the past few weeks but
unfortunately we haven't heard of any

Now to my reason for writing, Raymond
Tauecchio of Holland wrote (in Mailbag,
June '87) asking for an astrology program

programs that will run on the Atari ST

for the ST.

graphs and analyse trends.
I would also like the facility to edit

range.

If any of our readers know of such a

program, we would like to hear from you.

ok. If it does, then your ST must have

magazine I've seen to date.

A friend who is a professional astrolo
ger has asked me to write a program of
the type required by Mr Tauecchio
which lam now in the process ofdoing. It
should be ready in July and I intend to

developed a fault.

A giant step

place it in the public domain.
If anyone would like to contact me at

Hard driving

I HA VEbeen reading your magazine with
interest as I have just upgraded to an ST
system from an Amstrad PCW8512. I
would like your help with a couple of

the address below, I'd be happy to
arrange for them to have copies, but
please enclose a stamped addressed

CAN you tell me which is the best hard

disc? So far I've seen three - Atari's own,
Supra and Triangle. They all cost about
the same, but which is most reliable?

Also, do they give 20Mbytes offormatted
space or do we lose 25 per cent as in the
floppy drives?
If I join the MicroLink service can I use
it to access American bulletin boards? I

queries.

Is it possible to use a colour TV with my
ST without having to disconnect the moni
tor each time. Is there any add-on that
allows you to switch between the two?
Is there any way to create Jetsam type
keyed index, random access files from

envelope.
I must stress again, it is my friend who

is the astrologer, I only write the pro
grams. - Mr. Viv Stafford, c/o Missing

Witch Software, 79 Highland Road,
Earlsdon, Coventry CVS 6GS.
WE welcome letters from readers -

am interested in Plmkand CompuServe. Christopher Tilley, Greenford, Mid

within ST Basic?

dlesex.

AES and VDI calls from ST Basic? Thanks

Atari ST, about tips you would like to

# As far as we are aware, all three hard
disc drives are equally reliable. The main
difference seems to be in physical size:
Supra is the smallest because it uses a 3.5

for a well laid out and informative maga
zine. - Steve Cholerton, Ironville, Notts.

pass on to other users. . . and about
what you would like to see in future

Also, are you planning any articles on

•

There is no way to direct video output

through the modulator port at the same

inch drive rather than the 5inch version

time as your monitor is connected. There

used in the others.

is a device available which will allow you

The footprint of the Triangle drive is
the largest, about the same as the mono
monitor, but there is space to fit an

additional card (to give 40 Mb storage

to switch between colour and mono moni
tors, but not to a domestic TV.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to
create keyed index files from any of the

about your experiences using the

issues.

The address to write to is:
Mailbox

Atari ST User

Europa House
68 Chester Road
Hazel Grove

Stockport SK7 5NY
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS
Exploit the POWER
of your Atari ST
to the full, with...
Fast ST Basic is a totally new implementation]
of Basic for the Atari ST range. Running
faster than almost all other languages, it supports true

structured programming. And it has an easy-to-use word

processor-like editor that makes full use of Gem. Up to 10 separate

programs can be held in memory at once - each with its own editing window.
There's even a built-in 68000 assembler to let you harness the power of your

ST at machine level. And if you order through ST Atari User you'll save £10!
Look at the speed of Fast Basic
compared to other popular Basics,
using average PCW benchmarks:
FAST ST BASIC

1.9
6.8

IBM AT

14.8

BBCB
AMSTRAD

SINCLAIR QL
IBM PC

COMMODORE 128
SPECTRUM

14.7
15.6
16.8
40.1
54.8

RRP £89.90

Fast ST Basic is compatible with all
versions of the 520 and 1040 ST.

WHAT YOU GET: A rom cartridge that simply
plugs into the side of your ST, a fully detailed
380 page manual, a quick reference card
listing all keywords and parameters, and a
disc containing many example programs that
demonstrate all aspects of Fast Basic from
simple loops to full blown Gem programs.

useful functions that are

ALWAYS available when you

are using your Atari ST.
Back-Pack is a versatile desk accessory on rom. It
sits in the background while other application

programs are running, but can be called up and used
at any time. It contains:
Scientific Calculator: Click on the numberswith the mouse or use
the numeric keypad to access a large range of scientific functions.
Clock and Alarms: Tell the time with an analogue or digital display.

Use the alarms to ring or display a dialogue box.
Diary: Open a page to show a whole day's events. Unique classification
feature enables you to search for similar category events.
Notepad: Access up to 31 pages of notes, any of which can be
transferred into the application.

Typewriter: Use it to send codes and short messages to the printer
while working on other programs.

Printer Buffer. Put aside any amount of the ST's ram as a buffer,
allowing long documents to be printed while the computer is still in use
Address Book: Gives you simple and fast access to names, addresses
and other details which can then be used in other programs.

Mini Clock: Place a digital clock anywhere on the desktop.
Ramdisk: Set aside any amount of ram as a Ramdisk, to act like an
ultra-fast disc drive. Speeds up any program that normally uses discs.

fp^-j READER
OFFER

MAIL ORDER OFFERS
Valid to August 31,1987

Overseas orders despatched byAirmail.

All prices include postage, packing and VAT
Please allow 28 days for delivery

MAT FOR
you* MOUSi

Annual subscription

(•)
UK

(worth £4.95)

£15

9100

Europe (incl. Eire) £23

9101
9102

Overseas (Airmail) £38

when you take out a
subscription to Atari ST User

Commence with

£ p

issue

Renewal

Our top-quality Mouse Mat, with its speciallydesigned perfect-grip surface, provides the ideal

UK £15

9103
9104
9105

Europe (incl. Eire) £23
Overseas (Airmail) £38

desktop environment for your ST Mouse.
-v* Ensures much smoother movement!

Atari ST User Mouse Mat

<v- Gives super positive control!

With
sub *

<£• Protects highly-polished tabletops!

Without
sub

FREE

£4.95 9125/9126 [

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order

Your Mouse Mat comes FREE if you subscribe
using this form. Non-subscribers can obtain

Back Issues

one by sending £4.95.

Protect your Atari ST..

£2.00 UK
£2.50 Europe

April 1987
May 1987

9200

£4.25 Overseas

June 1987

9202

July 1987

9203

Starglider

with without

This luxury dust cover for your Atari ST

sub*

sub

£15.95

is made of clear, water-resistant vinyl

9201

£21.95 9110/9111

[

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order

and bound with

Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

strong cotton

Only £3.95

Mercenary Compendium
With
sub *

ST colour monitor

... and your Atari ST User

Without
sub

£14.95

version only

£21.95 9114/9115 LJL

A year's supply of Atari ST User can be kept in

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order

this handsome

Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

pale grey
binder

Fast ST Basic
Rom cartridge

Only £4.95

£79.90 UK
£82.90 Europe

£85.90Overseas Airmail
(V)

Dust Cover

Back-Pack

£ p

Rom cartridge

£3.95 UK

£4.95 Europe/Overseas

1040ST/520STFM
520 ST

9112 [

9117

£39 UK
£44 Europe
£56 Overseas Airmail

9116

9113

Readers in Europe(Inc. Eire) &Overseas please
add E2 per Item unless otherwise indicated

Binder
£4.95 UK; £6.95 Europe; £11.95 Overseas Airmail

9118

Send to: Database Publications, FREEPOST, Europa House,

ii*- lie*- us*- in*

Payment: please indicate method (•)

68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
(Nostamp needed If posted InUK)

Telephone Orders:
061-429 7931

Orders by Prestel:
Key *89, then 614568383

No. 11
I

MicroLink/Telecom Gold
72:MAG001

I I I Ml

TOTAL;

Expiry
Date

IAccess/Mastefcard/Eurccard/Barclaycard/Visa

Please allow28days tordelivery

Order at any lime of the day or night

us* in*, in* us* us* iisf

I I

| Cheque/Eurocheque madepayable to Database Publications Ltd.

Name

_ Signed

Address-

Don't forget lo give your name, mddre— and credit card number
.PostCode_

I ENQUIRIESONLY:061-4800171 9am-5pm I

Tel-

ST8

MAIL ORDER OFFERS
More EXCLUSIVEspecialoffers
- plus even BIGGER strings
for Atori ST User subscribers!
Starglider is "simply the best arcade game seen on any 68000
based machine" (Popular Computing Weekly).
It's the first ever game to feature stunning, fully animated
vector graphics - and the first to include high-quality
digitised sound ... even messages from the ship's computer
throughout your hair-raising flight are in digitised speech!
Thrill to low-level flying, exhilarating defence and attack
manoeuvres - it's all here, and much, much more!

The package includes a 64-page novel that sets
the scene —and gives you vital Information to
help you succeed in your quest!

How-thecoma*

Mercenary Compendium
Here's all you need to get the last ounce of fun and
excitement out of one of the most talked-about games of
1986. This is what this package contains:

Escape from Targ. A unique combination of flight
simulation, adventure and arcade action, PLUS high speed

3D vector graphics! You crash-land on planet Targ's Central
City and you have but one aim - to escape!
Targ Survival Kit. For help when you need it most.
Includes maps of Central City and its subterranean

complexes. And a novelette, "Interlude on Targ", with
more hints and tips.

The Second City. Thoughtyou'd got away? Then load in
this extra data set and think again! No hints or clues this time
- you're on your own!

Format

RRP

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

Starglider

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£30.95

£9

Mercenary Compendium

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£29.95

£10

Special
Suitable for

Product

Atari ST

Needs TOS
on rom

Atari ST
Needs TOS
on rom

Colour monitor

version only

TO ORDER, PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 69

I REVIEW

I

Prognosis: Recovery
IF you need a memory editor, disc
editor and a key definer then look no
further than ST Doctor, a superb piece of
software from Computer Concepts.
The really interesting feature is that it is
written as a desk accessory, so by instal
ling it on to your mam system disc it is
available every time you boot your micro,
simply by selecting it from the Desk

display of memory usage.
The disc editor is similar to the

Bruce Smith reviews a

memory editor, except that the data

powerful Gem Desktop
accessory and toolkit

edited is read from disc. This facility is
not for the novice, so newcomers to this

area of hacking should spend several

hours practising on dummy files before
The M-Edit display can be altered so

Menu.

that the standard Ascii character display

As it is a desk accessory, you can avail
yourself of ST Doctor's facilities at any
time, no matter what other application
you are running. And, it can still be used
from the Gem Desktop as well.

changes to a hexadecimal, decimal,

binary or opcode format. The last option
means that effectively you have a disas
sembler to hand.

However, there is no machine code

When ST Doctor is selected from the

Desk Menu another window pops up on
to the screen giving a further four options
- Memory Editor, Disc Editor, Key Editor

assembler, so any assembling you wish to
do will have to be by hand, using the
editor to poke in the hexadecimal opcode
data - not a task to be undertaken lightly.

and Quit.
For the uninitiated, at its basic level a

display the address range starts at

By default, when you enter the M-Edit

memory editor allows you to look at, (and
alter if required) the contents of the com
puter's memory a byte at a time. And also
to examine, (though not alter) the con
tents of read only memory.
This memory editor is much more

$00000. By using the other button options

disc formatting, which allows you to
format a disc while in an application such
as a word processor, or programming
language.
For the more experienced user there is
an advanced formatter which allows you
to specify how the disc is formatted.
Another useful option is Join Files, which
concatenates two single files into one
long one.

you can specify the base address which

The feature that makes ST Doctor

the editor will default to whenever you

really worth having is the Recover File

select it.

option. As its name implies it allows you to
recover files that have previously been
deleted accidentally - provided there
have been no further write operations to

Similarly, three easy-access addresses
may be entered into the User buttons.

sophisticated than that and, as Figure I
shows, on selection a panel containing
some 23 icon boxes appears. The major
ity of these allow you to set a variety of

beginning work on vital data.
There are 12 options available and the
display formats are identical to those in
the memory editor. There are several
really useful options not least the one for

Clicking on the relevant box drops you at
that address, a useful way of moving
between blocks of memory quickly.
Click on the Find button and a dialog

the disc.

Other features include the ability to
load sections of data, (called sectors)

ranges and parameters which limit the

box is thrown up, and into this you can

from the disc. This can also be an invalu

editor's operation to defined memory
regions. The three main options are

enter a sequence of characters in Ascii,
hexadecimal or decimal. ST Doctor will

able aid should your disc become

across the top of the window - M-Edit,
Find and Map.
The M-Edit button gains access to the
memory editor proper. When the button
is clicked the window takes on a new

then search through memory for the
sequence, which when found, is shown in

The final utility is the Key Editor. This
allows keystrokes to be programmed into

the memory dump display.
Several block operations - actions that

255 can be programmed into each key.

are limited to a specified area of memory

form. A column of memory addresses

-

are also available. These include

corrupted.

10 keys on the keyboard - a maximum of

This facility could prove quite useful if
you are word processing or program
ming, as sets of frequently used words

appears down the left of the screen incre

options to print a block of memory (in any

menting in steps of 28 bytes. The line to
the right of the addresses contains the
Ascn contents of each of the 28 locations
for which the address forms the base

of the displayed formats), copy it from

and commands can be set up. And you

one area to another, save it to disc, or fill it
with a specific character.

can save the keystrokes to disc and
reload them when you need them.
To my mind anyone who uses discs - so

The final option in this segment is the
Map button, which provides a pie chart

location.

that's all ST users - must have a disc utility
pack in their disc box. The cost of the

Desk

File

Mien

Options

software will more than repay itself, even
if it's only used once to recover a lost file.
For this reason, the Disc Editor alone is

Hflenory Editor*
H-Edit
Print
Block

Find

Copy
Block

Hap

Init
Block

Save
Block

ST Doctor by Computer Concepts
H-Edito

Start X

SOGOOQB

$888888 $988188 $

D-Edit*) PhysBse

End

X

liserl *

898888

78889

LogBase UserZ o
78688 j $

Lo fiddr
QBOQOQ

Cs Ron
Fcaooa

PhysTop

User3 c>

80988

$

Hi flddr

Cart

Tpa St

Lst Fnd
878998

FEFFFE J FA9988

9189

worth the cover price. The fact that it's
there as a desk accessory is a bonus. And
it does contain other excellent utilities.

The Memory Editor lacks the
assembler that would complete the suite
of options and turn ST Doctor into the best

pack around, but the Key Editor has its
uses and is a nice extra. All in all, a very
useful and worthwhile buy.
•
Product: ST Doctor
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Computer Concepts, Heme!
Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX.
Tel: (0442) 63937

Figure I: The memory editor.
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Just a sample of our
SOFTWARE and HARDWARE

RRP

OUR

Advanced Art Studio

29.95

Alternate Reality

24.95

23.95
18.95

Guild ol Thieves
Hades Nebula

Hitchhikers Guide
Jewels ol Darkness

Slcon Dreams

19.95

15.25

Skylox

23.95

Sorceror

24.95
29.95

23.95

Arena & Malaccas

34.95

26.95

Aritanoid

47.37

14.95
49.95

Joust

19-95
29.95

26.66

23.37

49.95

11.50
37.95
37.95

Karate Kid II

24.95

18.46

Prohibition

15.37

Hitch Hikers Guide

21.34

Altair

Wish Bringer

F15 Strike Force Eagle

26.66

Little Computer People
Shanghai

Music Studio

21.34
26.66

Bureaucracy

29.79

Metro Cross

18.46

Trailblazer

18.46
21.00

Alternate Reality
Ultima III
Crafton

19.46
18.46

The Animator

Personal Money M
Lattice 'C Compiler

15.25

Spelbreaker

23.95
18.95

Spiderman

18.95

23 95
15,25

Slarglider

29.95
19.95
29.95
19.95
24.95

Star Raiders
Sta/ Trek

23.95
15.94

29.95
24.95

23.95

Leaderboard

18.95

Leaderboard Tournament

24.95
9.95

18.95

Ba/banan

15.37

Beaurocracy

29.95

Little ComputerPeople

34.99

29.95

23.95

Championshp Football
Championship Wrestlnq
Deep Space

24.95
24.95

Mean 18

StripPoker

18.95
26.95

MercenaryCompendium

18.95

Super Cycle

19.95
24.95

Metrocross

29.95
24.95
24,95

26.95
23.95

Sinks Force Harner

17.77
25.97

23.95
18.95

18.95

Music Studio

34.99

24.95
24.95

18.95

24.95

37.95
18.95

Tai Pan
Tenth Frame

15.25
18.95
15.25

29.95

23.95

Paintworks

25.97
79.37

Pascal
FAST Basic
Haba ??? this & that from
3.5" disc SSDD Box ol 10

OUR

OUR
16.95
15.25

Film Director
ST Toolkit

520 ST FM £345.97
Paint Works

RRP

flflP
24.95
19.95
29.95

49.95

Dkji-Drum

71.37
77.59

16.17
16.00

Fleet Street Publisher

GFACompiler

24.95
59.95
59.95

Goldrunner

24.95

Gauntlet

GFA Basic

122 High Street, Ryde, Isle of Wight. P033 2SU. Tel: 0983 68978

NinjaMission

Passengerson the Wind

89.90 68.25
59.95 45.95
149.95 114,95
115.00 87.50
49.95 37.95

Fast ST Basic
Film Director
Fleet Street Editor

Flight Simulator II

WIGHT COMPUTING HOME MICROS

34.95

18.95
45,95
45,95
18.95

Phatasie I or II
Plutos

Pro Sound Designer
Prohbition

Ouestprobe

9.95
34.99
24,95
24,95

7.95

26.95
7.95
26.95

The Pawn
Trailblazer

Typhoon

14.95
57.44
19,95

18.95
18.95
11.50
43.45
15.25

15.25

Work) Games

34.95

Xevbus

18.95
18.95

Zorkl, II,or 111

S.O.I.

19.95
45.95

Shanghai

24.95

Silent Service

24.95

Ultima III
Winter Games

Wishbringer

18.95

18.95

24.95
29.95
59.95

45.95

18.95

24.95
29.95

18.95
23.95

15.25

Word Writer
24.95 18.95
24.95 18.95
29.95 23.95
399.95 349.95

Atari 520STFM

software prices includefirst class post &fast service.
Overseas orders add £1.00. Send cheques/P.O.' payable to
All

Cheques & P.O's payable to W.C.H.M. Barclaycard phone orders
Prices include V.A.T. & P.P. (U.K. only). Write or
Phone for FREEcatalogue.

SILVER DRAGON SOFTWARE
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RANDOM ACCESS

CALfSYC aVVaMIIL ORDER

151 Albion Towers, Salford M5 4AH
AegisAnimator

63.00
12.00
39.75
19.75
39.75
118.50
15.75

Arkanoid
Art Director
Barbarian
CAD 3D

Cambridge Lisp
Crystal Castles
Degas Elite

63.00

Film Director

47.50
39.75
63.00

First CAD
First Word Plus

CHEQUES/PO's to:

Fleet St. Publisher

90.75

Flight Simulator 2

39.75
47.50
78.75
19.75

GFA Basic
GFA Draft
Goldrunner
Haba Writer 2

59.50

Hollywood Poker

12.00

Karate Kid 2
K-Comm 2

19.75

K-Graph 2
K-Spread 2

39.75
39.75

SPECIALISTS IN ATARI ST SOFTWARE

Metacomco Lattice C

78.75

Mark Williams C

142.00

Megamax C
Publishing Partner
Regent Base

133.75

SUMMER OFFER
GAUNTLET
£19.95 inc. VAT & P&P

126.00

Star Raiders

79.00
23.75

Superbase
79.00
VIPProfessional (GEM)180.50
+ Many More

300 other titles available
Please send SAE to:
PO Box 786
Sutton Coldfield
West Midlands B75 7SL

63.00

ABOVE PRICES ARE ALL INCLUSIVE
LARGE RANGE OF PD SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

'RANDOM ACCESS'
061-736 2738

Evenings & Weekends

only

SAE FOR FULL LISTS
MAIL ORDER ONLY - SORRY NO CALLERS

Telephone: 021-378 1371

ST UTILITY PROGRAMS

o****

800 ST. ALBANS ROAD,
GARSTON, WATFORD,

ONLY £9 EACH

OPEN

9am-5poi Mm-T1m

HERTS WD2 6NL.
Tel: 0923 672102

Just buy the utilities you need at a sensible price:
RAMDISK

Ouincewood Gardens, Tonbridge, Kent TN10 3LR

l Fri-Sit

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
DESIGNS WANTED FOR
ATARI ST COMPUTER

Works on drive D, can be used with Fast BASIC, sizes
from140Kto840K.

DISKEDIT

Display and modify disksectors, SS or DSdisks,sectors
can be saved to a new disk so you can recover any lost

SETKEYS

ATARI COMPUTERS:

files, even with no disk directory.

Program and save a series of keystrokes against each of

520ST-FM without Monitor
520ST-FM Med-Res Colour Monitor
1040ST-F without Monitor
1040ST-F Med-Res Colour Monitor

thefunction keys,loadfrom disk, or re-program at any
time, even while running another program.

SPRITES

COMPARE

Drawsprites withthe mouse then save to disk for use in
your programs, will workincolouror bAv mode.
Compare ASCII or binaryfilesto findallthe differences

Inc. VAT

£347.00
£608.00

£399.05a

£521.00
£781.80

£699.20a
£599.15a
£899.07a

PHILIPS MONITORS: Including Lead

willre-synchronize after errors.

SETDATE

Ex. VAT

RGB, CVBS + Linear Inputs, IBMComp.

Two programs to allowthe time and date to be set
quicklyafter a reset and saved to disk.

Med-Res Colour CM8833 + Lead

£260.00

Hi-Res Colour CM8873 + Lead

£570.00

£299.00a
£655.50a

£11.00
£11.00

£12.65c
£12.65c

£11.00
£12.00
£12.00

£12.65c
£13.80c
£13.80c

£112.00
£190.00

£128.80b

Convert any Colour Monitor into a
12 channel Colour TV/Monitor.

BUSINESS PROGRAMS
BAS ACCOUNTS

Philips Tuner Module AV7300

£39

Abook-keepingprogramwithcompactionofdata allowing over 250 transactions

perday fora year,perdoublesideddisk.
Full doubleentry systemwith automatic VAT extraction.

* Trial Balance, Trading Account, Profit&Loss, Balance Sheet, VAT
returns and statements between any two dates.
* Transactions can be entered or removed in any order, at any time.,
BAS DATABASE

Designed for business customer, supplier or stock records, up to 2,000 records

£39

Dual 3.5" 2 x 1 Mb + PSU

Up to 10 fieldscan be used as an index intothe data.
* Letters can be edited and merged withthe data and printed within
the program.

Fully integrated database and accountsinone program, supplied tohandle

stock, invoicing, mailinglists, purchase orders and accounts ledgers.
Demonstration disks for the business programs, £9 each,

refundable off the purchase price.

All prices include postage but EXCLUDE VAT, send cheque to:

B.A.S.
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
55 FRANKTON AVE, STYVECHALE, COVENTRY CV3 5BA

Telephone: Coventry (0203) 419605
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DISC DRIVES: "NEC" Full Spec Drives

Single 3.5-1 Mb + PSU

per doublesided disk.

* Variable size fields, no wasted disk space.
BAS BUSINESS SYSTEM

READY MADE LEADS

Atari ST to 6 pin RGB
Atari ST to 7 pin RGB (Hitachi)
Atari ST to 7 pin RGB (Ferguson)
Atari ST to Scart (Euro)
Atari Printer Lead (1.5 metre)

£218.50b

SWITCHING UNITS: All Lines Switched
1 Micro to 2 Printers

£89

2 Micros to 1 Printer

Centronics 2 to 1 + Lead
Centronics 4 to 1 + Lead

RS232C 2 to 1 (25 way D)
RS232C 4 to 1 (25 way D)

£33.00
£70.00
£38.00
£70.00

£37.95d

£1.80
£17.00

£2.07c
£19.55c

£80.50d

£43.70d
£80.50d

MAGNETIC MEDIA: "Verbatim" Discs
3.5" D/S D/D Disc

3.5" D/S D/D Discs (Pkt 10)
SAGE BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Demo available

GOVERNMENT & EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME.

HOW TO ORDER : Allprices inclusive of VAT.
By Post. Enclose your cheque/P.O. made payable to CARE ELECTRONICS.
Or use your ACCESS/VISA. Please allow 7 days for delivery.
Please add carriage. a-£10.35 b=£5.75 c=£1.15 d»£2.30

TURTLESOFTjsT
!! ! ! ! TURTLE PRICES ARE THE ONES TO JUDGE THE COMPETITION BY ! ! ! ! !
MM! WE ARE SURE YOU WONT FIND LOWER PRICES AND FREE DELIVERY ! ! !
MM! FIRST CLASS SERVICE AT FIRST CLASS PRICES ! ! !! !
ATARI HARDWARE
520ST-FMKeyboard/Mouse/.5meg drive
520ST-FMKeyboard/Mouse/.5meg drive/SM125 MonoMonitor
520ST-FM KeyboarcvMouse/.5 meg drive/SCI 224 ColourMonitor
1040ST-FKeyboard/Mouse/Software only
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Megdrive/MonoMonitor
1040ST-FKeyboard/Mouse/1 Megdrive/SC1224 ColourMonitor
MEGAST 2 Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
MEGAST 4 Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
MEGA ST 2 or 4 Meg withSC 1224 Colour Monitor

OUR PRICE
399.95
499.95
799.90
599.95
699.95
999.95
999.95
1295.95
Phone

349.95
439.99
699.95
519.95
599.95
849.95
869.95
1129.95
Phone

199.95
149.95
149.95
149.95
399.95
149.95
699.95
199.95
263.95
194.95

174.95
129.95
134.95
129.95
349.95
129.95
609.95
179.95
219.95
169.95

401.35
316.75
299.95
435.85
49.95
59.95

349.95
199.95
259.95
379.95
38.95
46.95

22.95
29.95

19.95

ATARI PERIPHERALS
Atari one meg disc drive
Atari half meg disc drive
Cumana one meg drive

Micro Peripherals one meg drive
Atari Medium-Res Colour Monitor
Atari Hi-Res Mono Monitor

Atari20 meg Hard Disc
Atari SMM804 ST Printer + ST Lead

MP165Printer,Epson compatible. NLQ, 165CPS +ST Lead
MP135Printer,Epson compatible. NLQ, 135CPS +ST Lead

MP201136 Col printer, 200CPS,Epsoncompatible. NLQ 40CPS
CitizenLSP-10 Epson compatible,NLQ, 120 CPS + ST Lead

MP26132 Column Daisywheel Printer, 26CPS, Qume/Diablo Std
MP26158 Column Daisywheel Printer, 40 CPS,Qume/Diablo Std

Z-Time Battery Backed Clock 520ST-FM, Fits under Keyboard
Z-Time Battery Backed Clock 1040ST-F, Fits under Keyboard
SSDD3.5"Discs(10)+Library Case (10) - LOW LOW PRICE
TopQuality Branded 3.5"DSDD Discs (10) - LOW LOW PRICE
ATARI ST
SOFTWARE

d

Airball
Ahair

24.95

A Mind ForeverVoyaging
Alternate Reality

34.99

American Football

ATARI ST
SOFTWARE

Karate Kid Part II
Karate Master
K. Commll

24.99

18.99
15.49
26.99
18.99

19.95

Kings Quest II

24.99

18.99

Arkanotd

Lands of Havoc

14.95

Art Director
Balance of Power

Bally Hoo

11.49
38.95
22.99

Lattice C (Metacomco)

49.95
28.95
24.99
24.99
29.95

Baseball
Basketball
Black Cauldron

BoulderdashConst. Set (soon)
Borrowed Time
Brattaccus/Arena
Breakers
Brimstone

ChampionshipWrestling
Chess (Psion)
Cut Throats
Deadline

Deep Space
Defender of the Crown

29.95

24.95
24.99
34.95
24.99

18.99

26.95
18.99

2299
26.99

29.95

25.99
54.95

FlightSimulator II
Football Fortunes (soon)
Gato

Gauntlet (now available)
GFA Basic Interpreter
GFA Compiler(needs Interp.)

Joust

Lisp(Metacomco)
LittleComputer People
Little People
Lode Runner (soon)
Macadam Bumper
Macro Manager
MercenaryCompendium

29.95
34.95

49.00

Journey Intothe Lair(V/Disc)

18.99
22.99
18.99

22.99

24.99
89.90

Hollywood Hiiinx

Liberator

29.99

Essex
Fast Basic
FastComm
Film Director
First Word Plus

International Karate
Jewels of Darkness

Leader Board Tournament
Leather Goddess of Phobos

18.99

18.99

69.95
29.95

Goldrunner
Guild of Thieves
Hacker I
Hacker II
Hitchhikers Guide

22.95

24.99
24.95
24.95

Degas Elite
DefiL Vu (soon)
Djgi Drum

24.95

Leader Board

18.99
18.99

22.99
18.99
18.99
69.95

Metrocross
Mindshadow
Mindwheel
Minstrel

Modula2 (Developers)
Modula2 (Standard)
Mouse Trap
Music Studio

NightOre (soon)
Ninja
Paintworks

Passengers on the Wind
Pawn

79.95

39.00
46.95
62.96

49.95

37.95

Phantasie II

24.95
29.95

18.99
22.99

24.99
59.95
46.95
29.95

18.99
45.95
36.95
22.99

24.95
24.99
24.99

1899
18.99
18.99
22.99

59.95

28.95

Phantasie (soon)
Pinball Factory
Planetfall
Plutos
Portal
Prohfoition
a Ball

•uestprobe/Human Torch

Ringof Zillin (soon)
Roadwa/2000

Rogue
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Sage Bookkeeper

RRP
24.95

18.99

12.95

9.99

49.95
29.95
19.95
99.95
24.95
9.95
29.95
12.95
149.95
34.95
34.95
19.99
24.95
29.95

39.95

24.95

22.99
15.49
77.95
18.99

7.95
22.99
9.99
119.95
26.95
26.99
15.49
18.99
22.99

Shanghai
Shard of Spring (soon)

Sky Fox
Soroaror

22.99

Silicon Dreams

Space Pilot
Spelforeaker
Spiderman
Spitfire 40

22.99
11.49

Tass Times

7.99

34.95

26.95

24.95
24.95
24.99
24.99
24.95
29.95
14.95
34.99
19.96
19.95
19.99
24.99
24.99
24.95

18.99
18.99

22.99

19.95

15.49

99.95
29.95

79.95

SDl

45.95

22.99

Seastalker

29.95

18.99

29.95

18.99
22.99
15.95

18.99
22.99

24.95

37.99
18.99

19.99
99.95
24.95

15.49
77.95
18.99

29.95
24.99
19.95

22.99
18.99

Tee Up Golf
Tenth Frame

24.95

Thai Boxing

19.95

18.99
15.49
7.95

Superbase (Database)
Super Tennis
Suspended

Time Blast
Trail Blazer

Typhoon

15.49
15.49
18.99
18.99
18.99

Wanderer
Winter Games

189.95
95.95
34.99
22.99

24.95
49.95

15.49

142.95

113.85

15.49
15.49
22.99

19.95

Super Conductor
Super Cycle
Super Huey

Trinity
TriviaChallenge
TT Racer (soon)

171.35

18.99

19.95

29.95

Sundog Frozen Legacy

18.99
18.99
22.99
11.49
26.99

228.85

18.99
15.49
18.99
15.49

19.95

9.99

18.99

22.99

24.95
29.95

29.95
14.95

44.95

18.99
18.99

19.95

Star Trek (soon)
Strike Force Harrier

PRICE

28.95

Star Cross
Star Glider
Star Raiders

28.95
149.95
99.95
14.95

24.99

OUR

RRP
24.99
24.99
24.95
24.95
19.95
24.95

Shuttle II
Silent Service

19.95
18.99
18.99
33.99
22.99
119.95
77.95
11.49

24.99

29.99
19.99

15.49

OURB ATARI ST
PRICEH SOFTWARE

14.95

Turbo GT

VIP Professional (GEM)
Wishbringer
Wizards Crown (soon)
World Games
Xevious

Zork l/ll/ll Each

9.95

15.49

24.95

18.99

34.99

26.99

19.95

15.49

24.95
15.95
19.95

18.99
1Z49
15.49

228.85
24.95
24.95

179.95

29.95

22.99
18.99
18.99
18.99

24.99

24.95
24.99
29.95

18.99
18.99

22.99

All prices include VAT at 15% and delivery anywhere on the UK mainland
How to order- Post: Send cheques, P.O. or Visa/Access details to the address below
Phone: Call 0476 60488 24 Hour Service with your Access/Visa details.

ES

Turtlesoft Dept. AST, 35 Brook Street Courtyard, Grantham, Lines, NG31 6RY
Subject to availability, all items are despatched within 24 hrs. E&OE
All software and peripheralsare available. Please ring for details
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ST MAIL ORDER SPECIALIST
ST HARDWARE

ST Entertainment
Shanghai
StargBder

22.95
21.95

Leader Board
Stent Service

23.95

Right Simulator II

42.95

Phantasie II

25.95

SM125High Res Mon.

Music Studio
Psion 30 Chess

29.95

3.5" Disks SS/DD 10
ST Covers

22.95

ST Karate

21.95

Wishbringer

26.95

The Pawn
Star Fleet 1

21.95

Business & Utilities
Sage Accountant
136.90

520STM No Mouse
520STFM t Int. 5Mb D/D
1M0STF inc Mouse
Cumana 1Mb DVD Int. PS
SMM 804 Printer

21.95

First Word +

69.50

Metacomco C

84.95

Fast Basic

£5.99

33.95

1st Mail

25.95

VAT&

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

' Phong far todays tawea press

S.A.E. FOR LIST

STUART HOUSE, ARNOLD ST
NANTWICH, CHESHIRE CW5 5QB

Cygnus trading Company

Fast Basic Cartridge*

Fast Basic Disk(new)

£38

65

Micro Mail

74

Ashcom

48

Microsnips

28

Business Applications Software
Byteback

72
49

Midcomm International

41

Miles Better Software

12

Cahsto Mail Order.

72

Pleasuresoft

36

Care Electronics

72

Precision Software

Centec Electronic Systems
Charnwood Computers
Chips
Compumart

43
60
35
75

Pyramid

60

Computer Concepts

23,76

Back Pack

£42

Computer Express
Computer Repairs

ST Doctor

£17

Comtec

22

Cygnus Trading Company
Desktop Publishing Show

74
37

Doctor Soft

49

LANGUAGES AND UTILITIES

custom software disk
£79
Run Time Disk
£10
Megamax C (new version available soon, order now) £135.

MicroLink

Advanced Systems &Techniques. 24,25

1066 Software

FREE UK POST

& PACKING
FULL RANGE OF ST

12 Months Guarantee

0270 628096
027074340

C*N

29.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

with 6 Software disks,
Manuals, etc and

MICRO MAIL

INDEX

145.00

Degas
Typesetter Elite

AllSTs come complete

46.95

DAY
NIGHT

76.90

ST Accounts
E19.95

ADVERTISERS

Custom Software from Cygnus: Screen dumps {4of them), font editor and font installer,
allows system font to match printer lont, can do this
with a text editor, for NEC P6/P7 printers In particular £8.

Disassembler (68000), many features £10 Free with Basic cartridge

nriHtm

GAMES

60
41

9

74

Random Access

72

Robtek

41,43

Silica Shop
Silver Dragon Software
Soft Bits

49

Software Express
Start Systems
Storm Computers

,

6
55
74

StortSoft

54

Sunaro Software

43

Supertec

18

Glentop Press

13 TheST-Club

60

Firebird Software

4

Any game at 15% discount on RRP. Some of the best are:
£21
Bureaucracy (new)
£29 Chess (Psion 3D)
Flight Simulator II
£42 Guild of Thieves
£21

Deja Vu
Hitchhikers Guide

£25
£24

Homeview

30

Turtlesoft

Jewels of Darkness

£17

Karate Kid II

£21

Mercenary Comp.

£21

K.E.C.M

41

US.Gold

Silent Service

£21

Star Glider

£21

The Pawn

£21

Ladbroke Computing

10 Wight Computing
52 York Computer Centre

All prices fully inclusiveoffirstclass delivery anywhereon UK mainland.Overseas orders:
please remit insterlingand add £1 plus 50p per item.
Cheques/POs should be made payable do "CygnusTradingCompany"and sent, mail

19
72

Metacomco

73
2

72
64

order only, to:

Cygnus Trading Company,

Dept. ST,77 Mayes Road, London, N22 6TN.

P

A

A

122 MELROSE AVENUE
WIMBLEDON PARK
LONDON SW19

1040 STF+SM 125 (Mono)
£627.15
ATARI

SH 204 20Mb HARD DISC*
£537.56
£5 for delivery

FUJI MF2DD DS/DD 3.5" DISCS*
Box of 10 £14.95

MEMOREX 3.5" SS/DD DISCS*
Box of 10 £10.95
P&P included
* While stocks last

(Discount ^\

Software J

Mall order only
ADVENTURES

Passengers on the Wind
Jewels of Darkness
Pawn
Borrowed Time
Tass Times In Tonetown

Hollywood HIJInx
Hitch Hikers Guide
Leather Goddess of Phobos
Moonmlst

Wlshbrlnger
Trinity
Bureaucracy
Guild of Thieves

19.95
15.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
23.95
23.95

23.95
23.95
23.95
27.95
27.95
19.95

STRATEGY/WAR
Sub Battle Simulator
Silent Service

Kings Quest 2
Roadwar 2000
Balance of Power
Phantasie 2

Shanghai
G.A.T.O.

PYRAMID

RM

Alternate Reality
PHONE FOR AVAILABILITY
Indiana Jones

Terrapods
Tal Pan
Star Trek

19.95
19.95
29.95
19.95
23.95
23.95
19.95
23.95
19.95

19.95
19.95
11.95
15.95

ARCADE
Gold Runner
Metrocross
Xevlous
G.F.L. Football
M.G.T.
Tenth Frame
Winter Games
World Games

Championship Wrestling
Strike Force Harrier

Super Cycle
Gauntlet
Barbarian
Crafton & Xunk
Altalr
UTILITIES
Palntworks

Degas
Degas Elite
Prlntmaster
Film Director
Art Director

Fleet St. Publisher
Habawrlter
Habadex

Habamerge
Habavlew

Habaspell

19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
27.95
31.95
54.95
23.95
47.95
43.95
92.00
47.95
39.95
31.95
59.95
31.95

Video & Software

ORDERS OVER £50 DEDUCT 5% EXTRA DISCOUNT

(Inside Osprey Business Computers)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST & PACKING FOR UK MAINLAND

5 The Bridge, Wealdstone
Middlesex, HA3 5AB
01-861 2407
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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Subject to availability all
goods dispatched within

E3

24 hours

Overseas orders add:

Europe £1 per Item
Otfiers £2 per Item

For Access & Visa phone our shop on 01-870 4941
Make Cheques/P.Orders payable to Storm Computers. S.A.E.for full list

YOU NEED A GOOD SENSE OF HUMOUR
TO BUY FROM COMPUMART...
WITH OUR LOW PRICES YOU'LL BE LAUGHING
ALL THE WAY TO THE BANK!

Built-in ]/2MEG 3-5"
Dish Drive

Built-in PowerSupply
Phone NOW for details

Built-in Modulator—Plugs into
any TV or a Monitor

of our LOW COST Easy Payment
Scheme on 5205TFM PacHs

Massive 512K Memory

FULL Range of STSoftware, Peripherals &
Hardware always available-1040's, Monitors,
Printers etc.. ALL with

Free Mouse Controller

Superb Graphics,Colour

//,

Amazing Compumart

BOX-CLEVER

Deals

*^*

& Sound

-^notour
NEW...Lockable Perspex 35"Dish Box

3 5Blanh
—Disks

STFM PACK

to hold 100 Disks

Save disks From accidental damage

from dust,

spilt drinks etc

CompletewithSecurityLock. Dividers..

lata Special Introductory Offer

Kg|

mm...
00

"S&S-

+£3p&p

55~ £12.95 h
DS- £16.95+£ip&p
SS~ £59.95i
Q5- £79.95 i
SS~ £109.95+C2P&P
Q5_£149.95n

10
50
100

Boxed In Tens, User Labels
Top Quality - Fully Guaranteed

\Howto Order...
bss opposite
ol urn 3 0rde. Lu
ind place vow i in

ALL Products are covered

by the Compumart Guarantee!
nceei

Including...20 Free DisHs
and Software Starter Pach

Only from COMPUMART

tfS^ft^

^*V «

^

rp

(OPEN FOR 24 HOURS)
S"S? 'S
Fr;r a SPEEDY NEXT DAY

Secuncor Delivery |usJ add

i lo Postage le g £3 p&p a
| £2
Send £5i
li lei .

ososHum

I

deduct lb

-.• Mail and In

epl Offii mi Pun has
i ii lei

262259

fn mi Govenin
•I Establish

ase Send Cheques/P.O.'s to...

W^£

IT-Dept ST -Unit 8-FalconStreet
Loughborough - Leics • LEU 1EH

Computer Concept's Fast STBASIC is the
most powerful of the currently available
BASICS. It sports a tremendous numberof
commands, giving the user unprecedented
control over the program. It is also simple
to use, provided on cartridge and totally
GEM-driven...Fast BASIC also has the best

GEM support of any of the BASICS.

BASIC really is phenomenal valuefor

'The execution speed has to be seen to be

money.

believed.

'If you need a good programming language
for home, business or educational use, buy
FAST BASIC. Ifyou would liketo program
GEM applications but do not feel
competent enough to tackle C, buy FAST
BASIC. Ifyou need a macro assembler with
a good editor and environment, buy FAST

Ifyou own an ST even if you are a C or
machine code programmer you should own
a copy of FASTST BASIC.
I don't know of a BASIC on any other
machine which is so feature packed and yet
still easy to use.'

BASIC

START, the ST Quarterly

